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Abstract
This thesis is concerned with the design and realisation of components for a

new state of the art 94GHz Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) spectrometer ca-

pable ofoperating in both pulsed and CWmodes. The complete spectrometer

is designed to provide phase coherent lkW peak power sub-nanosecond 7r/2
pulses having variable duration and repetition rate. The mm-wave response

of a paramagnetic sample to these pulses is detected with a superheterodyne

detector. Such a system would offer a step change in performance, promising

unprecedented resolution and sensitivity. These aims should be compared

with the performance of commercial (Bruker) instruments capable of deliv-

ering 200mW gons 7r/2 pulses.

For this type of system, both the long term (thermal) and short term (phase)

stability of oscillators and sources employed are extremely important. Con-

sideration of phase noise, frequency, tunability and power output shows

that multiplied sources offer substantial benefits compared to fundamen-

tal sources. A delay line discriminator method of phase noise measure-

ment, suitable for use with the low frequency oscillators is described and

implemented. This is extended to 94GHz using a down convertor with a

quasi-optically stabilised Gunn oscillator. These tools are used to select an

optimum oscillator-multiplier combination to produce a low noise 94GHz

source.

Anew method of pulse generation, which has produced +23dBm peak power

250ps rectangular and 115psGaussian envelope phase coherent pulses, is

described. These are believed to be the shortest phase coherent pulses at

94GHz available. This system will be used to provide ns pulses suitable for

amplification to lkW using a Klystron amplifier.

A heterodyne detector has been constructed which employs the same oscil-

v



lator/rnultiplier techniques identified above to produce the required local

oscillator signal. It is demonstrated that by careful consideration of mul-

tiplication factors a system employing one variable and one fixed oscillator

allows all the signals required in the spectrometer to maintain phase coher-

ence. It is demonstrated that the complete demodulator responds to pulses

on a ns time scale and has a noise temperature of 737K.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Spectroscopy is awindow into the world of the atom and it's constituent parts,

and is probably one of the most important branches of practical physics. It

has played a key role in confirming quantum mechanics -Newtons observa-

tion of dark lines in the solar spectrum remained something of a mystery

until quantum mechanics explained spectra in terms of electron transitions

within the atom. Ithas discovered new elements -spectroscopy of the Sun's

Corona by Lockyer in 1868 revealed the existence of a previously unknown

element, Helium.

When the spectrum of incandescent Sodium isviewed at optical wavelengths,

two major spectral lines are observed. These are the 'D-Lines'. They lie in the

orange part of the spectrum and have wavelengths of 5889.Aand 589sA [1].

These lines arise due to the interaction of an electrons orbit and its magnetic

moment. When a sample of glowing Sodium is placed in a magnetic field

and the spectrum observed, it is found that the D-Lines split into several
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components, an effect first observed by Zeeman [2] and which is named

after him.

The same spectrum may be observed if Sodium vapour is illuminated with

white light. In this case however the spectrum is observed as dark lines

imposed on a white light spectrum. This is an absorption spectrum and if

the illuminated vapour is placed in a magnetic field the Zeeman effect is once

again readily observed. If the illumination of the Sodium vapour (still in a

magnetic field) is changed from light to an RF signal in the range MHz to

THz depending upon the magnitude of the applied magnetic field, a new ab-

sorption spectrum is observed, these spectral lines correspond to transitions

within the Zeeman system; and it is these transitions which form the Elec-

tron Spin Resonance (ESR) spectrum. There is also a nuclear Zeeman effect,

and a corresponding RF spectrum; this is Nuclear Magnetic Resonance or

NMR.

Byvarying the applied magnetic field, it is readily observed that the spacing

between the lines of the Zeeman system varies with applied magnetic field, it

is found that the frequency of ESR spectral line varies at a rate of 28GHz/T.

The magnetic moments of neighbouring atoms will interact with the tran-

sitioning electron. The local magnetic field is the vector sum of the applied

magnetic field and the effect of the interactions from the neighbours which

gives rise to a potentially rich ESR spectrum from which the structure of the

sample may be obtained.

ESR has become an important tool in the investigation of physical and bi-

ological systems. When tissue is exposed to radiation (both ionising and

non-ionising) the level of exposure may be estimated by measuring changes

in the ESR spectrum of bone and tooth material [3], a related measurement

allows dating of archeological artifacts [4]. ESRhas been used to determine

2



the structure of biologically important molecules such as the Heme complex

[5] [6], chlorophyll [7], Rhodopsin [8] and to map structural changes dur-

ing reactions [9].

Many biologically interesting molecules, such as DNA, are ESR quiet hav-

ing either no or very low concentrations of paramagnetic centres within the

molecule of interest, giving spectral signals which are either non existent or

too small to be useful. However ESRmay still be used as a spectroscopic tool

by chemically substituting an ESR active species into the system of interest

[10] [11]. This technique, known as Spin Labeling, is now finding wide

application [12] [13] [14] and has also been employed by chemists in the

study of polymers [15].

ESR has been employed to measure permeability directly in resonators for

microwave circuits [16] and may be used to study phase transitions in low
dimension systems [17] [18] [19].

Pulse ESR and NMR techniques directly manipulate the spin state of a sys-

tem and these have been proposed as viable input and output devices in

Quantum computers [20], [21].

This is not intended to be an extensive list of ESR applications- a search on

the 'Web of Science' using 'Electron Spin Resonance' as the key word, pro-

duced over 5000 papers, published in the last fiveyears with applications in

all branches of the physical and biological sciences; it is intended to indicate

the wide range of applications of ESR.
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1.1. THESISOVERVIEW

1 .1 ThesisOverview

This thesis is concerned with the design of a 94GHz ESR spectrometer, em-

ploying low noise sources (both CWand pulsed) and a Heterodyne demod-

ulator suitable for both CWand pulsed spectrometry. It gives a background

in ESR theory, spectroscopy and instrumentation, followed by a detailed

description of a new instrument.

Chapter 2 describes the interaction of electrons with magnetic fields. It

is shown that by applying two orthogonal magnetic fields, a large static (or

slowly sweeping) field and a small high frequency (RF/Microwave) field, to

a suitable sample it is possible to obtain a signal which may form the basis

of a spectroscopic technique. By considering relaxation mechanisms, it is

also shown that the magnitude of the oscillating field cannot be usefully in-

creased without limit. Chapter 3 considers how an ESR signal is produced

by a paramagnetic sample placed in a resonant cavity. By considering the

Noise Effective Powers (NEPs) of detectors, the concentration sensitivity

(minimum detectable number of spins) of a spectrometer is obtained and a

Homodyne detector is described.

Chapter 4 describes the essential components of a spectrometer, such as

magnets and methods of propagating microwave signals within the spec-

trometer and which are not considered elsewhere in this thesis. It shows

how consideration of these components leads to the design of the quasi-

optical Homodyne spectrometer which is currently employed at St Andrews.

Significant factors which limit spectrometer sensitivity are the phase noise

and power produced by a 94GHz source, chapters 5 to 8 describe a low

noise source capable of delivering in excess of 200mW (+23dBm) at 94GHz.

Chapter 5 considers ways in which low noise mm-wave sources may be pro-

duced. Because phase noise is so important, methods of measuring phase

4



1.1. THESISOVERVIEW

noise were investigated. Chapter 6 describes a phase noise measuring sys-

tem for use at 94GHz based on a highly stabilised Gunn oscillator being used

to down convert the mm-wave signal to a frequency at which phase noise

measurement may be more easily performed, In this case the low frequency

phase noise measurement was performed using a delay line discriminator

optimised for use at 7GHz. Chapter 7 then describes sources based round

various oscillators and multipliers.

Chapter 8 details the performance of these oscillator-multiplier combina-

tions in terms of power output, phase noise and where applicable tuning

range. It is demonstrated that a significant reduction in the spectrometer

noise floor compared to that obtained using a Gunn oscillator can be ob-

tained with the correct choice of oscillator-multiplier combination.

A problem with CW ESR spectrometry is the lack of resolution caused by

overlapping signals. In the field of NMR, techniques which use pulses of RF

energy to manipulate the nuclear spin system have been developed which

permit the use of sophisticated correlation techniques which allow the con-

tributions to be differentiated or resolved. Whilst such techniques have

been employed in low field ESR, it would be of great advantage if these tech-

niques could be brought to bear in high field ESR. Chapter 9 obtains the

characteristics which pulses for use in a high field pulsed ESR spectrometer

must ideally possess. It is demonstrated that it would be highly beneficial to

generate pulses with <-ms duration and peak powers of lkW. Whilst pulse

spectrometry is performed using high field instruments, to date the avail-

able pulses have been sub-optimal. Chapter 10describes a fast switch which

when used in conjunction with the multipliers described in previous chapters

is able to produce rectangular sub ns pulses at the +23dBm level and which

are suitable for amplification to the kW level.

5



1.1. THESISOVERVIEW

Finally, chapter 11, describes a complete Heterodyne spectrometer, operat-

ing at 94GHz and which is suitable for pulsed high field ESR spectrometry.
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CHAPTER 2

Continuous Wave Electron Spin

Resonance

Electron Spin Resonance (ESR)spectroscopy, which is also known as Elec-

tron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) spectroscopy, is a technique which

measures the absorption of RF energy by a sample containing paramagnetic

species when it is placed in a magnetic field. The results of this measurement

may be used to elucidate the structure of the sample.

Conceptually, absorption from a continuous (CW) RF signal is the simplest

ESR experiment which may be performed. However, there is often insuffi-

cient detail in the absorption spectrum for the structure to be resolved at a

particular frequency, in which case a higher frequency CWmeasurement, a

pulsed measurement or a double resonance experiment may help determine

the structure of the sample.

In this chapter, the origin of the CWabsorption spectrum and how this leads

7



2.1. THE ELECTRON IN A MAGNETIC FIELD.

to the design of a spectrometer are discussed.

2.1 Theelectron in a magnetic field.

In this section, the dynamics of a single electron in a magnetic field are used

to explain the origin of the EPR spectrum. This is an attractive scheme for

initial discussion because there are no complications of orbital or nuclear

effects. Two cases are considered; in the first the electron is immersed in

a uniform, constant magnetic field, whilst in the second an oscillating mag-

netic field perpendicular to the constant field is introduced.

2.1.1 Theelectron in a constant magnetic field

Due to its spin angular momentum SI, an electron has a magnetic moment

I-'s = gf3S (2.1)

where 9 is the Lande g-factor having a value close to 2, and 13 is the Bohr

magneton defined by
13= en (2.2)

2me

where e is the electronic charge, me is the mass of the electron and therefore

13 f"V 9.274xlO-24JT-1• Byvirtue of its magnetic moment, an electron placed

in a magnetic field has a potential energy

1Bold characters are use to denote vector quantities
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2.1. THEELECTRONIN A MAGNETIC FIELD.

Where, in equation 2.4, the minus sign is dropped to account for the negative
electron charge. Equation 2.3 shows that, classically, the energy ofthe mo-

ment in the magnetic field has an infinite number of values depending upon

its angle (0) to the applied magnetic field. However, the energy is a minimum

when the spin is parallel (0 = 0) to the applied field, and a maximum when

the spin vector is anti-parallel (0 = 7r) to the applied magnetic field.

Naively, it is expected that no matter what the initial orientation of the mag-

netic moment, it will align its self in the lowest energy state; this statement

is discussed further in section 2.3. Then, if energy is applied to the system,

the electron may be re-orientated into the higher energy state, an absorption

of energy which may be measured and which may form the basis of a spec-

troscopic technique. In fact, ESR involves measuring the energy required to

re-orientate an electron spin vector in an applied magnetic field.

2.1.1.1 The electron aligned with the applied field

Ifan electron is immersed in a magnetic field, the Stern-Gerlach experiment

shows that, contrary to the above classical expectations, the electron may

assume only two orientations in the applied magnetic field; it may only be

parallel or anti-parallel to the applied field. It is concluded that electron spin

is quantised.

To account for this quantisation, it is convenient to redefine S in terms of

the Pauli Spin Matrices as
S= ~nu

2
(2·5)
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2.1. THEELECTRON IN A MAGNETIC FIELD.

where o is the spin matrix having the three components [22]

ax = (0 1) ay = (~ -i) az = (1 0)
1 0 ~ 0 0 -1

Which account for the three spatial components of S. Equation 2.4 becomes

H = gf3u·B (2.6)

The magnetic field is applied along the z-axis and the potential energy rep-

resents the Hamiltonian of the electron in the applied magnetic field. The

electron is an eigenstate of az and thus

H = gf3Bzaz

- w"~ (~ ~1)
where Wo = gf3Bz• The permitted energies of the system are the eigenvalues

of the Hamiltonian and because the Hamiltonian is diagonal they are the

(2.8)

diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian; thus

E+
l'iwo

= -
2

E_ l'iwo
- --2 (2.10)

Comparison with equation 2.4 shows E+ to correspond to the case of the

electron spin parallel to the applied field, whilst E_ corresponds to the anti-

parallel case. An electron being re-oriented in the magnetic field must there-

fore either emit or absorb a photon of energy E+ - E_, which corresponds

to a frequency (f Hz) of
1 e

j=g---Bz27r 2me
(2.11)

The exact frequency of this transition depends crucially upon the applied

external magnetic field and the value of g,which is close to 2. Therefore the

10



2.1. THEELECTRONIN A MAGNETIC FIELD.

Figure 2.1: Energy of an electron in a magnetic field

frequency of the transition varies with B, at a rate of order 28GHz/T. This

is summarised in figure 2.1.

2.1.1.2 The arbitrarily aligned electron

z

Figure 2.2: Parameters of an arbitrary orientation

Figure 2.2 shows a unit vector it arbitrarily aligned in a cartesian co-
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2.1. THE ELECTRON IN A MAGNETIC FIELD.

ordinate system. If 1, j and k are the usual cartesian unit vectors, it is a

standard result [23] that

ft = isin 0 cos¢+J sin 0 sin ¢+k cos 0 (2.12)

If an electron spin is aligned with fi, then the projection of this spin S; onto
the cartesian axis is

S; - S· ft

and thus Sn may be represented as

n ( cosO sinoe-it/»s, ==-
2 sin Oeit/> - cos 0

The eigenvalues of equation 2.15 are A+ = +n/2 and .X-
eigenvectors of

= -n/2, giving

1+)n = ( .cos~ ) and 1-) n = ( ~in ~ )
e't/>sin ~ -e't/> cos ~

respectively. Consider a magnetic field applied along the z-axis. The energy

levels associated with an electron in this field are E_ and E_ and are given

in equations 2.9 and 2.10. Consider an electron in a 'spin up' state along

ft, immersed in this magnetic field. Then the initial state of the electron is

l-,p (0)) = 1+). Thus, the time evolved state of the electron l-,p (t)) may be
represented as

(

iE )e-!!Jrtcos!l.
l-,p(t)) == _iE_

t
._,_. 2 (J

e ""11 e''I' sin 2

which using equations 2.9 and 2.10 simplifies to

(
(J)-iWgt cos 2l-,p (t)) == e 2 •

e,(t/>-wot) sin ~

(2.16)
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2.1. THE ELECTRON IN A MAGNETIC FIELD.

The expectations of the three spin components ((8x), (8y) and (8z)) are

therefore given by

('l/J (t)1 o"x I'l/J (t)) = ~sinOcos (wot + <1»

= ('l/J(t)IO"yl'l/J(t)) = ~sinOsin(wot+<I»
Ii= ('l/J (t)1 a, I'l/J (t)) = "2cosO

(2.18)

(2.19)

(2.20)

Equation 2.20 shows the orientation of the electron to the z-axis to be time

invariant. However, the motion of the electron in the x-y plane is the vector

sum of (8x) and (8y); since equations 2.18 and 2.19 are the parametric equa-

tions of a circle, we conclude that the electron precesses about the applied

magnetic field at a frequency of Wo rad/sec, This frequency of precession is

known as the Larmor frequency.

2.1.2 Theeffect of an oscillating magnetic field

Ignoring the practicalities of producing a totally isolated electron and the

problems of excited state life times, if a IT magnetic field oscillating at

28GHz were applied to a single electron system, and the system temperature

were to be reduced sufficiently, an absorption of energy would be observed.

Even allowing the above simplifications, such a scheme is impractical; the

inductance of the magnet (typicallymany Henrys) ensures that coupling high

frequencies onto the magnetic field using the magnet coils is impossible.

However, consider an electron immersed in a constant (time independent)

field B, aligned with the z-axis, and an oscillating field Bx coswt aligned with

the x-axis. Equation 2.7 now reads

(2.21)
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2.1. THE ELECTRON IN A MAGNETIC FIELD.

The application of Ex causes a nutation of the Lannor precession, the fre-

quency of which (the nutation frequency) is given by

(2.22)

Writing the Larmor and nutation frequencies explicitly, equation 2.21may

be represented as

H ~ ~ ( Wo Wx~os wt )
wxcoswt Wo

(2.23)

With a time dependant Hamiltonian, we require to solve the Schrodinger

equation expressed in the form

inl~ (t)) = H (t) IV; (t))

where ~ denotes a time derivative. Bywriting" IV; (t)) ~ [a(t), b(t)f, where

a(t) and b(t) are the eigenfunctions of V; (t) and represent the time evolution

of the electron spin states. The solution of 2.24 is set out in both [22] and
[24].

Substituting this state vector and the Hamiltonian into equation 2.24 results

in a pair of coupled differential equations

ia(t) - a~t)wo+ bg)wxcoswt

ib (t) _ _ b ;t) Wo+ a ~t) Wxcoswt (2.26)

The leading terms in this system of equations are due to rotation about the z-

axis. The equations may be rendered approximately soluble, by transforming

these equations from the laboratory frame, to a frame rotating about the z

2The wavefunction is written here as its transpose for typographic reasons, 'T indicating

the transpose.
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2.1. THE ELECTRON IN A MAGNETIC FIELD.

axis at the Larmor frequency; this is exactly the same as the 'rotating frame'

introduced by Bloch [25] in the classical derivation of Bloch Equations.

In this rotating frame, the electron appears stationary, aligned with the

applied magnetic field, and a field applied perpendicular to B, will cause

precession about the applied perpendicular field. The transformation to the

rotating frame may be performed by writing

(
a(t) ) = (=::)
b(t) j3(t)elWot/2

Now,using these expressions in equations 2.25 and 2.26, with the additional

assumption that Wo I"V W and writing ~ = Wo - W gives

i& (t) - ~Wxj3 (t) eiAt

i/3 (t) - ~wxa (t) e-iAt

(2.28)

(2.29)

which, upon elimination of j3 (t) produces the second order linear homoge-

neous differential equation

2

a (t) - i~& (t) +i a (t) = 0

which may be solved to obtain

a (t)

j3 (t)

_ a+eiA+t + a_eiLt

_ _~e-iAt (A+a+eiA+t + A_a_eiA-t)
Wx

in which A±are the roots of the auxiliary function of equation 2.30 and are

given by

Use of equations 2.27, 2.31 and 2.32 now gives the original state vector

[a(t), b(t)f. If, at t = 0, the electron is in an 'up' state such that 11/-1 (0)) =
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2.1. THE ELECTRON IN A MAGNETIC FIELD.

[a (0), of we may calculate the probabilityofitbeing in a 'down'state 11/1(t)) =
[0, b (t)f. It is a standard result that

P(l) = 1(-11/I(t)12

= (0, b(t)) ( a(t) ) 2

b(t)
_ Ib(t)12

The initial conditions allow relationships to be found between A± and Q±, it

is found that

Where as previously a resonance condition was defined as bringing the fre-

quency of an oscillating field B, to a point which matched the Larmor Fre-

quency, in this case B, is fixed and we define the resonance condition to

be Ll = 0 i.e. the frequency of the perpendicular field is made to equal the

Larmor Frequency, in which case

2 1Ib(t)1 = 2 [1 - coswxtJ

Interestingly, this result is independent of the magnitude of Bx, which only

determines the rate at which the spin is flipped from an up to a down state;

the probability of a spin flip depends only upon the value of wxt. When

wxt = n, P (t) = 1and the electron is in the down state.

Thus we have a theoretical design for an ESR spectrometer. It consists of

a fixed field which establishes the Larmor frequency, and a high frequency

perpendicular field which is tuned to the Larmor frequency. Because the

perpendicular field changes the spin state of the electron, energy is absorbed

from this field and this energy absorption may be measured, and it is this
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2.2. ESRSPECTRA

absorption which forms the basis of ESR measurements. Note that there

is no particular requirement put on the magnitude of Bx, the magnitude is

determined by other system requirements.

The implementation of this theoretical design is outlined in the following

chapters. The remainder of this chapter is devoted to a discussion of the

information which may gathered from a CWspectrometer of this type.

2.1.3 Single Electron Measurements

It may be thought that single electron systems are purely theoretical con-

structs, and even if they could be realised would show little of interest because

the resonance has only one component. In fact there is a rich literature on

the physics of the single electron in an ESR type measurement.

Byisolating a single electron in a Penning Trap [26, 27] it has been possible

to observe single electron resonances, measure the g factor of a free electron

(and indeed the positron [28]); such systems appear to be sensitive meth-

ods of performing tests of some of the most fundamental aspects of modern

physics.

2.2 ESRSpectra

Whilst the single electron allows a simple calculation to give an outline design

of a spectrometer, the more interesting, and more important case is that of

the spectrum obtained from a paramagnetic species when it interacts with

its local environment. In this section the various contributions to an ESR

spectrum are outlined.
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2.2. ESRSPECTRA

2.2.1 The Lande g-factor

An electron in an orbital has an orbital angular momentum L, and therefore

an orbital magnetic moment J-tL given by

J-tL = g(3L

Asystem having both spin and orbital angular momenta, has a total angular

momentum J which is the vector sum of Land S. The overall magnetic

moment associated with the total angular momentum is

u = g(3J

By considering the magnitudes of the spin and orbital magnetic moments

and applying the cosine rule [29], the Lande g-factor may be written as

J(J + 1) + S(S + 1) - L(L + 1)
g = 1+ 2J (J + 1)

and therefore has a value ranging from 1 for a system having pure orbital

angular momentum to 2 for a system having pure spin angular momentum.

In many systems however, the motion of the electron in its orbital reduces

the apparent orbital angular momentum, a process known as Quenching.

The value of g is often found to be close to the value for completely free

electron of g"-'2.0023. However, other values are encountered, transition

metal complexes in which high angular momenta are encountered produce

g values in excess of 4 [30], whilst negative values may be found in semi-
conductor systems [31].

A system having a non zero total angular momentum has a permanent mag-

netic dipole moment and thus the local magnetic field is the vector sum of

the applied (external) field and the local magnetic moment; and therefore in

calculating the energy of the interaction of the magnetic moment with the
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2.2. ESRSPECTRA

applied field it should be the effective field which is employed. The local

field at any given location within a sample now depends crucially upon the

environment -the number of and distance to neighboring moments at that

point. Since we can have no apriori knowledge of this local environment,

with a known external fieldwhen measuring the ESR spectrum we appear to

have a varying g-factor.

This variation of g is often anisotropic, and in the general case is a Tensor

with 6 independent components. It is this variation of g-factor which is

responsible for the multiple line in an ESR spectrum, and which allows the

structure of the ensemble to be determined.

2.2.2 The Spin Hamiltonian

The electron system considered in section 2.1, a two level system, is the

simplest system which can be described. In more complicated systems,

the Hamiltonian must be modified to account for interactions between the

paramagnetic species with its environment. These interactions are described

using the spin Hamiltonian, which may be written [32]

in which

7telee is the energy of the paramagnetic species in the free state

7tel is the interaction energy of the ion with the crystalline field

7tLs is the spin-orbit interaction energy

7tss is the spin-spin interaction energy

7tzee is the Zeeman energy

7th18 accounts for the hyperfine structure
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2.3. THERMAL EFFECTS

'HQ is the quadrupole energy

'HN is the nuclear spin energy

Detailed descriptions of the importance and relative significance of the vari-

ous components of the spin Hamiltonian may be found in [32, 33] and [34].

'Hzee describes the energetics of the spectrum which would be observed in

the absence of any other interactions, and is the Hamiltonian of the simple

two level system described above. The terms 'He1ee and 'He! describe the

g-factor variation, and therefore ESR spectrometry is the measurement of

changes in the Zeeman term of the spin Hamiltonian due to the interaction

of a paramagnetic species with its environment.

2.3 Thermal effects

Itwas stated above that the electron would assume a state of minimum en-

ergy; this is not strictly true. In an applied field of IT, the energy of the 28GHz

photon required to 'flip the electron spin' is approximately 1.856xlO-23J

(1"V1.16xlO-4eV),whilst at 300K thermal energy is of order 1/40eV; thus

thermal energy alone is sufficient to maintain the electron in a high (anti-

parallel to the applied magnetic field) state.

Naturally, the physical environment could be changed to give a system in

which the electron was in the lowest energy state. If the applied magnetic

field is increased, the energy of the photon required to change the spin state

of the electron will be increased. For the photon energy to exceed 1/40eV, a

frequency of order 6THz is required, which corresponds to a required mag-

netic field of some 214T. This field is a little excessive! The problems of

generating a 40T continuous field are extreme [35], and include power sup-
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2.3. THERMAL EFFECTS

ply and cooling issues. 6ST 'long pulse' magnets are discussed by [36], whist

the destructive nature of producing fields in excess of 200T may be observed

in some interesting footage at the Tokyo University web site 3. Naturally,

the temperature could be reduced to bring kT to less than 1.16x1O-4eV; a

temperature of less than approximately 1.4Kis required.

For an ensemble of electrons the situation is rather different. In a two level

~E

El '

Figure 2.3: Representation of a two level system, showing the populations

Nu and N, of the two energy levels El and E2 spaced by !:1E and

the rates of transition between these energy levels Rl2 and R2l•

system, the relative populations of the two energy levels is described by a

Boltzman distribution

Nu = exp [_ !:1E] (2-43)
Nl kT

where Nu and N, are the populations of the upper and lower energy levels

respectively. Taking the figures for a 28GHz system at 1T from above, at

300k the population is such that Nu rv 4.6xlO-2N, and this is an equilibrium
state.

An ESR measurement proceeds by measuring energy absorbtion from the

applied B; field, which is proportional to the the difference between the

populations of the energy levels. Let Pabs be the power absorbed and cl) be a

3WWw.issp.u-tokyo.ac.jp/labs/extreme/Megagauss/MGL/MGL-e.htrnl -checked 6 Au-
gust2005.
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2.3. THERMAL EFFECTS

constant of proportionality. Then

Which shows that power will only be absorbed by the system until !:IN = 0

when the sample is said to be saturated.

However, using a Taylor expansion for equation 2.43, with the assumption

that s»/kT « 1 equation 2.43 becomes

This would appear to suggest that the power absorbed increases indefinitely

with the applied field Ex. Applying energy to the system effectively increases

the spin temperature of the system, so that the spin system is no longer in

thermal equilibrium with its environment and looses energy from the excited

spin system to the local thermodynamic bath, a process known as relaxation.

The relaxation of the excited state plays an important role in obtaining a

good ESR spectrum.

2.3.1 A Simple Model of Relaxation

A description may be set out as follows [33]. For a sample containing N

spins and having a population difference !:IN between the levels, considering

figure 2.3 we may write

N = NI + Nu } =? !(N + !:IN) = NI } =? ftNI = !ft!:lN (2.47)

!:IN = NI - Nu !(N - !:IN) = Nu ftNu = -!ftb.N

Now, the rate at which electrons enter or leave a level is proportional to the

population difference !:IN, and the constant of proportionality is the rate
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of transition between levels. The rate of change in population of a level is

therefore the sum of the rates at which electrons enter and leave a level.

Using equations 2.47 we may write

d
dtNI = ~NR12 + ~NR21

which gives rise to the rate equations

1t_Nz= -R12Nz + R21Nu

1t_Nu = R12Nz - R21Nu

Then using equations 2.47 and 2.49 it may be shown that

d [ R21 - R12 ]-d ~N = 2 N R R - ~N [R21 + R12Jt 21 + 12
(2.50)

In the steady state ~N = 0, and the steady state population difference (~NS8)

between the two levels is found to be

~Nss = N R21 - R12 (2.51)
R21 + R12

Noting that (R21 + R12r1 has the dimensions of time, equations 2.50 and

2·51produce
d 2
-d ~N = - (~Nss - ~N)
t T

where T is the relaxation time given by (R21 + R 12) -1. Assuming that at t = 0,

AN(O) = No, this has the general solution

~N(t) = ~N88 + (No - ~Nss) exp [- ~]

Thus, the relaxation from the excited state follows an exponential law .

Whilst the probability of a spin flip is governed by wx, Bx (and hence wx)

cannot be made arbitrarily large. Figure 2.4 is a representation of spin

excitation and relaxation during one-and-a-half cycles of Wx• Excitation oc-

CUrsin the half cycle which includes the section of the curve O-A Beyond A
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Al

Figure 2-4: Spin flips during One-and-a-half cycles of Wx applied to a param-

agnetic sample. Excitation occurs during O-A, whilst relaxation

occurs in the following period. A long relaxation time constant

(blue), an intermediate relaxation time constant (green) and a

short relaxation time constant (Red) are also shown.

relaxation takes place and three exponential decays of varying time constant

r are shown.

Relaxation A-D-Do represents a short time constant, relaxation A-B-Bo rep-

resents a long time constant, whilst A-C-Co is an intermediate case. Clearly

the relaxation A-D-Do ensures that the maximum number of spins is avail-

able for excitation during the next (and each) cycle and represents a system

of potentially high sensitivity, whilst the inverse is true for the A-B-Bo relax-

ation.

Because the probability of a spin flip follows Wx and not the frequency (w)

of the applied B; field which is tuned to the Larmor frequency due to Bz, it

may be concluded that a short time constant implies that a large B; may be

applied to the system without saturation of the sample. Samples having long
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2.3. THERMAL EFFECTS

time constants on the other hand are easily saturated.

The relaxation time constant 7", represents the time taken for the electron

ensemble to relax, and therefore represents the excited state life time. Using

the uncertainty principle, we may conclude that a decay time constant of InS

corresponds to a line width, at 28GHz, of approximately 5.6mT. Thus if the

relaxation time constant becomes very large, the line widths may well exceed

spacing due to g-factorvariation, so that no spectral information is obtained.

2.3.2 Relaxation Mechanisms

The above analysis introduced 7", the relaxation time constant. A more

detailed analysis shows that there are two time constants involved in the

relaxation process.

This detailed analysis was first performed by Bloch [25]. By recognising

that time evolution of the expectation value of a single spin in a magnetic

field exactly follows the classical equations of motion, Blochwas able to use

a wholly classical analysis of the magnetisation vector to obtain the behavior

of a spin ensemble.

The analysis requires the introduction of two time constants 7"1 and 7"2. 7"1

relates to the loss of energy from the excited spin state to the crystal lat-

tice which is sometimes known as longitudinal relaxation, whilst 7"2 relates

to energy transfer within the spin system and is often known as transverse

relaxation; the single time constant introduced above is an amalgamation of

these processes.
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2.3.2.1 Spin-lattice (longitudinal) relaxation

Spin-lattice relaxation involves the exchange of energy between the excited

spin system and the lattice, followed by an exchange of energy between the

lattice and the system thermodynamic bath; It is a two stage process for

which three major contributions may be identified [34].

• The direct process. This is the simplest method of relaxation. The excited

state emits a phonon of energy E = nwp, where wp is the phonon frequency.

If this phonon is able to excite a lattice phonon, energy is lost to the lattice

which may then be lost to the thermodynamic bath. At 'normal' tempera-

tures, the lattice phonon density of states peaks at energies rather higher

than Ep, and therefore the direct process is a low temperature relaxation

mechanism.

·The Raman process. This is a two phonon process. Here, the spin system

absorbs a phonon of energy W8 and emits a phonon of energy W8 ± wp. This

corresponds to a transition to a virtual energy level, and then a relaxation

from this level to the ground state with a change of spin.

·The resonant Raman (Orbach) process. This relaxation mechanism is an-

other two phonon process. In this case however, rather than a virtual energy

level, the energy of the emitted phonon corresponds to an actual energy level;

it is a rather more efficient process than the Raman process.

2.3.2.2 Spin-spin (transverse) relaxation

Whilst longitudinal relaxation requires a more or less direct energy transfer

to the thermodynamic bath, in spin-spin relaxation direct energy transfer to

the lattice is not required. Here, energy loss is by a dipole-dipole interaction

between an excited and a neighboring unexcited site, the excited state in

undergoing a relaxation (spin flip) transfers its energy to the unexcited state,
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an exchange known as a two-spin flip flop process, and this constitutes spin-

spin relaxation [34,37,38].

2.4 The Advantages of High Field ESR

ESR spectrometers are commercially available at frequencies ranging from

lOOsof MHz to 35GHz, although 94GHz instruments are becoming avail-

able.

The RF techniques required at the lower frequencies are reasonably straight

forward, and become increasingly difficult as frequency increases. At low

frequencies, standard electromagnets may be used to provide the B z field.

Such instruments, particularly at lOGHz, are becoming reasonably common.

With the commercial availability of lOGHz and 35GHz ESR spectrometers,

it is natural to enquire why it is desirable to use High Field ESR, with its

attendant requirements for large and expensive superconducting magnets

and technically challenging RF design requirements.

It will be shown later (section 3.8) that the minimum detectable number

of spins (the spectrometer concentration sensitivity) is proportional to the

applied field 1/Bz, whilst equation 2.11 shows that the frequency of the reso-

nance is directly proportional to the applied field Bz• Thus whilst increasing

the magnetic field from 0.3511' to 3.511' increases the concentration sensi-

tivity by a factor of 10, it also increases the resonance frequency by a factor of

10, in this case from 10GHz to 100GHz. It may be shown [39] that the con-

centration sensitivity of the spectrometer varies as 1-7/2 and thus a change

of frequency by a factor of 10will improve the concentration sensitivity by a

factor of 3100.

An additional advantage comes with the ability to resolve changes in the
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g-factor. Itmay be shown [40] that two spectral lines occurring due to a

difference in g-factor of b..g, will just be resolved if

where giso is the isotropic g-factor and B1/2 is the resonance line half width,

provided the line width does not increase with applied field. This inequality

is known as the highfield condition, and demonstrates that the resolution of

a spectrometer is proportional to the applied field and therefore, to obtain

high g-factor resolution, it is necessary to employ the highest possible fre-

quency. It is also important to note that this condition is not met by many

important systems until frequencies of 94GHz and above are employed [41].
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CHAPTER 3

The Measurement of

Paramagnetic Changes

Assuming that both a suitable signal source to provide the oscillating field

(B;,;) and a suitable magnet to provide the static field (Bz) are available, the

required orthogonality of the static and oscillating fields may be obtained by

placing the sample in a resonant structure called a cavity, as described in

chapter 4.

The ESR experiment detects changes in the susceptibility of the paramag-

netic sample, usually as a function of the applied magnetic field Bz• These

changes alter the properties of the cavity in which the sample has been placed

and therefore, an ESR spectrum is obtained by measuring the properties of

the cavity as Bz varies.

This chapter describes how cavity parameters may be measured to obtain a

spectrum and a simplistic spectrometer design is outlined. The sensitivity
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3.1. THE CAVITY

of the spectrometer, in terms of the minimum number of detectable spins

(concentration sensitivity) is evaluated and the outline of a Homodyne de-

tector is presented.

3.1 The equivalent circuits of cavities

Amicrowave cavitymay consist of a hollow box or cylinder constructed from

a highly conductive metal, or be a piece of dielectric. In either case, in the

vicinity of a resonance the cavity may be represented by an LCR circuit as

shown in figure 3.1.

R
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c

Figure 3.1: The equivalent circuit of a microwave cavity. A parallel circuit

may also be used, in which case current excitation is employed

and the voltage developed by the network is investigated.

Where L is the effective inductance of the cavity and accounts for the

storage of magnetic energy in the cavity, C is the effective capacitance of

the cavity and represents the electric field in the cavity and R represents the

resistive losses of the cavity. The current i flows as a result of the application

of voltage V.
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3.1. THECAVllY

Equation 3.1 is the differential equation which describes the response of

the series LCR circuit. It is the equation of a forced harmonic oscillator

with damping; the harmonic oscillation arising from the exchange of energy

between the inductor L and capacitor C and the damping being provided by

the resistive element R.

Assuming that at t = 0, i = 0 and V = 0, taking the Laplace transform of

equation 3.1we have

sv(s) = L [S2i(S) + ~si(s) + L~i(S)]

where s is the Laplace operator, and therefore the transfer function T(s) is
given by

T(s) - i(s) _ s 1 (3.3)
- v(s) - LS2+2(s+w~

in which 2( = R/ Land w; = 1/LC, the resonant frequency of a loss less

(R = 0) cavity. The denominator of 3.3 may be factored as

S2 + 2(s + w~ = [s + (+ jw,J [s + (- jwzl

where Wl is the resonant frequency of the loaded (lossy) cavity, and is given
by

Thus, loading the cavity changes its resonant frequency. If the cavity is

excited by a voltage step of amplitude V (v(t) <==> V(s) = V/s), then using

equations 3.3 and 3.4 the current is given by
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3.2. PARAMAGNETIC EFFECTS

After a partial fraction expansion and the use of tables, the current is found
to be

i(t) = VLe-<t sin wit
WI

Rather than using ( to describe the circuit loss, it is more usual to use' Q', the

quality factor of the circuit, Following [42], and considering equation 3.1, Q

is defined as
Q _ coefficient of i"

- Wo coefficient of if

where primes denote differentiation. Therefore
L

Q=wo- R

(3.8)

and a low loss cavity has a high Q. Then the resonant frequency of a loaded

cavity may be written

WI = woV1- 4~2

whilst the response of a cavity to a step function may be written

i(t) = ~e-(Wo/2Q)t sin (Wit)
wlL

(3.10)

(3·11)

The transfer function of the cavity equivalent circuit, given by equation 3.3,

is simply the admittance of the cavity, and therefore the cavity impedance

may be written, with the substitution s = ji», as

z(W) _ R - jWoL [~ _ Wo]
Wo W

- R - jWoL8f

3.2 Changes in cavity parameters

ESR is detected as a result of changes in the susceptibility of the sample in

the cavity. Susceptibility may be represented as a complex number

x = Xf + ix"
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3.2. PARAMAGNETIC EFFECTS

in which x' is associated with dispersion of energy from the microwave field,

and x" is associated with absorption of power from the microwave field.

Dispersion results in a change of the cavity frequency due to a change in the

cavity effective inductance (L), whilst absorption results in a change of the

cavity loss parameter (R) [43]. In any ESR experiment both absorption and

dispersion usually occur.

For a paramagnetic sample following Curie's law, the components of X are

given by [33]
I

X

"x = Xo 2 2
1+ (WB - W) T2

in which Xo is the static (DC) susceptibility of the sample, which is given

by Curie's law, W is the frequency of the applied microwave field WB is the

resonance frequency and T2 is the spin relaxation time. After a change of

variable and setting both Xo and T2 to unity, the relative magnitudes of x' and
X" may be obtained and are shown in figure 3.2.

3.2.1 Dispersive changes

When the inductance of the cavity is changed, the change in resonant fre-

quency for a change ~L in inductance is

~W

~f

When a paramagnet is introduced into a resonant system, the change in

inductance is [44] nx',whence

~!d = -~fo~"lX~ (3.18)
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3.2. PARAMAGNETIC EFFECTS
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Figure 3.2:' The Relative values of x' and x"

in which L is the unloaded cavity inductance, fa is the unloaded cavity

resonant frequency, TJis the cavityfillingfactor [32], X~ is the maximum value

of X' obtained during the measurement, and therefore ~fd is the maximum

frequency change due to dispersion.

3.2.2 Absorptive changes

When a paramagnetic sample is placed in a cavity, the change in Q [39] is

given by

in which Qa is the cavityQwithout the paramagnetic sample. From equations

3.19 and 3.10, if 4Q2 > > 1we have

fa [ 1] -1/2

4Q~ 1- 4Q~ ~Q

fa /I

4Qa TJXm (3.20)
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3.3. COUPLING TO CAVITIES

in which X~ is the maximum value of x" during the measurement, and thus

6.fa represents the maximum frequency change due to absorption.

3.2.3 Relative magnitudes

Using equations 3.18 and 3.20 we have

6./d 2Qo x~
6.fa = -L X~

Therefore, with x: rv 2X~ (from figure 3.2), Qo > 2 and L < 1 we have

6.fd > 6.fa.

The change due to dispersive effects is greater than the change due to ab-

sorptive effects by orders of magnitude, and because both effects occur si-

multaneously, the result of a measurement will be an admixture of both

dispersive and absorptive effects; the aim of any detection method should

be to measure the changes due to either dispersion or absorption.

3.3 Coupling to cavities

When a cavity is used as a circuit element, it is necessary to couple the cav-

ity to the rest of the circuit. For a hollow metallic waveguide this typically

involves the use of apertures in the cavitywall to allow coupling to the fields

in a waveguide.

The design of the aperture is an involved process (see for example [45]).

However, for the purposes of this discussion, the aperture may be modeled

as a perfect transformer with a 'turns ratio' of im (primary:secondary) to

provide the coupling between the cavity and any external circuitry with vari-

ation of the turns ratio allowing a variable coupling between the cavity and
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3.3. COUPLING TO CAVITIES

the external circuit.

Two cases will be considered, the transmission cavity and the reflection cav-

ity. It will be demonstrated that the properties of the transmission cavity

make it undesirable for use in an ESR spectrometer, and that the reflec-

tion cavity is the cavity of choice. However, because the properties of the

reflection cavity followvery simply from the transmission system, the trans-

mission system will be considered first.

3.3.1 The transmission cavity

Figure 3.3: Model of a coupled transmission cavity

In the transmission cavity, shown in figure 3.3, power is coupled into

the cavity through port 1 and out through port 2. There are two coupling

coefficients, /31 and /32, defined by

where subscripts define the port in question and Z; is the characteristic

impedance of the external components. The losses associated with the

transmission cavity are the losses due to the cavity proper, described by
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the unloaded cavity Q0 and losses due to radiation, described by the external

cavityc; We define

which allows the cavity loaded Q, QL to be defined as
I I I I-=-+-+-

QL o. a: Qx2

3.3.1.1 Transmission cavity power transfer

The transfer of power through the transmission cavity is conveniently de-

scribed using scattering (S) 1 parameters, which may be easily calculated

from the chain (ABCD)matrices of the various components [48]. Coupling

power into porn and out of portz, three matrices are involved

[ - [l/nl 0 1A1Tl -
o nl

where z is the impedance of the equivalent circuit of the cavity given in

equation 3.13. The chain matrix for a transmission cavity is then simply

[A1T= [A1Tl [Alz [A1T2

Which, using the coupling coefficients defined in equation 3.22 gives

There are standard relationships between chain and scattering matrices [46].

Assuming the cavity to be terminated in Zo at both ports we find

A+BIZo-CZo-D
A+BIZo+CZo+D

2

811

A +BIZo +CZo +D
lA description of S parameters and their properties may be found in [46] or [47]
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3.3. COUPLING TO CAVITIES

Substituting the requisite matrix elements from 3.27 into equations 3.28 and

3.29 we have

811
/32 - /31 + 1- jQo8f
/32 + /31 + 1- jQo8f

2~

(3.30)

Then, because scattering parameters are by definition voltage reflection coef-

ficients, the power reflected from port 1is 181112, whilst the power transferred

to port 2 is 182d2•

3.3.2 The reflection cavity

Figure 3-4 shows the equivalent circuit of a reflection cavity. Here, energy is

coupled into and out of the cavity through the same aperture. The reflection

Figure 3.4: Model of a coupled reflection cavity

cavity has one coupling coefficient, given by

/3 - 2Zo-n1!i

where Z; is the characteristic impedance of the external circuit and the port

may be under, over or critically coupled, depending upon the value of /3
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according to

easel: {3 > lover coupled

ease2: {3= I critical coupling

ease3: {3 < 1 under coupled

(3.33)

(3.34)

(3.35)

The losses associated with the system are the losses due to the unloaded

cavity (described by the unloaded cavity Q Q0) and the losses due to radiation

(described by the external Q Qx) given by

Q
woL

x=~Zn 0

which combine to produce a cavity loaded Q QL given by

I I 1-=-+-QL Qo Qx

3.3.2.1 Reflection cavity power transfer

The only S parameter of interest is Sri, which represents the power reflected

from the cavity. This may be obtained from equation 3.30 by setting {32 = 0,

to obtain

and once again it is noted that the power reflected from the cavity is 1Sll12 •

3.4 Comparison of Cavities

The use of a cavity is intended to increase the sensitivity of the spectrometer.

It may be shown [39] that the change in power from a cavity !:lP obeys
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3.4. COMPARISON OF CAVITIES

for either a transmission or reflection cavity, where Pine is the power coupled

to the cavity and Q is the cavity Q. Thus, for the same cavity Q, coupled power

and filling factor, it should not make any difference whether a transmission

or a reflection cavity is employed. However, as we shall see, the power

transfer characteristics of the two cavities lead to a clear choice.

The power transfer function for a transmission cavity is given by equation

3·31 [49] as

(3-40)

This is maximised at resonance, i.e. when 5f = 0, in which case the transfer

function becomes

Whilst it is possible to employ independent coupling coefficients at the cavity

~~fjiI~~I}j"l't
j -10 :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :;.~ :::::::: :::c. :{:. :::i::: :::i::: :::i:::

1i~~r,"I't ~t
9.95 9.96 9.97 9.g8 9.99 10.00 10.01 10.02 10.03 10.04 10.05

Frequency (GHz)

Figure 3.5: Power transfer through, and reflection of power from, a trans-

mission cavity. It is assumed that the coupling coefficient to both

ports is 0.5

ports, adjustment is extremely sensitive and the adjustments are interactive.
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3.4. COMPARISON OF CAVITIES

If it assumed that /31 = /32, then equation 3-41 becomes

4/32
T (fo) = (1+ 2(31)2

which is maximised when /3 = 0.5 and gives 18211 =0.5. Using this value of

coupling coefficient in equation 3.30 gives 18111 =0.5. Only half the signal

applied to the cavity is transmitted through the cavity, due to reflection at

port 1.

Consider a cavity, resonant at lOGHz, for which L = 15nH, C = 16.888fF,

R==10 (a cavity Qo of 950) in a system having a characteristic impedance of

500. The calculated" reflected power 181112 and the power transfer 182112 of
the cavity are shown in figure 3.5.

The reflection coefficient of a reflection cavity is given by equation 3.38,

-= ·14~
...~ ~ ~ : ~ : : ;... ...:... ...: .

-2 , , "'!- K'···· , , b- """T'" "'," "','"
-4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ···i··· ..+ +..

.;:•••!••••••!••••••' ••••••' ••11••••f••••,•••••••'••••••!••••••' •••
~ -12 +-t-+-i-~-+--+-I~I--I-+.;......j......;....+-;-+-t--~~

-16
...~ ~ ~ : :' . .: :... ...:... ...:... ...: .

-18 ..+ j , , , ; ; ; ; ;..

-20 , ..••.•• j ; , ; j ; ; ; ;..
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Figure 3.6: Power reflected by a reflection cavity. It is assumed that the port

is critically coupled.

which at resonance is zero when /3 = 1. Therefore no power is reflected by

2The modeling of the cavity was undertaken using 'Eclipse Ute', a small signal RF

simulation package which may be down loaded from www.ardentech.com
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3.4. COMPARISON OF CAVITIES

a critically coupled reflection cavity at resonance, all the power is coupled

into the cavity. This is shown in figure 3.6; note that the return loss is

truncated by the finite frequency step of the simulation- it is infinite for this

idealised simulation. The major differences between the two cavities are

now apparent.

The power coupled into the transmission cavity is only 1/2 that coupled into

the reflection cavity due to the 3dB reflection coefficient of porn,

Secondly, when perfectly aligned, potentially all the power coupling into the

transmission cavity is applied to the detector, whereas the reflection cavity

couples no power to the detector. It is now a question of detector dynamic

range. Ifwe assume that in both cases the same detector is used, and this

is linear with odBm applied, then for the transmission cavity the maximum

Source power would be +3dBm. For the reflection cavity on the other hand,

even if the leakage is -20dB as indicated in figure 3.6 this equates to a source

power of +20dBm, a factor of 50 more power.

Finally, considering figures 3.5 and 3.6 it would appear that the reflection

cavity has a higher Q than the transmission cavity. Using equations 3.23,

3.24, 3.36 and 3.37 the loaded Q of the reflection cavity is found to be twice

that of the transmission cavity.

Thus, the reflection cavitywill produce a change in output power which (using

equation 3.39) is 100Xthat of transmission cavity, and for this reason, the

reflection cavity is usually the cavity of choice. However, the transmission

cavity has been used.
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3.5. REFLECTION CAVITY SYSTEMS

3.5 Reflection cavity systems

With both the applied and reflected signals on the same port, a method of

isolating them is required. This task may be performed using a circulator.

The operation of this device is unimportant here, we are only concerned with

its function. The circulator (shown diagrammatically in figure 3.7) is a three

Figure 3.7: A diagrammatic circulator

port device which couples power between adjacent ports in the direction of

the arrow; thus port 1 is coupled to port 2 port 2 to port 3 and port 3 to

port 1. However, there is no coupling in the reverse direction, thus power

will couple from port 1 to 2 but not from port 2 to port 1and so on. The S

parameters of an ideal circulator are [50]

[

OLD OLD lLO
lLO OLD OLD
OLD lLO OLD

In practice however, these devices have a finite bandwidth over which this

circulation of power happens, there is both an insertion loss and a phase

change associated with the coupling. The cavity and circulator may be com-

bined, as shown in figure 3.8, to provide a system which isolates the signal

applied to and the signal reflected from a cavity. In this combination, there
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3.5. REFLECTION CAVITY SYSTEMS

Cavity

Input----t t---Output

Figure 3.8: The final model of a reflection cavity used for simulation

can only be power at the output (port 3) if the cavity mis-matches port 2;

the cavity has reduced the 3 port circulator to a 2 port network, and we are

interested in the transfer of power from port 1of the circulator to port 3

which is IS2d2. The power transfer, both phase and amplitude, is shown in

figure 3.9.

3.5.1 Cavity locking.

Grambow [43] recognised that the phase shift of the cavity around resonance

could be used to compensate the change in cavity resonant frequency due to

dispersive changes in the scheme shown in figure 3.10. Here, the frequency

of the source is controlled in a phase locked loop (PLL). The cavity output

compared in phase to the source phase; and the PLL acts to keep the phase

difference at zero. If the cavity resonant frequency changes from the zero

reference point the phase comparator (which may be as simple as a double

balanced mixer, see section 6.1) produces an output which brings the oscil-

lator frequency to the new cavity resonant frequency.
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Figure 3.9: The amplitude and phase change of a signal being reflected from

a cavity via a circulator.

Source Control Voltage

Phaser-------------------~ Comparator

Cavity
Network

Detector

Variable
Frequency
Source

Figure 3.10: A method of eliminating dispersive effects from the ESR spec-

trum. Paraphrased from [43].
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3.6. INDUCTION MEASUREMENTS

Then, provided the source amplitude does not change in the range overwhich

its frequency is adjusted to maintain the zero phase condition, the detector

will produce an output proportional to the amplitude of the signal reflected

from the cavity, and hence the absorptive spectrum of the sample may be

obtained.

It is also worth noting that although the change in oscillator frequency is

dominated by dissipative effects, there is a small but finite contribution to

the frequency change due to absorptive effects and therefore the source fre-

quency control voltage contains a distorted dispersion spectrum.

3.6 Induction Measurements

Using circulators as described above to allow the separation of the power in-

cident upon and reflected from the cavity has its disadvantages. In the first

place, the isolator has a finite insertion loss at each port (Snn =1= 0), and there

is transmission loss between each of the ports (S21 =1= S32 =1= 1) and hence

whilst the transmission cavity sensitivity is limited by the detector dynamic

range, the combined loss in the circulator reduces the power in the system

and hence reduces the change in output power produced by the resonance.

Itmight be thought that this could be compensated for by simply increasing

the power delivered from the source. However, the isolation between the

input port (1) and the output port (3) is finite (S31 =1= 0, even when port 2 is

perfectly terminated), a limitation imposed by the physical construction of

the device and this imposes an upper limit on the power which may be ap-

plied to the system without saturating the detector. These problems become

increasingly bothersome as frequency increases.

Atechnique which to some extent over comes this difficulty is borrowed from
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the NMR community, the induction mode. Here, the sample is placed in an

inductor which applies the excitation, and the spectral signal is detected in

a coil perpendicular to the excitation [51]. In the absence of a sample, there

can be no coupling between the excitation and detection coils and thus there

is no power coupled to the detector. The introduction of the sample intro-

duces a polarisation change to the applied signal at resonance, and hence a

signal is induced in the detection coil. Not unsurprisingly, the exact align-

ment between the coils and the isolation between excitation and detector

circuits becomes important [52, 53]. With care, isolations of 80dB have

been obtained, although the adjustment is extremely sensitive and difficult

to maintain [54].

3.6.1 Thebimodal cavity

For lowfrequency ESR,resonators formed ofperpendicularinductors ('crossed

loop' resonators) are still employed. However as frequency increases this

becomes less practical, and a waveguide analog of the perpendicular induc-

tor is desirable. Such an analog is the bimodal cavity [55].

A bimodal cavity relies on the degeneracy of two perpendicular modes of a

cavity. Figure 3.11shows the magnetic field distribution for the TE102 mode

in a square cavity; this would be a suitable mode for an ESR measurement.

In the absence of a sample, power couples through the cavity directly from

port Ato port B.However, there is a degenerate mode (in this case the TE201

mode) which is orthogonal to the TE102mode. If a sample is introduced into

the cavity, at resonance the sample induces a field orthogonal to the incident

field which couples to port C (figure 3.12).

Thus, away from resonance there is no power coupled to port C with in-
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Figure 3.11: The Magnetic field distribution of the TE102 mode in a square

cavity. The height of the cavity is 1/4 the length of the side of

the square face, which ensures that the cavity is 'cut off in the

third (not shown) dimension.
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Figure 3.12: The magnetic field distribution of the TE201 mode in a square

cavity. Note the field distribution is orthogonal to that in figure

3.11. This mode is induced by the sample resonance.
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creasing power coupled as the resonance is approached. 'Thebimodal cavity

is in effect a transmission type experiment with isolation. With care [56]

the bimodal cavity can be designed and adjusted to give 80dB of isolation.

However the stability of the adjustment and the mechanical difficulties in the

implementation of this approach make it unattractive. Non-the-less, com-

bined with the approach of figure 3.10, the bimodal cavity offers a potential

method of obtaining an undistorted ESR spectrum.

3.6.2 Polarisation and the induction mode.

As frequency increases, the losses of circulators implemented in waveguide

increase, whilst their isolation decreases'' Quasi optical techniques produce

units which have isolations and insertion losses at W-band comparable with

X-band waveguide devices [57]. 'Theincreased performance, and in general

lower loss has made quasi-optical techniques the method of choice for high

frequency ESR spectrometers in recent years, and thus a quasi optical equiv-

alent of the induction mode is desirable.

'Thereare essentially two representations of the induction mode quasi-optical

spectrometer [58], however they both rely on the change of polarisation of

a signal during transmission through, or reflection from, a cavity containing

a paramagnetic sample. In essence, the technique may be reduced to the

scheme shown in figure 3.13.

'The incoming radiation, having both vertical and horizontal components,

3These parameters are highly bandwidth dependent. Typical figures for commercial

units are at X-band insertion loss o.1SdB, isolation 28dB over a S%bandwidth (KWMi-

crowave) and at W-band insertion loss o.4dB, isolation 2SdB over a 1%bandwidth (EMS

Technologies).
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Pl

s

P2

Figure 3.13: The outline of an induction mode spectrometer using polar-

isation changes to encode the required spectral information.

Letters are referred to in the text.

is incident upon a polarising element (P1) which transmits, as shown here

for example, the horizontal component. Now, a linear polarisation may be

regarded as having two counter rotating circularly polarised components (Pr

and Pt) of equal magnitude. This impinges upon the cavity/sample (S), in

which one of the circular components (say Pr) is preferentially absorbed,

and hence the signal emerging from'S' is an elliptically polarised signal. The

emerging radiation impinges upon a second polarising element (P2) which

serves to remove any unabsorbed P; component and if correctly aligned,

pass the signal containing the spectral information to the detector (D).

The demonstration of this may be carried out in terms of Jones Matrices

[59]. Based on the component model of the reflection cavity, the Jones

matrix for a reflection cavity [48] is

[
Rv 1 = _1_ [ (1- /3) + j /3'fJQx
RH 1+ /3 -j/3'fJQx

-j/3'fJQx 1 [IV 1
(/3 - 1) - j/3'fJQx IH
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3.7. SIGNAL DETECTION

The polarising elements may conveniently be 'wire grid' polarisers. When

constructed from vertical or horizontal arrays of 25JLm diameter Tungsten

wire spaced by 50JLm are capable of producing more than 35dB of cross polar

rejection at 94GHz [60].

At the cavity input, the polarisation was assumed horizontal, and the sample

has induced a relative increase in the vertical component of polarisation at

the cavity output. We therefore wish to transmit the vertical component to

the detector, in which case the polarising element will have horizontal wires.

The Jones Matrices of the reflected and transmitted components for such a

polariser are [60]

Then, combining equations 3.44 and 3.46 with the signal transmitted by

the second polariser is

which may be processed to obtain the desired spectrum using any of the

methods to be described.

3.7 Signal Detection

So far, no use has been made of the magnetic field modulation, the spec-

trum has been obtained by sweeping the magnetic field, and the question of

how the actual measurement is made has been left simply as a method of
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detecting a change in the amplitude of a signal coupled from a cavity. In this

section the problems of direct detection of the cavity output are discussed,

and the advantages of field modulation are introduced.

3.7.1 Direct detection

Direct detection is just that! A suitable detector is connected directly to the

cavity output, and produces a DC level which is proportional in some way

to the power applied to the detector. The type of detector which might be

considered depends upon the frequency of interest. For low frequencies,

certainly to lOGHz, diode detectors might be considered, whilst at millimet-

ric frequencies, Bolometric techniques are often encountered.

3.7.1.1 Bolometer detection

ABolometer (also historically called a Barretter) is any device which detects

radiation by using incident radiation to warm a sensing element. In older

Bolometers this was a length ofwire, where radiation coupled from the cavity

changes the resistance of the wire which may be detected using, for example,

a Wheatstone Bridge [61].

However, the thermal mass of the detection element gives this type of

Bolometer a long response time, which limits the field modulation rate and

makes them unsuitable for pulse measurements, although they have very

wide operating bandwidths.

Amore modern Bolometer, is the Hot Electron Bolometer. Constructed from

a suitable semiconductor material, these devices rely on the incident radia-

tion raising the temperature of conduction electrons above the background
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lattice temperature, thus changing the conduction properties of the semi-

conductor. Depending upon the wavelength of interest, there are a number

of suitable materials; Indium-Antimonide (InSb) has a wide frequency range

and is suitable for use from low millimetric to infrared wavelengths. How-

ever at these wavelengths photons have a relatively low energy which means

that to function the Bolometer must be cooled to liquid Helium tempera-

tures.

The response time of the cooled InSb Bolometer is restricted by the rate at

which the hot electrons may rethermalise [62]. By reducing the physical

dimensions of the detector, the time required for electrons to rethermalise

by diffusion may be reduced and high sensitivity high speed (lO'S of pS) may

be produced [63].

Changing both the material and the size of the detection element can also

assist the production of fast Bolometer detectors by introducing additional

rethermalisation mechanisms. Improved electron-phonon coupling, which

may be obtained in thin ( ionm) Niobium (Nb) films is able to produce a

detector capable of resolving pulses of a few pS duration; the disadvantage

of this approach is a decrease in detector sensitivity [64].

3.7.1 .2 Diode detection

Historically called crystal detection, this technique is another extremely sim-

ple method of detection; the diode is simply connected to the cavity output.

The diode rectifies the incident radiation and diode current is in some way

related to the applied power.

The relationship between applied power and output diode current is non

linear, and gradually changes from being a square law device (device current

proportional to applied power) at low powers, to a linear transfer character-
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istic (diode current proportional to the square root of the applied power, in

effect the applied voltage) at higher powers.

A complication of the diode detector over the Bolometric detector is that the

diode requires a minimum applied power before the device current rises,

which automatically imposes a minimum detectable signal on the diode de-

tector, and therefore diodes with small tum on thresholds, Schottky and

backward diodes, may be attractive. Backward diodes have been evaluated

against point contact diodes at frequencies up to 115GHz, and have been

shown to offer much improved detection properties [65]. Poole [32] re-

ports work by Buckmaster which shows that spectrometer sensitivity may

indeed be improved by the use of such diodes.

3.7.1 .3 Homodyne-Heterodyne detection

As will be discussed in the next section, the sensitivity of a spectrometer em-

ploying direct detection is severely limited by excess 1/f noise introduced

by the detector element.

The device excess noise shows a very rapid decrease in magnitude as the

frequency of the detector output is increased away from oHz, the DCof di-

rect detection. Therefore if the detector output were to be moved to a finite

frequency, the sensitivity of the detector would be increased.

The Heterodyne and Homodyne are methods of demodulation are basically

the same, and are shown in outline in figure 3.14. The signal from the cavity,

at a frequency Fs is combined with a second signal Flo in a circuit known as

a mixer, which may be either a diode network or a Bolometer. The resultant

output of the mixer is the Intermediate Frequency (IF) which is arranged to

be the difference between Fs and Flo.
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Local Oscillator
FrequencyFlo

From Sample
1+---- FrequencyFs

Mixer

Figure 3.14: The essential components of the Homodyne and Heterodyne

detection techniques.

If Fs and Flo are equal, the Homodyne case, the IF frequency is oHz and

we are apparently no better off than in the direct detection case. However,

as we shall see, if field modulation is employed, the spectral information is

contained in a modulation sideband which is converted to a signal at the field

modulation frequency at the mixer output. Typically the field modulation

frequency is of order tkflz, which is sufficient to move the signal outside the

region of high 1/f noise introduced by the mixer.

The Heterodyne scheme requires different Fs and Flo values, in which case

the IF frequency may be many MHz, and the spectral data is now well re-

moved from the mixer 1/f noise. The problem now is the demodulation of

the IF signal. This signal is now at a frequency which may be easily amplified

to provide a signal for demodulation which easily exceeds any detector noise.

Essentially then the Homodyne and Heterodyne detectors are the same, dif-

fering only in the mixer output frequency. It may be shown that in CW

spectrometers employing field modulation there is no difference in terms of
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sensitivity between Homodyne and Heterodyne detectors [39]. However

in the case of pulsed spectrometers a Heterodyne scheme is very attractive.

The outline of a Homodyne detector is given in section 3.8.4 of this chapter,

and a detailed description of a Heterodyne demodulation system is given in

chapter 11.

3.7.2 Other methods of detection

Whilst this chapter concentrates on measuring an ESR spectrum by mea-

suring changes in the power (voltage) reflected by the cavity as the sample

is taken through a resonance, there are other methods of detection. The

following is by no means an exclusive list [66,67].

3.7.2.1 Cavity resonant frequency

Itwas shown in section 3.2 that changes in the susceptance of the sample

cause a change in cavity frequency. Therefore, an ESR spectrum may be ob-

tained by measuring the change in cavity resonant frequency as the magnetic

field is swept to satisfy the resonance condition. If the cavity were to be the

frequency determining element of an oscillator, then the change in suscep-

tibility would change the oscillator frequency, making the measurement of

the spectrum a simple matter of frequency measurement.

The change in cavity frequency is dominated by the dispersive changes in

susceptance component and therefore, the spectrum measured will consist

predominantly of the dispersion spectrum. In reality the spectrum obtained

will be an admixture of both dispersive and absorptive components. Whilst

it is desirable to measure only one component, measurements of this nature
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were amongst the first ESRmeasurements to be performed [44, 68].

3.7.2.2 The use of marginal oscillators

Although the change in cavity resonant frequency due to absorption is small

in comparison to the change in cavity resonant frequency due to dispersion,

it is possible to obtain a pure absorption spectrum by using the cavity con-

taining the sample as the resonator in a marginal oscillator.

A marginal oscillator is an oscillator held on the very threshold of oscilla-

tion. Because the on set of oscillation depends crucially upon the cavity loss

resistance, any change in the loss resistance can produce large (essentially

no oscillation to full power) changes in the oscillator output, and because

this effect depends only upon absorption, measuring the amplitude of the

oscillator output provides a pure absorption spectrum of the sample. This

technique has been much used in NMR experiments and has been success-

fully demonstrated in ESR applications [69, 70, 71].

3.7.2.3 Detection using the Hall effect

In this case the sample is placed on or very near to a semiconductor in

which the Hall current is being measured. Changes in the magnetisation of

the sample modify the local magnetisation of the sample and hence an ESR

spectrum may be measured [66].

It is claimed that this approach may yield concentartion sensitivities of 107

spins at room temperature and because of the small size (SO/-Lm2) of the Hall

sensor, to be eminently suitable for use with biological samples [66].
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3.8 Spectrometer Sensitivity

Itwas shown in section 3-4 that a spectrometer based upon a transmission

cavity is fundamentally less sensitive that an instrument based upon a re-

flection cavity. In estimating the sensitivity of a spectrometer it is therefore

only necessary to consider a reflection cavity.

To estimate the sensitivity of a given spectrometer, is is necessary to esti-

mate the minimum change in the cavity output which can be detected and

then relate this to to the number of spins in the sample which produced the

change. Detectors may respond to either changes in the power reflected from

the cavity, or the change in the voltage of the reflected signal.

In this section, it is first demonstrated that the change in voltage produced

by a cavity is greater than the change in power, and that therefore only

voltage detection need be considered. The sensitivity of a direct detection

scheme is estimated and having introduced the effect of field modulation

the sensitivity of a Homodyne detector is estimated. Finally, an outline of a

Homodyne demodulator, using a polarisation implementation of a reaction

cavity is presented.

3.8.1 Powerdetection

Both diode and Bolometer detectors are power sensitive, and the power

change at the cavity output is now estimated. When power is applied to the

cavity, any power not reflected must have been absorbed by the cavity, and

therefore any change in cavity absorbtion is mirrored in the power reflected

from the cavity. It is a matter of definition [46] that

IS 1
2 _ Pr

11 _-
Pav
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where P; is the power reflected from the cavity and Pav is the power applied

to the cavity. Then the power coupled into the cavity Pc is given by

Then, combining equations 3.48 and 3.49 gives

(3·50)

which in conjunction with equation 3.38 (at resonance) produces

P. - P. 2/3
c - av [1+ /3]2

It is now assumed that the measurement is of an absorption spectrum, and

(3.51)

the change in cavity loss resistance R produces a change in the power in the

cavity
D.P. = dPc D.R

c dR

which using equations 3.32 and 3.51gives

2 n2Zo - R2PavZon 3D.R
[n2Zo+R]

2P. /3 [/3 - 1] D.R
- aV[/3+1]3 R

The change in cavity power may be maximised by allowing dD.Pc/ d/3 =O.

..!!:_D.P.= 2 [/3+ 1]3 [2/3 - 1]- 6/3 [/3 - 1] [/3+ 1]2
d/3 c [1 + /3]2

which, upon equating the numerator to zero produces

/3 = 2 ± J3

which is the result obtained in [39], and states that optimum sensitivity

for a spectrometer employing a power sensitive detector and a reflection
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cavity, is obtained not when it is critically coupled (f3 = 1),but rather when

it is either overcoupled (the positive case) or undercoupled. Then, using the

above value of coupling coefficient, and equations 3.19 and 3.54, the change

in cavity output power is

f).Pc "-p = ±O.19245X 'T/Qo
av

3.8.2 Voltage detection

The diode detector may also be voltage sensitive, and the change in voltage

introduced by the sample may be estimated as follows. Bydefinition

(3.58)

which using equation 3.30 (again at resonance) in conjunction with equation

3.32 gives

1-f3
Vr - Vav1 + f3

R-n2Zo
- VavR+n2Zo (3.60)

Then differentiating and proceeding as above gives

f).V = 2f3 f).R V,
[1+ f3]2 R av

= 2f3 X" 'I1QV,
[1+ f3]2 " av

Now, maximum energy is coupled into the reflection cavity when f3=1, in

which case

f).V = O.5X"'T/QVav

Thus, comparing this result with that of equation 3.57, it is concluded that

the most sensitive spectrometer will be produced by employing a critically
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coupled reflection cavity in conjunction with a voltage sensitive detector.

The sensitivity of a spectrometer using this combination may be estimated

by requiring the voltage produced by the detector due to the sample to exceed

the noise voltage produced by the detector.

Now, the cavity resistance R, when terminated in a noiseless resistance R
produces a noise voltage Vn

Although T in this equation has been represented as the physical tempera-

ture of the cavity resistance, in reality the cavity is connected to a detector

which will have it's own noise equivalent temperature, and this can be rather

higher than the detector physical temperature. The cavity-detector noise

voltages will therefore equilibrate at a noise temperature higher than the

device physical temperature and lower than the detector noise temperature;

the cavity noise temperature is written as Tsus. Then equating equations

3.63 (with this modification) and 3.64 gives the minimum detectable value

of x" as

X~in = 1]~ V2kTsusR (3.65)

in a 1Hz bandwidth. Equation 3.16 gives the variation of x", and is a

Lorentzian, which at resonance [72] may be written as

(3.66)

where XO is the DC susceptibility of the sample, Ho is the resonant field and

r is the half width at half height of the resonance. Assuming the sample to

be a Curie paramagnet, the static susceptibility of the sample is given by

f3! N
Xo = k (T - 0)2 Va
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in which 13m is the Bohr Magneton, 0 is the Curie temperature, N is number

of paramagnetic centres in the sample and Vs is the sample volume. Then

combining equations 3.65, 3.66 and 3.67 gives

N = 4../2 ~ IR!_ k (T - 0)2v:
DQ V /\'.Lsysv Ho 13;'" c (3·68)

where Vc is the cavityvolume, and Dis a factor from the definition of the filling

factor T/ = DVs/Vc and N is now the number of detectable spins. Consider

an X-Band 10GHz) system, with the following parameters; a rectangular

TE102 cavity for which D=2 [72], Q=5000, a volume of9xlO-6 m", which is

expected to have a loss resistance of order 0.2 n. The sample has a line width

of 2G (not untypical for DPPH4), and T » O. Because the resonance is at

lOGHz Ho is 0.351f. Both Bolometers and point contact diodes have very

similar noise equivalent powers [73, 74] of approximately 10-lOW (in a 1Hz

bandwidth) which gives Tsys '" 1011K. Using these figures in equation 3.68

givesNrv4xlO19 spins.

3.8.3 FieldModulation

Whilst this number of detectable spins would appear to be reasonable, it is

clearly dominated by Tsys. The reason this is so high is that the detection is

being performed directly using a variation in cavity output power. The noise

from diode detectors falls rapidly as a small offset from the carrier is intro-

duced, typically at a rate of between 6dB/octave and 12dB/octave. Thus, if a

signal containing the required spectral information could be introduced as,

say a 1kHzmodulation of the original source signal, the detector introduced

4DPPH is the organic salt 2,2-diphenyl-l-picrylhydrazyl. Itis noted for producing a large

amplitude, single and narrow ESR spectral line.
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noise would fall by (assuming the noise to be flat below an offset of 1Hz)some

70dB, reducing the equivalent noise power to lO-17W in a 1Hz bandwidth

and giving N '" 1011. This rather desirable reduction in the number of spins

which can be detected (increase in sensitivity) can be brought about by field

modulation.

Consider equation 3.16 expressed in terms of magnetic fields. Let Ho be the

resonant field, and H + h sinwmt be the applied magnetic field consisting of

a large slowly sweeping component H and a small modulated component of

peak amplitude h and frequency Wm. Then [72]

"( ) 1 Ho r2X t =Xo-;- . 2
y3 ~o f2 + (H - Ho + hsmwmt)

in which ~o is the linewidth and all other terms have been previously defined.

Differentiating we have

d "() _ 1 Ho -2r2 (H - Ho + hsinwmt) hw-x t - Xoj- 2 mCOswmt
dt y3~o [f2+ (H - Ho + hsinwmt)2]

(3.70)

The modulation amplitude must not sweep the magnetic field through the

resonance during a cycle of modulation, so it is required that h < < r,
which, because the line width is rather smaller than the applied field, reduces

equation 3.70 to
d "()dtX t = Ahwm coswmt

where Ais the field derivative of x" in equation 3.70. Then

(3.71)

(3.72)

If t1t is associated with the rate of field sweep, it is possible to arrange

hwm~t '" 1which requires that the rate of field sweep must be low in com-

parison to the modulation frequency; as an order of magnitude estimate

with a line width of 2G say h = O.2G, and a modulation frequency of 1kHz
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it follows that ~ t is of order 8s, a sweep rate of lsG/minute. We then have

the direct analogy of equation 3.63

Now Vav, the signal applied to the reflection cavity, is ofthe form Vo coswet,

which if substituted into equation 3.73, the use of a trigonometric relation-

ship yields

~ V(t) == A[cos(We - wm) t + cos (We+wm) t]

So, the signal variation at the output of the cavity is now two signals, removed

from the actual signal used to illuminate the sample by the field modulation

frequency, and whose amplitudes reflect the derivative of X"; the cavity out-

put is an RF carrier amplitude modulated at the field modulation frequency.

The act of detection now requires a method of measuring the amplitude of

either of these 'sidebands'.

Consider the effect of multiplying the cavity output by a signal of the form

sinwet, so that post multiplication we have

Where Vo is the result of the multiplication process. Expanding the trigono-

metric term and neglecting a high frequency term, the output of the multi-

plication stage is

which is a signal at the field modulation frequency, the amplitude of which

is proportional to the field derivative of X". The act of multiplying an am-

plitude modulated carrier by the carrier frequency to produce a baseband

signal in this way is, known as Homodyne demodulation. This baseband

signal is removed from the high noise region of the diode encountered in the
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direct demodulation scheme calculated above and therefore an increase in

sensitivity is obtained when Homodyne demodulation is employed instead

of direct demodulation.

3.8.4 Implementation Of A Homodyne Detector

s

Figure 3.15: The outline of a Homodyne spectrometer. Letters are referred

to in the text.

In RF engineering parlance, the multiplier employed above is known as

a mixer. The mixer may be realised using Bipolar or FET devices [75] which

using modern devices will certainly function to lOGHz [76]. However at high

frequencies, diode mixers are encountered [77,73], with the type and con-

struction of diode becoming increasingly important as frequency increases

[78]. The Bolometer may also be used with considerable advantage as a

mixer at millimeter and submillimeter wavelengths [79]. No matter which

construction is employed, all mixers have a port to which the signal (RF is

applied, an output (IF) port which contains the product of the RF signal and
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a second input to which the Local Oscillator or LO signal is applied. The

mixer performance depends upon the level of the ill signal, which depends

upon the type of mixer employed; the InSb bolometer may require a few io's

of J-tW whilst a simple diode mixer may require of order 10mW.

Independent of the mixer, the Homodyne receiver requires an LO signal at

the same frequency as the RF signal and consideration of figure 3.15 shows

how this might be achieved. In the polarising spectrometer of 3.13, it was

assumed that the unwanted polarisations were just lost. The unwanted ver-

tical polarisation at P1 is an ideal LO signal and may be coupled as shown

to the LO port of the mixer (M); for completeness the unwanted, unrotated

polarisation from the cavity (reflected at P2) is now 'dumped' to an absorbing

load (L). The desired polarisation from the cavity is now applied to the mixer

RF port. The signals applied to the mixer RF and LO ports both have the

same frequency, and we have constructed a Homodyne demodulator. The

IF output from the mixer may now be amplified (if required), the amplitude

ofthe mixer output recorded on a suitable instrument (D), which will record

will the derivative of the absorption spectrum of the sample in the cavity.
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CHAPTER4

Spectrometers-the nuts and bolts

In chapter 2 it was shown that an ESRspectrum may be excited when a para-

magnetic sample is immersed in a fixed magnetic field and an orthogonal

oscillating magnetic field applied. In this chapter the components required

to measure the spectrum are discussed.

A general description of an ESR spectrometer is presented. Methods of

obtaining and ensuring orthogonality between required magnetic fields are

introduced, and methods of temperature control are alluded to.

The major part of this chapter is concerned with the realisation of low loss

microwave inter-connection of all the microwave components, and the de-

scription of quasi-optical techniques which are employed in the realisation

of modern high field ESR spectrometers.
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EB

Figure 4.1: A diagramatic representation of an ESR spectrometer. Labels

are referred to in the text.

4. 1 Spectrometer Outline

A block diagram of a typical reflection spectrometer is shown in figure 4.1.

The required (potentially large) main magnetic field is supplied by a suitable

electro- or superconducting magnet 'EB' and is applied to the sample in a

sample holder 'SH' which is often a resonant cavity; this large magnetic field

may be modulated at a low frequency (a few kHz) by a few Gauss by means

of two small field modulation coils 'FM'. The sample may be contained in a

temperature controlled environment provided by the cryogenic jacket 'CJ'.

A source of RFjmicrowave energy, the oscillating field, is supplied by a mi-

crowave source 'MS' at the resonance frequency is coupled into the sample

using a coupling structure 'CS'. The coupling structure must not only couple

energy from the source to the sample, it must couple the signal returning

from the sample into the detector 'D'. Atmicrowave frequencies this function
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may be performed using a circulator.

It is also possible to couple the excitation into one side of the sample holder

and to couple the spectral data from a second port in which case the spec-

tral data is transmitted through the cavity and the spectrometer is said to

be operating in a transmission mode. Spectrometers based on transmission

cavities have inferior performance to reflection cavitybased instruments and

are not considered further.

4. 1.1 The Magnetic Fields

There are two magnetic fields involved in obtaining an ESR spectrum, the

main field which determines the frequency of the measurement, and a sec-

ond (smaller) field, orthogonal to the main field, oscillating at the frequency

of the measurement.

4.1.1 .1 The main field

Although Gorter (1937) [68] observed a paramagnetic effect at 2MHz in a

magnetic field of 4kOe (40mn, it is Zavoisky (1946) 1who is credited with

recording the first ESR spectrum at a frequency of 130MHz from a sample

of CuCI2'2H20, requiring a field of 4.6mT, whilst later in the same year an

ESR spectrum at 2.93GHz was reported [80].

The fields for these measurements were obtained from small electromagnets.

Modem commercially available instruments (Bruker) employing 'standard'

electromagnets having a field capability of 2T, making them suitable for use

"This paper apparently appeared in J.Phys. USSR, 9, P2111946. Ithas not been possible

to obtain a copy.
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in X-Band (lOGHz) and Q-Band (35GHz) instruments.

The St. Andrews high field instrument [81] employs a super conducting

magnet capable of 12Tfor work between 75GHz and 300GHz. Fields of 33T

[35, 82] 2 are produced at European and American national High Field fa-

cilities using resistive (Bitters) magnets, and these are used for ESR studies;

both facilities were projecting fields of 45T from compound magnets which

would in principal allow ESR spectra to be recorded at frequencies in excess

of ITHz.

4.1 .1.2 The oscillating field

The oscillating field is produced by the microwave source, details of which

are discussed in chapter 5. As has been shown, it is necessary to ensure that

the magnetic component of the EM-wave coupled into the Sample Holder is

orthogonal to the external field, which is the purpose of the sample holder.

At microwave frequencies, the orthogonality of the fields may be ensured

using a resonant cavity, ofwhich the most common constructions are hollow

rectangular boxes or cylinders. Cavities playa central role in the realisation

of ESR spectrometers, and will be discussed in greater detail in section 4.3.

4.1.1.3 Field modulation

The required spectrum may be obtained by either holding the frequency of

the RF field constant and varying the main field, or conversely, by varying

the frequency of the RF field and holding the main field constant.

liThe October 2003 Journal of Low Temperature Physics (Volume 133 NO.1-2) was a

special issue devoted to 'Physics and Technology at High Magnetic Fields'.
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The coupling of the RF into the sample holder is carefully adjusted to op-

timise the instrument sensitivity, and is intrinsically narrow band, and all

components in the path are sources of reflection and hence standing waves.

Thus maximum RF energy is only coupled into the sample holder over a

narrow bandwidth and spectrometer sensitivity is therefore optimum over

a narrow frequency range. Further, many sources have poor linearity and

power stability over even moderate tuning ranges. Thus, it is not usual to

modulate the microwave source.

Changing the main magnetic field is not at first glance easy. The magnets

consist of large inductances and even with superconducting magnets it is

necessary to change currents with magnitudes of 10'SofAmps. This can only

be done slowly, typical rates are IT/min. Attempting to change the applied

field in this way is known as field sweeping.

Small, (""lOG), linear, high frequency (of order kHz) field changes are re-

ferred to as field modulations, and are obtained using the field modulation

coils shown in figure 4.1. The field produced by these coils either re-enforces

or subtracts from the applied field, thus modulating the applied field; these

coils are small, have a low inductance and therefore field modulation is vi-

able.

In reality, the ESRspectrum is obtained by fixing the RF field frequency, and

sweeping the main field whilst modulating it. It is however important not to

modulate the field to amplitudes which are of the order of the spectral line

under investigation, as this distorts the line shape [32].
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4.1.2 Temperature Control

Itwas noted in section 2.3 that the relaxation time of the excited spin sys-

tem defines the spectral line width. A fundamental problem arises when

the relaxation time becomes of order the period of microwave radiation; the

line becomes so broad that no spectral information is recorded. Short re-

laxation times, on the sub ns time scale may be found in transition metals

[83]. Other processes which shorten relaxation times, for example damping

effects in solution and collisions in gasses, are discussed in [34] [33]. Relax-

ation times can show a temperature dependance varying between liT and

1/TJ and therefore temperature reduction can allow a broadened line to be

be resolved; this is the primary use of the cryogenic jacket.

There are situations in which it is desirable to change the sample tempera-

ture. For example elevated temperatures are required to force conformation

changes [84] in diamond, whilst low temperatures may be required to study

conformation changes in organic systems [85].

Temperatures ranging from liquid Helium to a couple of hundered Kelvin

may be obtained using conventional gas flow cryostats, which are commer-

ciallyavailable. Specialist situations require specialist solutions; for example

temperatures of ioook [86] and the combination of low temperature and

high vacuum [87] resulted in the development of in house solutions.

4.2 PassiveRFComponents

The spectrometer RF components not only consist of the source, the cou-

pling structure and the detector, but includes the interconnection between

the various components. In this section, the important properties of the
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interconnection the coupler and the passive components, will be described.

4.2.1 Interconnections

The method used to connect the various front-end components together de-

pends upon the frequency at which the spectrometer is to be operated.

Loss in the interconnect is undesirable for two reasons. Firstly, in the trans-

mit path it reduces the power which can be applied to the sample. Consid-

erable effort is expended in generating microwave power; at low microwave

frequencies gain is reasonably cheap and readily available. However, as

frequency increases gain becomes increasingly difficult to obtain and com-

mensurately more expensive. Secondly, in the receive path the loss increases

the noise temperature of the system, reducing the spectrometer sensitivity.

An additional consideration is that in experiments removed from room tem-

perature, thermal conduction by the interconnection can become a problem.

4.2.1.1 Co-axial cables

Figure 4.2 shows the loss of two common co-axial cables as a function of

frequency The construction of the co-axial cables determines their proper-

ties. The RGS83has a braided outer sheath and a diameter of approximately

smm, LDF6 (commonly known as Heliax) on the other hand has a solid outer

sheath and a diameter of 38mm4• Over the range of frequencies indicated,

the major contributors to loss are radiation through the outer sheath (in the

case ofthe RGS8) and resistive ('copper') losses.

3Data obtained from www.rojone.com
4Data obtained from www.andrews.com
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Figure 4.2: The loss (dB/m) of two commercially available types of co-axial

line. Both have a characteristic impedance of 500.

As frequency increases dielectric losses become increasingly important and

copper losses increase, the combined effect of which is seen clearly in figure

4.3. This co-axial cable is specified for use to soGHz and is z.zrnm diame-

ter with a solid PTFE dielectric cables. Extrapolating this curve to 100GHz

shows that a loss of 9dB/m may be hoped for from this cable.

As frequency increases, the power handling capability of the cable falls. The

SR086 discussed above has a maximum power handling capability of less

than 200W at 100GHz and approximately 400W at lGHz. Power handling

capability depends upon the construction employed. SR2so is a 6mm cable

which will handle 1.6kWat lGHz, although its upper frequency limit is only

20GHz. As will be seen later, this power handling capability would impose

sever limitations on an X-band pulsed spectrometer.

Even a moderate length of co-axial cable begins to look unattractive as a

SData obtained from www.megaphase.com
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Figure 4.3: Loss of a z.zmm semi rigid co-axial cable type SRo86 suitable

for use to 50GHz, obtainable from Megaphase Inc.

method of interconnection at high frequencies and an alternative method of

interconnection becomes essential as frequency increases. Such an alterna-

tive is waveguide, which is simply a hollow pipe.

4.2.1 .2 Rectangular waveguide

Rectangular waveguide is simply a hollow pipe of rectangular cross section.

Iffigure 4.7 represents a waveguide oflength d, the cut-off wavelength >'c(mn)

(the wavelength below which the waveguide will not propagate a wave with-

out considerable attenuation) is given by 6

>. _ 2ab
c(mn) - ..; 2b2 2 2m +n a

6All the required equations, and their derivations may be found in, for example [88].
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where n and m are integers describing the number of half wavelengths sup-

ported in a given dimension of the waveguide. 'The dominant mode in a

rectangular waveguide is the TElO mode and thus for waveguide with an

aspect ratio of 2 : 1

>'e(mn) = 2a

'The attenuation (dB/m) of a rectangular waveguide, with a 2:1 aspect ratio

and propagating a TElO mode is

a (TEn!) = 8.686 Rs [1 + (/,fe)2] (4.3)
1201l'bV1 - (lei/)2

In which fe is the cut off frequency, f is the propagating frequency, and the

factor 8.686 is the conversion from Np/m to dB/m. R, is the waveguide wall

resistance at the frequency of propagation, and if /l is the permeability of

free space and a is the conductivity of the waveguide this may be calculated

using

'Thestandard waveguide for propagating a lOGHzTE 10mode isWR90 which

has dimensions of 2.286cm x 1.143cm;this produces an fe of approximately

6.S6GHz, and assuming copper walls (a =S.8xlO-7U/m) for the waveguide,

an attenuation of approximately o.ldB/m which is a considerable improve-

ment over coaxial interconnection, and demonstrates clearly the attraction

of waveguide for interconnection.

4.2.1.3 Circular waveguide

Waveguide may also be circular, and modes are denoted by TEn! or TMn!. n

and I are integers; n describing the number of half wavelengths supported
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on the waveguide radius and 1 the number of half wavelengths supported on

a circumference. To differentiate modes in a circular waveguide from those

in a rectangular waveguide, for modes in a circular waveguide TEmodes will

be referred to as H modes and TM modes as E modes, in effect describing

the propagating field rather than the transverse field. 'The dominant mode

is the Hll mode. 'Thecutoff wavelength for an H mode is

27ra
>'c( nl) = -,-Pnl

wherep~l is the root of J~(x), In(x) being a Bessel function of order n and the

prime denoting the derivative function. 'Theattenuation of a propagating H

wave is

( ) n, [n2 (lc)2]
Q Hnl = 8.686 12 2 + -I

1207rav 1 - (Ic/1)2 Pnl - n
It is important to note that for n = 0 equation 4.6 shows that the attenu-

ation of an HOImode will have an attenuation which falls indefinitely with

frequency, making all HOImodes attractive for low loss applications.

Consider a circular pipe propagating a loGHz wave. 'Thecut-off wavelength

for the HOlmode is set to 6.56GHz. 'The pipe radius a is calculated using

equation 4.5 with P~l=3.8317 [89] to be 27.89mm. 'Thenusing equation 4.6,

the attenuation of this circular pipe at lOGHz is found to be approximately

o.ozdjs/m, which offers considerable advantage over rectangular waveguide.

4.2.1.4 Waveguide at 94GHz

Waveguide WR10 (for which a = 2.54mm and b = 1.27mm) is the preferred

(rectangular) waveguide for use at 94GHz, and has a Ic(l,O)of 59GHz. A cir-

cular waveguide with the same cut-off frequency has a radius of 3.1mm. 'The
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Figure 4.4: The attenuation of wave in rectangular and circular waveguide.

Both waveguides have a cut-off frequency of 59GHz.

attenuation of these waveguides is compared in figure 4.4. It is thus clear

that a circular waveguide supporting an HOImode is, from an attenuation

point of view, the most attractive method of interconnection considered so

far.

However, the HOIis not the mode with the lowest cut-off frequency and

therefore any waveguide supporting HOImode is able to support a num-

ber of other modes. In the case of the HOImode, it is degenerate with the

Ell mode and 3 modes with lower cut off frequencies are supported by this

waveguide [88]. Exciting a pure HOImode is therefore difficult, and once

excited difficult to preserve as the guided wave propagates.
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4.2.1.5 Corrugated waveguide

The problems of exciting the HOImode may be overcome by the use of cor-

rugated waveguide. Here, rather than a smooth walled pipe the waveguide

has a series of grooves cut into its inner surface.

The lowest mode which may be supported in a suitably designed corrugated

circular waveguide is the low loss HEn mixed mode, other undesired lower

modes being inhibited by the high surface impedance introduced by the cor-

rugations [88]. Itmay be shown that this mode has an attenuation of less

than 0.02dB/m at 100GHz in a 63mm pipe with an o.asmm depth o.smm

pitch corrugation [90] which is rather better than the HOImode of the simple

circular pipe.

Additional advantages are accrued in using this mode of the corrugated

waveguide. Firstly it is polarisation preserving, a vertically polarised wave

entering the waveguide in the HEn mode is transmitted down the waveg-

uide with minimal cross polar distortion and secondly, it is well matched to a

free space Gaussian beam with waist of approximately 64%of the waveguide

radius.

Waveguide power handling:

The power handling capability of waveguide is primarily restricted by the

breakdown of air within the waveguide.

Between the broad faces of rectangular waveguide there are high electric

fields which cause the breakdown; even so rectangular waveguide has multi

kW power handling capabilities. WR-6soL will handle 12MW at L-Band,

WR-90 will handle 200kW at X-Band, whilst even the relatively narrow

WR-I0 employed at 9SGHzwill handle 3kW.

Circular waveguide having approximately the same dimensions as WR-lO

will handle roughly the same power. Corrugated waveguide however, be-
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cause it is being over-moded, has a rather greater diameter and a 63mm pipe

propagating an HEll at 89GHz will handle 400kW without breakdown.

Aswillbe demonstrated later, this power handling capability does not impose

any limitations on the pulsed 94GHz spectrometer.

4.2.1.6 Quasi-optical systems

The ultimately low loss method of interconnection would be one in which

no waveguides were required, and this is achieved in Quasi-optical systems.

Essentially, the microwave radiation is propagated in free space using lenses

and/ or mirrors to focus and direct the radiation.

Using conical corrugated horns [91] it is relatively easy to launch a high

purity fundamental mode Gaussian profile beam, the divergence of which is

easily calculated. The design of a Quasi-optical system may then be reduced

to using matrix transformations to obtain a set of optical elements which

reform the beam in some desired way [92,93].

Such a system is intrinsically low loss, for the beam forming elements are a

small fraction of the total path length. However, the beam launched from a

conical hom is not a pure Gaussian beam, and has energy contained in side

lobes, and the energy contained in these lobes must be propagated without

distortion to avoid truncation loss. This imposes a minimum size on the

optical elements, and thus the required elements may be large.

For a Quasi-optical transmission mode spectrometer, Freed quotes a loss of

2dB through a series of lenses with a 54 inch path length. This instrument

was of the same dimensions as a rectangular waveguide system in which the

losses, it is claimed, would have been 16dB, a very attractive reduction in

losses [94].

The St Andrews reflection mode quasi-optical spectrometer uses mirrors as
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the beam forming elements and a short (approximately rm) length of corru-

gated waveguide to couple into the cavity, and has a loss ofless than O.25dB.

Thus, the method of interconnection changes with frequency. At low fre-

quencies co-axial cable is viable, however as the frequency of operation

increases co-axial cable losses increase and power handling capability falls

until at microwave frequencies waveguide becomes the interconnection of

choice, whilst at millimetric frequencies (and higher) quasi-optical schemes

have become prominent.

4.2.2 The Coupling Structure

The type of coupling structure employed depends upon the method of con-

struction employed in constructing the spectrometer. The coupling structure

is required to 'disentangle' the power applied to, and the power reflected from

the cavity, whilst isolating the source from the detector; the use of a circu-

lator to achieve this end has been described. Circulators may be realised as

co-axially conectorised components, in waveguide and quasi-optically (QO),

the QO isolator will be described shortly. One of the earliest (and possibly

the simplest) devices to be employed to perform the coupling function is a

waveguide component known as the 'Magic T'.

4.2.2.1 The Magic T

The operation of the magic T is described in [77,95]. Ifthe cavity is placed at

port 2, and power is applied to port 1, then port 4 will contain power reflected

from the cavity and port 3 and therefore, if a suitable detector is placed at

port 4 a spectrum may be recorded. Feher has used a magic T coupler in a
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Port 1

Figure 4.5: A magic T coupler, shown is the Flann Microwave model 24390

40GHz component. Ports are referred to in the text.

superheterodyne demodulator at X-band [39], whilst electrical analogues

have been used to allow measurements below IGHz [43].

Whilst the inter-port isolation between ports 1and 47of a magic T are compa-

rable with those of a circulator, the magic T has the disadvantage that power

is divided equally between ports 2 and 3, which immediately reduces the

spectrometer sensitivity for a given power input. The circulator is therefore

preferred.

4.2.2.2 The Quasi-Optical Circulator

The 'circuit' of a 4 port QO circulator is shown in figure 4.6. A vertically

polarised wave at porn is transmitted with minimal loss by polariser PI, and

on passage through the ferrite disc undergoes a Faraday rotation of +450
•

7Isolation figure obtained for a complete range products from www.mictotech-inc.corn,

June 2005.
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FD
Port g Port a

Figure 4.6: 4 port QO isolator. The direction of propagation is indicated

by the arrow. FD is a ferrite disc, P! is a horizontal wire grid

polariser whilst P2 is a wiregrid polariser with wires at -450 to

the vertical.

The Electric field vector of this wave is now perpendicular to the wires of

P2 and is therefore transmitted to portz. In this way port! is coupled in the

forward direction to porta, Exactly similar arguments show that portz is

coupled to portg, In this implementation, wide bandwidths (2oGHz), low

insertion loss O.49dBand isolations (S4l and S3l) of 30dB ; the operation of

this component is described in [96], whilst over narrow bandwidths, similar

insertion losses with spot isolations of order 60dB are attainable [97].

Thus, with the availability of low loss components, and the concept of an

induction mode we are able to construct a spectrometer at 94GHz using QO

techniques which will form the basis of a CW/Pulse ESR spectrometer, the

source and detector of which are reported and discussed in the remaining

chapters of this thesis.
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Figure 4.7: Rectangular resonator dimensions

4.3 The Sample Holder

At microwave frequencies, orthogonality may be ensured by placing the sam-

ple in a resonant cavity. This may take the form of a hollow rectangular box,

a hollow cylinder or a hollow sphere with metallic walls. As the frequency

of operation increases and the physical dimensions of closed resonators de-

creases, the Fabry-Perot resonator becomes attractive.

4.3.1 Therectangular cavity

The resonant frequencies of a rectangular box may be calculated from [88]

where c is the velocity oflight, m, nand p are integers describing the number

of half wavelengths in the box dimension a, b or c respectively. These dimen-

sions are shown in figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.8: The E and H Fields of the TE102 mode in a rectangular cavity.

A simple cavity may be constructed by requiring m = 1, n = 0 and p = 2

in a cavity having a = a, b = a/2 and d = 2a; with a = 2,25mm, equation

4.7 gives a resonant frequency of approximately 94GHz. The resonant fre-

quencies are known as modes and are identified as either TEmnpor TMmnp,

depending upon which axis is taken as the axis of propagation. The mode

evaluated here is a TE102 mode.

The field distribution for this mode may be calculated, and is shown in figure

4.8 which was obtained using the commercial EM simulation package 'CST'.

The 'globules' of colour indicate the E-field distribution, whilst the arrow

heads indicate the H-field distribution. It is clear that in the centre of the

cavity there is a region of magnetic field parallel to the 'a' dimension wall,

and that in this region there is no electric field. Then, if the cavity is placed in

an external field perpendicular to the broad face of the cavity, and a sample

is placed in the centre of the cavitywe will have the two required orthogonal

fields.
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4.3.2 The cylindrical cavity

Figure 4.9: The Hall mode of a cylindrical cavity. Arrow heads represent

magnetic field whilst 'globules' of colour represent electric field.

There are two possibilities for a suitable field; the magnetic component of

the microwave field may be either along the cavity axis, or on a cavity diam-

eter. The former case is to be desired because this means that the external

field may be applied radially to the cavity and the two fields will always be

orthogonal.

Defining the axis of the cavity along a co-ordinate system z-axis, the mode

required is an Hmode and the frequencies of resonant modes may be calcu-
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lated from [88]

where a is the cavity radius, d is the length of the cavity,P~n the root of a Bessel

function derivative and the indices rn, nand 1 denote the number of half wave

lengths on the radius, circumference and length respectively. Following the

same nomenclature that was use to differentiate between rectangular and

circular waveguides, the lowest frequency mode which will satisfy the re-

quirement for an axial H field is the H011mode, in which case P~n =3.832

and for a cavity having d=2a with a resonant frequency of 94GHz we obtain

a=2.1mm and d=4.2mm.

The field distribution for the H011mode field distribution, obtained using

'CST', is shown in figure 4.9; it is clear that a sample placed on the axis of

the cylinder, in the centre of the cavity will be correctly placed to be in the

required orthogonal fields if the external field is applied radially.

4.3.3 Thespherical cavity

This time the external field can only be applied radially, and therefore any

resonance must supply an axial magnetic field. The required mode is there-

fore a TEmnl (or an Hmnl) mode, where m is the radial mode number, n is the

circumferal mode number and I the azimuthal mode number. The lowest

mode which will satisfy the field condition is the H011mode.

The modes of a spherical resonator may be calculated using the zeroes of

associated Legendre polynomials using

27rfmnl _ C
-r."nl
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Figure 4.10: The HOll in a spherical cavity. Arrows and 'globules represent

magnetic and electric fields respectively.

where ~nl is the required zero of the polynomial, and for n = 1has a value of

4.94 [98]. For 94GHz we require a sphere radius of 2.27J.llm.

The field pattern for the Hou mode in a sphere, obtained using 'CST', is

shown in figure 4.10. The field pattern is thus confirmed as being suitable to

ensure the orthogonality of the magnetic fields required by the spectrometer.

4.3.4 Cavities and Sensitivity

From equation 3.68 the concentration sensitivity of an ESR spectrometer

may be written in the form
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Cylindrical Rectangular Spherical

Volume 5 1 3

D 10 1 ?10

Q 2·9 1 3

N 0.0069 1 0.0011

Nnorm 6·3 9·1 1

Table 4.1: The relative sensitivities of a reflection mode spectrometer using

various cavities. All entries are normalised to the rectangular cav-

ity with the exception of Nnorm in which N has been renormalised

to the spherical resonator. Small N norm indicates a sensitive spec-

trometer.

where D is a factor relating to the cavity filling factor given in [72]. Thus to

maximise the instrument sensitivity (minimise N) it is desirable to maximise

D and Q and minimise the cavity volume.

Table 4.1 compares estimated spectrometer sensitivities; it must be noted

that D for the spherical cavity is an estimate based on visualising the volume

of the magnetic field in the cavity relative to the total cavity volume, which

appears to be approximately the same as the cylindrical cavity. Despite the

small volume of the rectangular cavity, it produces the worst sensitivity due

to it having the lowest Q and worst filling factor. As a hollow cavity, the

sphere is probably not viable due to machining difficulties, which leaves the

cylindrical cavity as the optimum cavity.
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4.3.5 Other types of cavity

As was noted above, as frequency increases, hollow cavities become very

small and difficult to handle. In such circumstances the Fabry-Perot cavity

becomes attractive [99], [100]. However such resonators fail to realise their

maximum Q due to finite mirror losses and have a very poor filling factor.

An interesting variation on the metallic cavity is the the Non-Radiative cavity

[101]. Here, a solid (save for an axial hole to carry the sample) dielecric res-

onator is held between two metal plates. If the plate spacing is such that the

gap between the plates is cut off, the cavity cannot loose energy by radiation

and a high Q resonator is produced. In fact, the dielectric is not required

and simple cut outs in the plates will also provide a high Q resonator [102].

There are many other types of resonator and type and design of resonator

depends upon the the frequency and sample type being employed.

4.4 Overview of a quasi-optical spectrometer

A description of a Homodyne spectrometer was given in section 3.8.4 and

the remainder of this chapter is an overview of the quasi-optical implemen-

tation of this concept which demonstrates the use of the low loss components

described above.

This implementation is that of the 94GHz induction mode spectrometer,

employing a reflection mode cavity and a homodyne demodulator as em-

ployed at St Andrews. The source and detector are major components of the

spectrometer and are considered in subsequent chapters.

The 'circuit' of a quasi-optical spectrometer [81] is shown in figure 4.11.

The left hand side of the circuit consists of a four port circulator, with the
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L
vv.vv

RM Components:

AAL Load
BS Beam Splitter
FR Faraday Rotator
RM Roof Mirror

Polarisation states:
Red Vertical
Pink Horizontal
Green +45
Blue -45

~UL
~+-+-------------~~

To Sample To Detector

Figure 4.11: An implementation ofa quasi-optical Homodyne ESRspectrom-

eter, showing the polarisation states of the various propagating

beams within the instrument.

addition of a beam splitter. The beam splitter is realised as a thin dielectric

sheet which diverts a small portion of the signal from the source to act as the

local oscillator for the homodyne detector. This differs from the description

of section 3.8-4, where the unwanted polarisation from the source was em-

ployed; in this way a consistent local oscillator signal of known polarisation

is obtained.

The right hand side of 4.11 is a diplexer [103], the purpose of which is to

combine the LO and the signal from the cavity onto a common axis so that

they may be mixed together by the detector (which in this case was an InSb
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Bolometer) to give at the Bolometer output the required spectral informa-

tion.

The position (with respect to the first polarising grid in the diplexer) and

orientation of the roof mirror (with respect to the polarisation state of the

LO signal) are crucial. The required polarisation change on reflection is

obtained only if the roof line of the mirror is at 45° to the polariser. The

spacing between the polariser and the mirror allows the phase of the signal

returning from the cavity and the ill signal to be adjusted, and hence, since

both the LO and RF signals are coherent, the effect of source phase noise

may be minimised by correct adjustment of the mirror position.

The signal from the source is coupled in to the spectrometer using a corru-

gated scaler hom to produce a high purity Gaussian beam. The propagat-

ing Gaussian beam couples efficiently to a corrugated over-moded circular

waveguide which supports an HEll mode, which not only has a low attenua-

tion, but preserves the polarisation of the coupled radiation as it propagates.

The signal is coupled off the waveguide and into the cavity of choice [104]

using an inverted scaler hom, and in this way a linearly polarised wave is

coupled into the cavity.
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CHAPTER 5

Continuous Wave (CW) Sources

The source, providing the energy to alter the electron spin vector orienta-

tion, is the heart of the spectrometer. It must provide the correct frequency,

at a suitable power level. It must have a long term stability such that its

frequency does not change during an experiment and a short term stability

such that oscillator noise does not mask the signal of interest.

This chapter outlines methods of generating high frequency sources, with

specific emphasis on obtaining a frequency of order 94GHz, using solid state

devices. The Leeson model for estimating oscillator phase noise is intro-

duced, and the minimisation of oscillator phase noise is discussed.

Having demonstrated that direct generation of 94GHz at even moderate

powers using sold state techniques is not viable, methods of frequency mul-

tiplication are introduced and the properties of multiplied sources are con-

sidered.
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5.1 Early Microwave Sources

The earliest RFgenerators were spark gaps. Spark gap transmitters are often

thought of as low frequency devices, probably due to the LF nature of the

Marconi Trans-Atlantic experiments. However, Hertz apparently demon-

strated the validity of Maxwell's Equations at a frequency of order 100MHz

in 1888 [105]. In 1897 Chandra Bose demonstrated experiments to the

Royal Institution [106J at frequencies of 60GHz. Spark gaps are broadband

noisy and have very poor stability; they are not recommended for use outside

a Faraday cage!

Thus the generation of microwave radiation is as old as radio. The state of

the art in direct generation is reviewed, and it is concluded that the lowpower

and high phase noise of MMIC based solutions to the direct generation of

94GHz make such solutions unattractive.

As a result of the discussion of phase noise it is suggested that frequency

multiplication offers a potential solution, and after discussing the properties

offrequency multiplied sources the design ofamultiplied source is presented.

5.2 Oscillator Circuits

An oscillator has two basic components, a gain block and a frequency de-

termining block. It is the interaction of these two fundamental components

which determine the upper frequency limit, and the phase noise content of

the oscillator. An introduction to the design of oscillators, and a short mod-

ern bibliography, is provided by [107J.
As the frequency of oscillation is increased, the type of active device and

method of construction become increasingly important, difficult and critical.
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The major problem encountered in attempting to produce a high frequency

oscillator is parasitic components. These may be reduced by moving from

packaged devices on PCBs, to chip and bond techniques which eliminates

packaging parasitics. However, even very short lengths of bond wire can

have surprisingly large inductances (o.snH for a nnm bond wire [108]), and

eventually bond inductance sets an upper limit on the maximum attainable

frequency. The ultimate in reducing the influence of parasitic components

must be to integrate the oscillator onto a single chip. This technique has re-

sulted in oscillators, albeit with low «odBm) output powers, at frequencies

in excess oflOOGHz [109].

An interesting approach to the generation of frequencies using active devices

with cut off frequencies well below the required oscillator frequency is the

push-push configuration, in which two devices are balanced 1800 apart and

are allowed to conduct for only half a cycle. If the outputs of the devices are

summed, the result is a sin2 output, which, if the circuit is perfectly balanced

produces no fundamental or odd harmonic components of the two basic de-

vices, and a large output of the second harmonic [110, 109, 111].A natural

extension of the push-push technique is the triple-push [112,113],in which

three devices are phased 1200 apart producing odd harmonics of the basic

frequency. The point here is that each device is operating at a subharmonic

of the desired output frequency, and therefore although the cited papers

use MMIC techniques, it becomes viable to produce 18GHzoscillators using

standard components [114].

Even with the advantages of integration, the active element must have a high

transition frequency, and this can only be achieved with physically small

devices, which means low current low voltage devices, and therefore low

output powers.
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For simplicity, the Gunn oscillator is a source which is often encountered

in high field spectrometers [115,81], whilst if powers of more than a few

100mWare required, the klystron still finds a place [116]. Whilst in many

applications these sources are adequate, they have the disadvantages that

they have relatively high phase noise contents and that short pulses (ins)

are difficult to produce from them. Pulse generation will be considered in

chapter 10. In the following sections methods of producing low noise CW

sources are considered.

5.2.1 The Direct Generation of 94GHz

Gunn oscillators are an attractive source of microwave energy. 'These os-

cillators employ a diode which, under the correct bias conditions, exhibit a

negative dynamic resistance byvirtue of their band structure [117].Although

GaAs diodes are limited to an upper frequency of approximately 60GHz, by

deliberately matching at the second harmonic considerable power may be

generated up to 120GHzwith powers of to to 20mW [118]. InP based diodes

on the other hand are able to generate considerable power in the fundamen-

tal mode at frequencies in excess of 100GHz and output powers in excess of

80mW [119]. GaN based diodes appear to offer an interesting future, being

simulated to be capable of producing in excess of sWat 88GHz [120].

Ignoring the fact that 94GHz MMICoscillators are not readily available and

that therefore access to a foundry is required, if a suitable signal for use in a

spectrometer is to be generated by a means other than a Gunn oscillator, it

must offer some advantage in terms of power output and/or phase noise.

State of the art MMIC oscillators (2004) [121]are able to produce of order

-rodlsm with a phase noise of -102dBc/Hz at IMHz offset from the carrier.
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A typical Gunn oscillator is able to produce +2odBm with a phase noise of

order -riodjsc/Hz [122] at a lMHz offset frequency. Although, as will be

demonstrated later, direct generation of a 94GHz signal for a pulsed spec-

trometer has problems, for CW applications the oscillator output may be

amplified using commercially available modules based on either FET (the

Farran Technologies FPA-1094l8 for example') to +18dBm, or using an IM-

PAIT amplifier (Elva ILLAseries amplifier") to +23dBm.

Clearly, direct generation of a suitable 94GHz signal is viable. However,

phase noise is an issue and there are relatively few amplifiers which will

raise the available power to suitable levels, although the number is increas-

ing.

5.2.2 Oscillator Tuning

An oscillator may be modeled [47], as shown in figure 5.1. A negative resis-

tance provides gain, and has associated with it a reactance. The reactance of

the negative resistance is opposed by a second reactance provided by passive

components known as the resonator.

A common type of oscillator is the varactor tuned oscillator (VfO) in which

the capacitance of the resonator is implemented as a reverse biased diode

[123] -the varactor. If the varactor has a minimum capacitance CRmin and a

maximum capacitance CRmax, the maximum frequency change which can be

obtained is

(5.1)

lwww.farran.com
2www.elva-l.com
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-Rn en L

Sn Sr

Figure 5.1: The negative resistance representation of an oscillator.

Even if en is zero and the varactor has a capacitance ratio of 10:1,the maxi-

mum frequency ratio which couldbe obtained would be approximately 3.16:1,

and it is difficult to obtain a frequency ratio of 2:1. Vl'O's tend to have a

non linear tuning curve (frequency against voltage) due to the capacitance-

voltage law of the varactor diode [124] unless a great deal of design effort is

expended [125]. Further, and because the resonator has a relatively low Q

imposed by the varactor diode resistance, they also have a poor phase noise

performance.

An interesting solution to the these problems is to replace the varactor and

its associated inductor with a YIG (Yttrium Iron Garnet) sphere, in which

case the oscillator is known as a ITO. YIGis a low loss ferrite material whose

electrons, when placed in a magnetic field, perform a Larmor precession

about the applied magnetic field at a frequency of 28GHz/T. By coupling

into this precession using a small loop, a very high Q oscillator [126] with

tuning ranges in excess of an octave [127] and even a decade may be con-

structed [128, 129]. YIG oscillators have extremely linear tuning curves

because of the simple linear relationship between applied magnetic field and

the electron precession frequency. The unloaded Q of a highly polished YIG
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Sphere can be in excess of 5000 at lOGHz [130], and whilst the loaded Q of

the resonator depends upon the dimensions of the coupling loop and sphere,

very high Q resonators and hence low phase noise, tunable oscillators may

be realised.

5.3 Oscillator Noise

When the only available technologies were Silicon BJTs or GaAs FETs, it was

accepted that oscillators based upon bipolar devices, which would function to

approximately 4GHz, had a rather better noise performance than oscillators,

albeit at higher frequencies, based upon GaAs devices. However modern

oscillators based upon GeSi technology mean that this is no longer the case.

Noise in oscillators arises when low frequency device noise is up converted

[131] to the oscillator output frequency (the carrier) . The extent (in terms of

frequency offset from the carrier) and the shape [132] of the noise spectrum

are crucially dependant upon the type of device (BJT or FET) [133] and the

device material [134, 135].

The Leeson [136] model of oscillator phase noise is

[
IF kT (1 1 J'; ) (fe )].cUm) = lOlog 2Pa 4Q~ f~ + 1 fm + 1 (5.2)

in which

.cUm) is the phase noise spectral density (dBcHz -1)

Ql is the resonator loaded Q

fa is the oscillator carrier frequency (Hz)

fm is the offset frequency from the carrier (Hz)
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Ie is the device flicker (1/f) noise corner frequency (Hz)

P, is the amplifier saturated output power (W)

F is the device noise factor

k is Boltzmans constant

T is the absolute temperature

This result is based on a linear feedback model of an oscillator and allows the

phase noise content of any oscillator to be estimated. This model must, how-

ever, be applied with care. For example, whilst the model accounts for 1/1
noise, close to the carrier other distributions are encountered and these must

be accounted for by adding additional terms to the model [137, 138].Despite

this, when used with care, the Leeson model allows various options for a low

noise source to be evaluated.

5.3.1 Minimising Oscillator Phase Noise

For a low noise source, it may be observed that a low noise factor, high power

device is required. Unfortunately these are conflicting device requirements,

low noise devices require small physical dimensions, the best that can be

done is to maximise the available power from a given device.

Itmight be expected that to minimise phase noise Ql must be as high as pos-

sible, and indeed this is the case. However, raising the loaded Ql changes the

active device termination and therefore changes the device noise factor. This

may be taken into account [139], however even allowing for any change in F,

simply maximising the resonator loaded Ql may not produce the expected

reduction in phase noise. The offset frequency at which the phase noise
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Offset frequency (Hz)

Figure 5.2: Hypothetical oscillator phase calculated using the Leeson model.

In both cases Ibwas set to 10kHz,whilst Ie was set to either tkflz

or 100kHz.

rises from the noise floor is determined by the resonator half bandwidth lb.
Defining

equation 5.2 may be restated as

[IF kT (I; ) (Ie )]t:Um) = lOlog 2Ps lin + 1 1m+ 1

Figure 5.2 shows that the phase noise spectrum depends crucially upon the

relationship between the flicker and resonator half bandwidth frequencies.

It is desirable to ensure that the flicker corner frequency is less than the
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resonator half bandwidth frequency.

Equation 5.2 shows that the phase noise is increasing with the square of the

carrier frequency, and thus for a given Qh low frequency oscillators have a

lower phase noise than high frequency oscillators. This opens up the possi-

bility that if a method of frequency multiplication could be found, a low noise

high frequency source might be constructed by frequency multiplication of

a low frequency low noise source.

5.4 Frequency Multiplied Sources

Having established the difficulties and restrictions of attempting to gener-

ate high frequencies directly, we are left with the option of generating the

desired frequency using a low frequency oscillator and multiplying to the

desired output frequency. In this section the concept of frequency multipli-

cation and its advantages and disadvantages are discussed.

5.4.1 Frequency Multiplication

Any amplifier driven into, or close to, saturation produces harmonic distor-

tion, an effect which is usually avoided. Harmonics of the input frequency

arise because when driven into saturation the amplifier becomes non-linear.

However, if frequency multiplication is desired then a non-linear circuit or

device is driven to produce harmonics, at the highest possible amplitude,

and then the required harmonic of the input signal is selected by filtering.
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5.4.1.1 Variable resistance multipliers

Any nonlinearity may be used as a frequency multiplier. For a simple PN

Junction driven with a sinusoidal signal the device current is found as follows

[75]. Well removed from saturation and breakdown, the I/V characteristic

of a PN junction may be written as

where Ij is the total junction (diode) current

18 is the junction reverse saturation voltage

Vd is the voltage across the junction

q is the electronic charge

k is Boltzmans constant

T is the junction's absolute temperature

,. is the junction ideality factor

'The quantity kT / q is known as the thermal voltage (VT) and has a value of

approximately 26mV at room temperature. 'Theacross the junction voltage

combines the junction 'built in' voltage (rv600mVfor Silicon) and an applied

voltage (Vi). If the applied voltage is a sinusoid with a DCoffset of VDC and

an amplitude VAC

Vi = VDc + VAC coswt (5·6)

and if the saturation current is small, the junction current may be written as

where Iq is the diode quiescent current due to the DC component of the

applied voltage. 'The exponential in equation 5.7 has a standard expansion
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in terms of modified Bessel functions [89]
00

eXcos(} = 10 (X) +22: In (X) cos (nO)
n=l

(5.8)

Combining equations 5.7 and 5.8 gives the harmonic content of the junction

current to be

[
~In{X) 1Ij = Iqlo (X) 1+ 2=: 10 (x) cos (nwt) (5·9)

where X = VAC/'rVT and In{x)/Io{x) is the amplitude of the nth harmonic

normalised to the amplitude of the DC component Io{x). Whilst values of

In{x) are tabulated in [89], such tables usually fail to contain the required

coefficients, and for such cases a procedure for obtaining the coefficients

based on Gaussian Quadrature is contained in Appendix A.

The coefficients In{x)/Io{x) in equation 5.9 are the amplitudes of the har-

monics of the applied sinusoid produced by the non-linear I/V characteristic

of a PNjunction. Figure S.3(a) shows the first 5harmonics (normalised to the

amplitude of the fundamental output) for two drive levels and demonstrates

that for appreciable harmonic power to be generated, there is a threshold

input power which must be exceeded.

Another common non-linearity is the square law, which is encountered as

the transfer characteristic of an FET. Analysis of the FET as a multiplier is

complicated by the need toinclude a description of drain saturation effects.

Byassuming that the FET is biased into class BLe. conducts for exactly 50%

of the input cycle, and neglecting saturation effects, a half-wave rectified

sinusoid waveform at the drain of the FET [140] is obtained. The Fourier

coefficients An of a half wave rectified sine function are

1 n=l2
An= 2 1 n>l neven (5.10)inLl

0 n>l nodd
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(a) Harmonics generated by a PN junction.

2 3 4

Harmonic Number

(b) FET generated harmonic amplitudes

Figure 5.3: A comparison of the harmonics produced by a simple PN junction

and a Class B biased FET when driven with a sin source.
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and thus the FETwould appear to be an efficient even harmonic generator.

Figure 5.3(b) shows the normalised harmonic amplitudes at the drain of an

FET when biased into class B, and indeed the FET does double, but shows

a slightly lower efficiency (in terms of harmonic amplitude) than the PN

junction; for higher order products the FET is very much less efficient than

the PNjunction.

However, the harmonic content is dependant upon the gate bias level [140,

141]. Varying the gate bias level changes the conduction angle of the FET,

and the output level of a given harmonic may be maximised by controlling

the gate bias. Unfortunately, any attempt to obtain an optimum bias for high

order multiples often results in the applied ACsignal being able to drive the

gate to a point at which drain-source breakdown, and hence damage to the

FET, occurs. Because this results in less than optimum performance FETs

are usually only employed as doublers.

Where the FET does have advantage is that the high frequency filtering re-

quirements to obtain a given spectral purity are less severe, than those for

the PN junction, a lower drive level is required to obtain multiplier action,

and ifthe FET output is carefully matched (an option neglected in equation

5.10) modest gain, of order 3dB [140], may be obtained.

The above analysis of frequency multiplication systems relies on a nonlinear

variation of current flowing in a device as a function of applied voltage. The

device is acting as a nonlinear resistor and such multipliers are known as

varistor multipliers. Varistor multipliers are able to offer operation over

considerable bandwidths, although the amplitude of the harmonic output

decreases as 1/n2 [142] and they may only be suitable for use in low power

applications because even moderate drive levels can result in device currents

sufficient to destroy the device.
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5.4.1.2 Variable reactance multipliers

An alternative method of using a semiconductor junction as a multiplier is

to reverse bias the junction and employ the variation of charge, stored in the

junction depletion region formed by the applied reverse bias, as a function

of drive level. Here multiplication occurs as a result of a variation in the

device impedance. Multipliers operating in this way are known as varactor

multipliers. It should be noted that whilst any reverse biased junction may

be employed as a varactor multiplier, the highest frequencies are obtained

using Schottky Barrier devices.

Provided that a junction is operated in a region which is well removed from

the device reverse breakdown voltage (thus preventing damage) and does

not become forward biased, the capacitance of the reverse biased junction is

given by

[V] -'Y
C (V) = Cjo 1 - Vb (s.n)

where C (V) is the reverse biased junction capacitance

Cjo is the junction capacitance at zero bias

V is the applied reverse bias

Vb is the junction contact (built in) potential

'Y is the junction ideality factor

'Y defines the doping profile ofthe junction; for an efficientvaractor multiplier

an abrupt junction is desirable, in which case 'Y = 1/2 [143]. Now

Q (V) = J C(V)dV (5.12)
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which, provided VjVb < 1(Le.the junction does not become forward biased)

gives

[ ]

1/2

Q(V) = a; 1-~

where Q0 = - 2Cjo Vb is the charge stored at zero bias. The voltage developed

due to a stored charge Q is therefore

If,due to an applied sinusoidal voltage, the charge variation is of the form

where n is an harmonic number, the voltage developed by the diode as a

result of this charge variation is of the form

1
V = 1 - 2 (cos 2wot + cos 2nwot) + cos (n - 1)wot - cos (n + 1)wot (5.16)

If the diode is excited by a single tone (n = 0 or n = 1) the voltage developed

can only contain second harmonic components; the varactor diode is only

able to produce a doubling action.

If however Q(V) is allowed to contain a second harmonic component, the

diode develops a voltage containing terms in 4w,3w, 2w and w, and a 3rd

harmonic component may be extracted. The 3rd harmonic is produced by

allowing the 2nd harmonic component to mix with the fundamental compo-

nent using the charge nonlinearity. When used in this way, the 2nd harmonic

component is referred to as an idler frequency. Byallowing various idler fre-

quencies to mix together high order varactor multipliers may be produced,

however the design of high order varactor multipliers becomes increasingly

complicated as the harmonic number increases [144], and the bandwidth

over which satisfactory operation may be obtained becomes restricted by the
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bandwidth of the idler circuits.

The efficiency of a varactor multiplier is obtained using the Manley-Rowe

equations [145] which describe power conversion in any system having a

nonlinear capacitor. For a varactor system with two excitation signals I,and

h the Manley-Rowe equations are

00 00
~ ~ mPmn_oL..J L..J m/l -n/2 -
m=On=-oo
00 00
~ ~ nPmn - 0
L..J L..J m/l -n/2 -
n=Om=-oo

where Pm,n is the power at the frequency Imfl - nhl. In a multiplier appli-

cation there is only a single excitation frequency, fl for example, in which

case equation 5.17 reduces to

00

(5.18)

where Pm is the power contained in the mth harmonic. This suggests that all

the applied power H is converted with 100% efficiency to harmonic power,

and in the case of a doubler all the applied power would be converted to

power at the 2nd harmonic frequency.

This is an oversimplification. The above calculations are based on a model

which treats the varactor diode as simply consisting of a capacitive element. A

more realistic model includes a resistive element in series with the capacitor

accounting for the bulk resistance of the semiconductor, which introduces a

loss mechanism. A complete model of the varactor diode includes a number

of additional components which not only limit conversion efficiency, they

also introduce an upper frequency at which the diode will function [146].

Various configurations of diode and active device have been reported as

methods of multiplying to 94GHz. MMIC realisations are low power op-

tions, require a foundry and need not be further considered.
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Because the reverse breakdown potential of a semiconductor junction is

many volts, varactor multipliers are able to operate with considerably higher

drive levels than varistor multipliers. This, and the high efficiency of varac-

tor multipliers compared to varistor multipliers makes varactor circuits the

preferred multiplier solution.

The major difficulty is that to obtain the best possible performance, para-

sitic components must be minimised. This leads to special diode geometries

(planar diodes [147]), diode stacks [148] or arrays of diodes in Quasi-Optical

systems (diode grids [149]). In either case the manufacture of multipliers

able to generate significant power requires access to a suitable foundry and

specialist assembly techniques [150, 151]. The multipliers employed in con-

structing the sources described in this thesis were commercially available

varactor diode multipliers.

5.4.2 Properties of Multiplied Sources

In designing a multiplier chain, it is necessary to consider how the various

components within the chain modify the phase noise spectrum of the initial

oscillator. The effects of multiplication, and the inclusion of amplifiers in

the multiplication chain are now considered.

5.4.2.1 Phase Noise and Multiplication

A carrier of unity amplitude, frequency wand with a random phase modula-

tion (noise) <f>(t) may be represented as

v = sin (wt + <f>(t))
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At some frequency offset from the carrier (wm), let the peak phase modulation

be {J. Then the phase modulated carrier may be written as

v = sin (wt + (Jsinwmt) (5.20)

This may be expanded in terms of Bessel functions [152]. If the oscillator is

lownoise, the phase deviation is small and therefore with the approximations

I
Jo ({J)

(J« 1 Jd{J) ~

In ({J) = 0

1

(5.21)

n>l

the phase modulated carrier may be expressed as

V = ~cos (w - wm) t + sin (wt) + ~sin (w + wm) t (5·22)

Bydefinition ([153] equation 35), if the sideband amplitude is expressed in

RMS terms, the phase noise Single Sideband spectral density at an offset f
from the carrier (£(f)) is

in which Vsb is the RMSsideband amplitude, and Vc is the carrier amplitude.

Then from equations 5.22 and 5.23

=> 20log ((J) - 3 (dBc/Hz)

Now, if the above noisy signal is applied to a multiplier of factor n the

multiplied output voltage may be written as

Vn = sin [n (wt + (Jsinwmt)] (5.25)

which using the same argument as above leads to

Vn = n: cos (nw - wm) t + sin (nwt) + n: sin (nw + wm) t (5.26)
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and hence

c; (J) = 1 j; 12 =? 20 log (11) + 20 log (n) - 3 (dBc/Hz)

Comparing equations 5.24 and 5.27, the act of multiplication has degraded

the 88B phase noise by a factor of n2 or 20 log( n)dB. Thus if an oscillator can

be found at a sub-harmonic of the desired output frequency, multiplication

is only attractive if the low frequency oscillator phase noise is lower than the

available high frequency oscillator by 20 log( n) dB.

5.4.2.2 Amplifiers and Phase Noise

The above must be regarded as the absolute minimum degradation due

to multiplication, it makes no allowance for the noise figure of the actual

multiplier, nor does it allow for any amplifiers in the multiplier chain.

Figures 5.3(b) and 5.3(a) show that as the multiplication factor is increased

the amplitude of the harmonic falls. Hence, at some point in the multiplier

chain it is almost inevitable that amplification will be required.

Figure 5-4showsways in which amplifiers and multipliers may be combined.

Consider case 'A'.Here it is assumed that the oscillator has insufficient power

to adequately drive the multiplier. If the amplifier were noiseless, then since

both the carrier and noise are amplified by the same factor the spectral power

density is unchanged by amplification. However, if the amplifier has a noise

factor F the spectral density at the amplifier output is

.e(J)
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Figure 5.4: Ways in which an amplifier and multiplier may be combined.

where £fa is the oscillator noise spectral density and P is the amplifier power

output. Then at the multiplier output, the noise spectral density is

(5.30)

Following the same argument, the spectral density at the output of the mul-

tiplier chain shown as case 'B' will be

(5.31)

Thus if the amplifier in cases 'A' and 'B' have the same noise figure, case

'B' must have a lower noise density. However, this is often not the case as

noise figure increases with frequency. Case 'C' is the logical extension of the

previous cases, and will produce a noise content of

(5.32)

Thus, case 'B' would produce the optimum noise performance. The situa-

tion becomes even more complicated if the multiplication factor is split and
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amplification is used between multiplier stages, but is none-the-Iess a logical

extension of all the above.

5.5 Chapter Summary

This chapter has covered the theory which is needed to design and construct

a multiplier chain. It has been shown that oscillator noise depends upon

both the active device used as the basic gain block, and the loaded Q of the

frequency determining network. When it is not possible to obtain the re-

quired performance from a simple oscillator, multipliers may be employed

and the properties of multiplied sources have been investigated.
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CHAPTER 6

The Measurement of Source

Phase Noise

Phase noise is a key parameter in obtaining a spectrometer with good perfor-

mance. Whilst the phase noise of a source may be estimated using Leeson's

equation (equation 5.2), it is often the case that parameters such as the

device flicker noise corner frequency are not known and therefore a detailed

analysis is not possible. In such cases, designers often make estimates of

these parameters based on experience, add a nominal 3dB to 5dB to obtain

an estimate of the oscillator phase noise and then measure the phase noise

spectrum of a prototype.

Techniques for measuring phase noise at low frequencies are well established

and may be broadly classified into two categories, single and multiple source,

the relative merits of which are discussed in [154].

The relatively simple techniques of direct measurement using a spectrum
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analyser, a delay line discriminator or phase locking the oscillator under test

to a lownoise reference! ,which may be employed at low frequencies, become

increasingly troublesome to implement as frequency increases.

The carrier null technique [156] was originally used at X-band, has been

successfully extended to higher frequencies. The technique relies on being

able to employ a high Q cavity at the oscillator carrier frequency to null the

carrier and provide a significant phase delay in one arm of a balance mixer

which then acts as an amplitude demodulator -a process described in section

6.1 in the context of the delay line discriminator. This method of phase noise

measurement has been extended to 94GHz [157],and beyond [158], using

Quasi-Optical techniques to produce a cavity with Q's of order 100,000.

However, such an approach to phase noise measurement at 94GHz is difficult

to implement and a rather simpler solution solution was sought. This chapter

describes such a measurement system, based upon a delay line discriminator

operating at a nominal frequency of 7.8GHz and a down conversion system,

using a low noise Gunn Oscillator operating at 86.2GHz.

6.1 The Measurement of Oscillator Phase Noise

The measurement of oscillator phase noise is both difficult and interesting.

It requires the ability to measure a (hopefully) low level signal (the phase

noise) within a kHz of a large (the carrier) signal. There are several meth-

ods of measuring oscillator phase noise [159], and commercial instruments

capable of making the measurement are, at some considerable cost, readily

available [160, 161].

Without ready access to commercial equipment, and because oscillator phase

Ian overview of these techniques may be found in [155]
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Source
Under
Test

Phase Shift

Power
Divider

Mixer IF

Dela Line Attenuator

Figure 6.1: Delay Line Discriminator

noise is a key parameter within the spectrometer a simple delay line discrim-

inator was implemented. This section covers the theory of the discriminator

and confirmation of its performance.

6.1.1 Discriminator theory

A block diagram of a delay line based discriminator is shown in figure 6.1.

The source under test is applied to a power divider. One output from the

power divider has a phase shift applied to it and this phase shifted signal is

applied to the local oscillator port of a double balanced mixer. The other

output from the power divider is applied to a delay line, and via an atten-

uator to the RF port of the mixer; the attenuator is used to ensure that the

RF port does not saturate. When the RF port and the LOport of the mixer

are in quadrature (ensured by adjusting the phase shift introduced in the LO

arm), the mixer output contains the source phase noise information. This

may be measured on a spectrum analyser, and then converted into the Single

Sideband phase noise of the source.

One advantage of this technique is that off the shelf components allow direct

measurement to be made at frequencies in excess of 10GHz and a modifica-

tion of this technique has been used to 94GHz [157] and 160GHz [158]. As
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will be shown, the delay line discriminator has a restricted range of carrier

offset frequencies at which the SSB phase noise may be measured.

Let the various components of figure 6.1 have the following parameters

Aa Oscillator (source) amplitude

L, Power divider loss

L, Phase shift loss

La Delay line loss

La Attenuator value

Lm Mixer conversion loss

We Source frequency

r Delay introduced by the delay line

!l.(} Phase shift introduced by the phase shift device

In this case, the oscillator amplitude and attenuations are in voltage terms.

The oscillator output contains both amplitude and phase noise, and is de-

scribed by

Vo(t) = Ao[l + a(t)] cos (wet + </>(t)) (6.1)

where a( t) and </>( t) are random functions representing amplitude and phase

noise respectively. Thus, the signals applied to the mixer LO and RF ports are

VLO(t) - Ao[l + a(t)] LsLcf>cos (wet + </>(t)+ !l.(}) (6.2)

VRF(t) = Ao[l + a(t - r)]LsLdLa cos (we(t - r) + </>(t- r)) (6.3)

The effect of the pre-multiplication terms in these expressions is to reduce

the RF port signal amplitude to ARF, and to reduce the LO port signal to an

amplitude of ALO where
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The signals involved in the mixing process are therefore

VLO{t) - ALO cos (wet + ¢(t) + 1:10) (6.6)

VRF{t) = ARF[l + a{t - r)] cos (we{t - r) + ¢(t - r)) (6.7)

The mixer consists of a diode ring, and the LOsignal must switch the diodes

from a conducting to a non-conducting state. The diode ring may be regarded

as a multiplier, and being a passive network it has an overall attenuation be-

tween the RF and IF ports. This loss is dependent upon the LO drive level,

and therefore the mixer may be regarded as having a unity amplitude LO .

signal with an RF LO port attenuation Lm, which is LO drive level depen-

dent. The LO signal is amplitude limited by the mixer diodes so the actual

LOsignal has no amplitude variation and may be regarded as a unity ampli-

tude waveform with only phase noise content. The mixer output voltage is

therefore

(6.8)

Then

Vmo{t) = ARFLm[l+a{t-r)] [cos (wet + ¢(t) + 1:10)] [cos (we(t - r) + ¢(t - r))]

(6·9)

Expansion of the product results in two terms

Tl - cos (wet + ¢(t) + 1:10 + we(t - r') + ¢(t - r))

T2 - cos {Wet+ ¢(t) + 1:10 - (we(t - r) + ¢(t - r))) (6.10)
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Tl is a mixer output at twice the original oscillator frequency and is either

deliberately filtered out, or filtered by the finite bandwidth of the IF port. It

is important that this signal is reduced to a level at which it does not over-

load any subsequent amplifiers, or the measuring instrument. Neglecting

the high frequency term, the mixer output is

Vmo(t) = ARFLm[l + a(t - T)] cos (¢(t) + t:l.() +WeT - ¢(t - T)) (6.11)

The oscillator noise spectrum may now be found by taking the Fourier trans-

form of 6.11. Of the two terms involved, the Fourier transform of the first

results in the phase noise spectrum, whilst the Fourier transform of the

second involves the convolution of the phase and the amplitude spectra.

Fortunately, the amplitude noise content of an oscillator is typically orders

of magnitude smaller than the phase noise content, and may be neglected.

Even if the oscillator amplitude noise content is rather higher than is desir-

able for the amplitude noise to be strictly negligible, it is now shown that

correctly adjusted the delay line discriminator has good amplitude noise re-

jection.

6.1 .1.1 Oscillator with only phase noise

Neglecting amplitude noise the mixer output is

(6.12)

If the mixer inputs are arranged to be in quadrature i.e. t:l.() +WeT = ~,and

if ¢(t) - ¢(t - T) «1the mixer output is found to be
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whilst if the mixer inputs are arranged to be in phase and ¢>(t) - ¢>(t - T) «1

the mixer output is found to be

In the first case, the mixer output contains the required phase noise infor-

mation, whilst in the second case, the mixer output is a DClevel.

6.1 .1.2 Oscillator with only amplitude noise

The oscillator output is

(6.15)

and therefore, the LOand RF signals are given by

VLo(t) - cos (wet + t:.O)

VRF(t) = ARF[l + a(t - T)] cos (we(t - T))

(6.16)

(6.17)

The mixer output voltage is defined as in equation 6.8, performing the same

trigonometric operations and neglecting a high frequency term, the mixer

output is found to be

(6.18)

If the mixer inputs are arranged to be in quadrature the mixer output is zero,

whilst if the mixer inputs are arrange to be in phase the mixer output is

(6.19)

which contains the required amplitude noise information. This is exactly the

opposite to the pure phase noise case, and suggests that when the mixer in-

puts are set to quadrature the measurement system rejects amplitude noise
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making the phase noise measurement insensitive to amplitude noise. In

reality, obtaining perfect quadrature is difficult, and the mixer is not a per-

fect multiplication circuit and it is suggested [162] that in the phase noise

measurement an amplitude rejection of greater than 20dB is attainable.

6.1.1 .3 The phase noise spectrum

Accepting that the oscillator amplitude noise may be neglected, the phase

noise spectrum of the oscillator is obtained by taking the Fourier transform

of 6.13. Let ¢(t) have the Fourier transform cp(w). The Fourier transform of

¢(t - T) is found using the shift theorem and is cp(w)e-jwT• Then the spectrum

of the mixer output is

(6.20)

Ifwe assume that WT «1and employ aTaylor expansion for the exponential,

the mixer output is
(6.21)

The original phase modulation ofthe carrier has been down converted (the

mixer acts as a homodyne demodulator) to baseband, and the Fourier fre-

quency w is therefore an offset frequency from the original carrier frequency,

and at any frequency w the amplitude of the mixer output is related to the

magnitude of the original phase modulation. The spectrum of the mixer

output is measured on an LF spectrum analyser which displays a power

spectrum, which is simplyVmo(w)V~o(w),where * denotes the complex con-

jugate. Then the measured spectrum is

1 1 1 2

S(J) = J2 (27TT)2 AkFL~ Vmo(J) (6.22)
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The units of this spectrum are WHZ-l and it is therefore the power spectral

density. The phase spectral density is obtained by dividing the measured

voltage by the phase comparator (mixer) phase gain k",.The result is

1 1 1 [Vmo(f)] 2
Sli",(f) = J2 (271"7)2 AtFL~ k",

At any frequency offset from the carrier, the phase modulation produced by

(6.23)

the noise produces two modulation sidebands, one upper and one lower. The

mixer converts both sidebands to exactly the same frequency at the mixer

output. Thus the single sideband (SSB)phase noise is given by

A list of various definitions of phase noise and their inter-relationships is

given in [163]. The final stage in obtaining the SSBphase noise spectrum is

to note that the mixer must often be followedby a lownoise amplifier to raise

the mixer output above the spectrum analyser noise floor. If this amplifier

has a voltage gain G, the actual SSBphase noise is given by

(6.25)

6.1 .1.4 The significance of approximations

In obtaining equation 6.25, only two approximations were made. Firstly

it was assumed that the phase modulation was small (Le. ¢(t) « 1) and

secondly that W7 « 1which limits the maximum frequency offset from the

carrier at which a measurement can be made. The implications of these

assumptions are now briefly discussed.
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The significance of ¢(t) «1

Let the phase modulation be given by

¢(t) = {3coswt (6.26)

and the phase modulated carrier may be written as

Vo(t) = Ao cos (wet + {3coswt)

Which has a standard expansion 2

(6.28)

+ 2Ao (h({3) cos 2wt + J4({3) cos 4wt + ....)coswet (6.29)

+ 2Ao (J1({3) sin wt + J3cos 3wt + ....)sin wet (6.30)

where {3is known as the modulation index, and defines the maximum phase

modulation of the carrier, and where In({3) is a Bessel function of the first

kind of order n and argument {3, which defines the amplitude of the nth

modulation sideband. It is seen that the spectrum of a phase modulated

signal consists of an infinite number of sidebands spaced at harmonics of the

phase modulation frequency. Jn({3) may be expanded as a power series, and

for the carrier (Jo({3)) and the first two sidebands (J 1({3) and J2({3)) we have

Jo ({3)
{32 {34

(6·31)= 1- 22 + 26 + ....

J1 ({3)
{3 {33 {35

(6.32)- '2 - 24 + 27 . 3 + ....

J2 ({3)
{32 {34 {36

(6·33)= 23 - 25 . 3 + 210 • 3 + ....

The derivation of equation 6.25 requires that the only significant sideband

is the first, and thus ¢(t) « 1 implies that {3 is sufficiently small that the

2All the required properties of Bessel's Functions are taken fromjrgz]
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amplitude sidebands of n > 1is small in comparison with the first sideband

(n = 1) . How small is arbitrary, however if we require that J1(,8) = 10J2(,8)

(Le. the second sideband is 20dB down on the first) we find that ,8 ~ 0.4.

Now, the phase noise spectrum of the carrier is the spectrum of the modula-

tion index, and it may be shown (equation (35) in [153])that

£(1) = 201og(,8) - 101og(l) - 3

where £( f) is in dBc/Hz and f is the offset from the carrier (phase modulation

frequency) in Hz. Thus, the consequence of requiring that <jJ(t) «1places

an upper limit on the SSBphase noise which may be measured at any offset

frequency from the carrier using a delay line discriminator; for ,8 = 0.4 this

is shown in figure 6.2.

The significance of WT «1

The requirement that WT « 1places an upper limit on the frequency offset

from the carrier at which phase noise may be measured. Consider a 'perfect'

noise free signal applied to the discriminator. Then after removal of the high

frequency term, the mixer output, from equation 6.12 is

Defining Wo to be a frequency at which WT + !:l.<jJ = tt /2 and W to be a frequency

offset from Wm this reduces to
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Offset Frequency (Hz)

Figure 6.2: The valid range of £(f) using a delay line discriminator. In

the shaded region, E (f) may be calculated a previously de-

scribed without correction for a breakdown in the assumption

that ¢(t) « 1.

With an HMC2203 used as a phase comparator and 28ns delay line, the port

power levels were adjusted to be +rodlsm at the LOport and -4-4dBm at the

RF port. Figure 6.3 shows a typical transfer function for a nominal centre

frequency of 7.8GHz. Then the requirement that WT « 1 ensures that the

mixer output is linear. Writing ARFLm = k and following [164], the deviation

from linear is
E = k(WT - sin crr )

3The HMC220 is a Double Balanced Mixer which is available from the Hittite Microwave

Corporation. It has RF and LO ports with frequency responses extending from 5 to 12GHz

and a DC coupled IF port with a bandwidth of 4GHz. Checked April zooo.
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Figure 6.3: Phase detector frequency response

which results in a fractional error Er of

Ef = 1- sinc a-r

which whilst elegant, is not too useful! Amore useful result may be obtained

by using a Taylor expansion of sinW7 to give

If the maximum deviation from linear is E%and this deviation is sufficiently

small that only the first term of equation 6·39 need be retained, we have the

final result
f6E;;

W7 < VWo
Once again the acceptable upper limit is somewhat arbitrary. However if we

require that the second term in equation 6·39 is not to be greater than 1~th

of the quadratic term, we establish that the maximum acceptable deviation
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from linear to be ,,-,14%,and that therefore

wr < 0.91

Therefore, for a 28ns delay line the maximum offset frequency which could be

measured without unacceptable distortion from the discriminator frequency
response would be 5.25MHz.

6.1.2 Discriminator design

The key component in designing the phase discriminator is the delay line.

Itmust provide sufficient delay such that the maximum frequency of mea-

surement satisfies the requirement that wr « 1,whilst not attenuating the

signal to a point at which the system noise floor becomes significant.

There is therefore an optimum length of delay line, which for a power lim-

ited system (a system in which performance is limited by the power handling

capabilities of the mixer) turns out to be the length at which the delay line

has a loss of 1Np C,,-,8.68dB)[165]. Thus the lower the delay line loss, the

longer the delay achievable, and the greater the frequency offset which can

be measured whilst satisfying the requirements of section 6.1.1.4.

RG402 is a readily available low loss semi-rigid coaxial cable which has an

attenuation of 1.2dBm-1 and a velocity factor of 0.695. Then the optimum

length of cable for the delay line would be 7·23m, which would produce a

delay of 34.67lls.

6.1.3 Realisation of the discriminator

The basic discriminator was constructed using readily available components;

The circuit is shown in figure 6.4· A centre frequency of 7.833GHz was se-

lected, because this is the starting frequency for the mUltiplication chain to
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94GHz.
The delay line was constructed from RG402 semi-rigid coaxial cable. The

6m of cable available in the laboratory is expected to produce a loss of 7.2dB

and a delay of 2B.Bns; measured values are 7.6dB and 2Bns, which is rea-

sonable agreement. Using this delay line the maximum offset frequency is

S.2MHz.
The mixer was a commercially available unit, the HMC220MSB from Hit-

tite, which has RF and LOport bandwidths of S-12GHzand a DC-4GHz IF

bandwidth.

The IF amplifier was constructed using twoWenzel 'Blue Top' units and has

a total cascade gain of S3dB with individual frequency responses of 10Hz-

2MHz and a Son input impedance which serves to correctly terminate the

mixer IF port.
A disadvantage of using a diode ring mixer as the phase comparator is that

the phase constant obtained depends upon the power levels at each port.

With a wide range of oscillator powers to be measured, it becomes difficult

to ensure that the LO port remains saturated, whilst the RF port remains

below the ldB compression point. To overcome this, an amplifier and atten-

uator are used to keep the power in the discriminator at known levels. As

implemented in figure 6-4 the attenuator is adjusted to provide a +todlsm

signal at the LOport, which allowing for losses in interconnecting cables and

couplers, is a measured power of +2.2dBm at the power monitor point (PM).

The input power divider has been realised as a 10dB directional coupler;

this coupling factor in conjunction with the delay line loss gives a power of

-4.4dBm at the mixer RF port with +lOdBm at the LOport.

A consideration in selecting the amplifier Gl is that when delivering these

power levels to the discriminator its output must be well removed from its
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1dB saturation power (P IdB). This is because noise components from the os-

cillator will mix with each other on the amplifier non linearities and produce

spectral regrowth, giving an erroneous (too high) value for the oscillator

phase noise. Spectral regrowth in saturating amplifiers has been considered

in [166], where it is shown that provided the amplifier is more than rodb

from saturation spectral regrowth is minimal. The specified amplifier has

a P IdB of +29dBm, which when used to provide the power levels indicated

above, is delivering an output power of +14dBm, lSdB below the amplifier

1dB compression point.

6.1.4 Discriminator performance

The discriminator performance was established by measuring oscillators

with known phase noise distributions. However, before any measurement

could be made, it was necessary to calibrate the discriminator by finding the

phase detector constant k</> and establishing the discriminator noise floor.

6.1 .4.1 Measurement Procedure

The oscillator under test was connected to the discriminator, and the power

at 'PM' was adjusted using the attenuator to be +2.2dBm. The power at both

the LO and RF ports was measured to be +rodlsm and -4.4dBm respectively.

A high impedance (lOM!1) DC meter was placed at the mixer output, prior

to the IF amplifier, and the maximum positive and negative DC mixer out-

put voltages (corresponding to relative phases of 00 and 1800 between mixer

inputs) recorded as the phase shifter was varied. These values were used

to calculate k</> and the DC offset, and the mixer DC output was set to the
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calculated DCoffset voltage.

The mixer conversion loss was obtained from the manufacturers data sheet.

On the grounds that the mixer was neither the worst or the best performing

unit, the conversion loss was set at the mean of the quoted figures, a value

for Lm of -6dB.
The spectra were measured and recorded on a Stanford Research Instru-

ments FFI' analyser type SR760; a word of caution is required here. The

SRS analyser displays the mixer output voltage in terms of an RMSvoltage,

whilst in storing the data to disc or recovering the information over the GPIB

interface, the voltage is stored as a peak value. A correction of 3dB must be

applied to data stored to disc or recovered over the GPIB interface. Further,

the SR760 corrects its display for any windowing function which may have

been applied to the measurement. Whilst no correction is required in this .

case, not all analysers perform these corrections; the corrections required

for various windows are tabulated in [167J.

Measurement of the phase detector constant

One method of measuring the detector phase constant is to inject a signal

with a known phase modulation at known modulation frequency, measure

the oscillator spectrum using the discriminator and then calculate kt/>.This

however requires the ability to measure the oscillator modulation spectrum

at the carrier frequency.
In section (6.1.1-4)it was shown that the delay line based discriminator has

a sinusoidal frequency response. An exactly analogous procedure leads to

the conclusion that the discriminator has a sinusoidal phase response. This

sinusoidal nature of the phase detector may be exploited to obtain the re-
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quired information. When adjusted to quadrature the mixer produces zero

DC output, and the phase gain is simply the slope of the phase detector trans-

fer characteristic about its zero point. Since the phase detector is sinusoidal,

the slope about zero is simply the peak of the transfer function, which may

be found by adjusting the phase shift in the LO arm of the mixer.

Considering figure 6.3, it is important to note the DC offset on the phase dis-

criminator output. If the diode ring mixer is considered as a bridge system,

for a perfect mixer there ean be no DC offset. However due to imperfections

in matching Balun transformers and diodes within the mixer, perfect balance

is not obtained, and the DC output is rectified leakage of the LO signal to the

IF port. Kurtz [164] has shown that this offset may be estimated from

Vol! = 4.5 . lOa

where a = (LO - IS - 30)/20 and LO is the LO port drive level in dBm and

IS is the LO-RF port isolation in dB. For the HMSC220 this results in an es-

timated offset of 30m Vwhich is in reasonable agreement with the measured

value of 20m V.

The phase detector constant is therefore measured by locating both the max-

imum and the minimum phase detector outputs by varying the phase shifter.

The phase detector constant is the mean of these values, and to ensure sym-

metry of the phase detector output, the phase shift is set to the DC offset

voltage which is half the difference between the two peak voltages.

When set up with the power levels described above typical values are (mea-

sured) k, = 120mV/ Rad and a DC offset of 18mV. These values change with

temperature, exact drive level and earrier frequency and must be established

for every measurement.
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PM

From input amplifier

A ARRAvariable attenuator model 75-6804-30
G2 G3Wenzel 'Blue Top' amplifier type LNAA-30-0
PS ARRAvariable phase shifter model 9426A
M Hittite mixer type HMC220MS8
PM Input power monitor

Figure 6.6: Discriminator Noise Floor Measurement

Instrument noise floor

The method ofestablishing the discriminator noise floor is described in [153].

Figure 6.6 shows the modified discriminator; the delay line is removed and

replaced with an attenuator. The phase comparator must operate under the

same conditions for a noise floor measurement as it does for a phase noise

measurement. With the power from the source adjusted to give +2.2dBm at

the power monitor point (ensuring +iodbm at the LOport) the attenuator

'A' is adjusted to give an RF port power of -4.4dBm.

The measurement now proceeds as normal; the phase detector constant

and offset are determined, and the spectrum measured with the mixer ports

in quadrature.
To obtain the noise floor we need to recalculate £(f); the starting point is

equations 6.2 and 6.3, which with 'T = 0, a 900 phase difference between

mixer inputs and assuming </>( t) «1gives

The spectrum of the mixer output is
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where 'nf indicates a noise floor measurement value. Finally, we obtain the

SSBphase noise density, including the IF amplifier gain, as

( ) 1 1 [Vmo(f)] 2 1c 1nf = "2 (ARFLm}2 ktj> G2

which is used to calculate the instrument noise floor.

This figure is the 'ultimate' sensitivity of the measurement system, and rep-

resents the the noise of all the components referred to the instrument input.

The phase noise floor of the instrument is obtained by multiplying the noise

floor by the gain due to the delay line which is given by [159]

c (f)pnf = £'(f)nf + 20log [2:17 ]

where £, (f)pnf is the instrument phase noise floor and all other terms have

been previously defined.
If the phase noise floor becomes too high the measured oscillator phase

noise will contain a contribution due to the instrument phase noise floor.

The result of the measurement will be too high and a correction is required.

This correction is given by [155]and [153] to be

[ {
c (f) - c (f) }].6. = 10log 1+ antilog pn~O

which must be subtracted from the calculated oscillator phase noise.

6.1.4.2 Measured results

The oscillators employed to establish the discriminator performance were

a permanent magnet biased YTO tuned using its FM coil to a frequency

of 7.192GHz and having a power output of +20.5dBm, and a DRO with a

nominal frequency of7.192GHz and delivering +rzdbm.The results ofthese
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measurements are shown in figures 6.7(a) and 6.7(b) respectively.

Whilst the agreement between the supplied data and the data obtained from

the discriminator is not exact, the measured results are typically within SdB

of the supplied data which is held to be reasonable agreement.

The measured spectra are sufficiently below the limit derived in section

6.1.1.4 that the results are valid from the small angle point of view, and the

upper frequency, although limited by the FFT analyser, is sufficiently within

the upper frequency limit imposed by section 6.1.1.4 that no correction is

required for the discriminator frequency response.

Finally, it is noted that the instrument phase noise floor is never less than

4SdB below the measured oscillator noise floor. It is concluded that the

measurements are sufficiently removed from the instrument noise floor that

we may be sure that the measurements are not instrumentation limited.

6.1.5 Section Summary

The theory behind a simple delay line discriminator used to measure oscil-

lator phase noise has been described.

An instrument capable of measuring the phase noise of oscillators in the

region of 7GHz has been constructed using a co-axial delay line and readily

available components. The performance of this discriminator has been eval-

uated, using two oscillators of known phase noise performance, and found

to be satisfactory.

This instrument has been used as the basis of an instrument for measur-

ing the phase noise spectra of various 94GHz sources. This extension is

discussed in the following sections.
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Figure 6.7: The comparison of manufacturers supplied test data and results

obtained from the delay line discriminator used to confirm the

performance of the discriminator
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6.2 Measuring Phase Noise at 94GHz

The implementation of a delay line discriminator at 94GHz is not easy, co-

axial cables and waveguide are too lossy to generate delays which would

result in meaning full discriminator performance.

The availability of a 7GHz discriminator, however suggests that if the 94GHz

Oscillator under test

7GHz delay line
discriminatorMixer

Low noise fixed
frequency source

Figure 6.8: Block diagram of the down conversion process.

signal under test were to be down converted to 7GHz measurement could be

made. This is shown in figure 6.8, The oscillator under test (OUT) is mixed

with a second source (the local oscillator or LO) to provide an intermediate

frequency (IF) of order 7GHz. Because we are interested in measuring the

properties of a 94GHz source at an IF of 7GHz, the LO must have a frequency

of order 87GHz, and clearly the W must have a phase noise content signifi-

cantly (at least an order of magnitude) better (lower) than the OUT.

Suitable mixers are reasonably readily available, and the Farran Technolo-

gies BMClO +unit was selected, not least for its performance but also because

there were a number available in the laboratory.

4The BMClO data sheet may be obtained from www.farran.com
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6.2.1 The Down Conversion Source

The key technical issue to be resolved, is the generation of a suitable La.
Since the OUT is to have a significantly better performance than a Gunn

diode based source, it might be thought that a Gunn source would be pre-

cluded.

As a test of a quasi-optical phase noise measurement equipment, Smith
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Figure 6.9: The phase noise of a second harmonic Gunn oscillator and the

predicted noise distribution using Leesons model. The parame-

ters used in the Leeson model were Q = 200, Ie = 4.8MHz and a

device noise figure of 5dB; these parameters were used in figure

[157]measured the phase noise of a second harmonic free running 94GHz

Gunn oscillator, the results of this measurement, are shown in figure 6.9,
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6.2. MEASURING PHASE NOISE AT 94GHZ

the data for this plot having been extracted from [157]using 'Data Thief's.

The phase noise of the oscillator may also be calculated using the Leeson

model (section 5.3.1). However, non of the device parameters were known.

Therefore parameters in the Leeson equation were adjusted to give a rea-

sonable agreement. The potential free parameters are the saturated power

output (Ps), the device noise factor (F), the loaded Q of the resonant circuit

(Ql) and the flicker noise corner frequency (fc).

P,was set to +13dBm,a typical power output for this type ofGunn oscillator.

The frequency of oscillation (fo) was set at 94GHz; although this oscillator

relies on second harmonic generation when a fundamental mode oscillation

drives the diode nonlinearity, the output frequency of the oscillator is deter-

mined by the interaction of the load (resonant cavity) at the second harmonic

and the device negative resistance at the second harmonic. It is assumed .

that the phase noise of the 94GHz output is determined by the properties of

the 94GHz cavity.
Thus, the only free parameters available in the Leeson model are F, Qt and

I; These parameters were manually adjusted to give a best visual fit the the

measured Gunn oscillator data.

The calculated phase noise is plotted in figure 6.9 for comparison with the

measured data. This agreement is not excellent, however, errors have un-

doubtedly been introduced whilst extracting the data using 'Data Thief and

considering the simplicity of the Leeson model the agreement is adequate

for this discussion.
Equation 5.4 indicates that the phase noise of an oscillator may be reduced

by increasing the Q of the oscillator's resonator. The Q of a cavity is domi-

5'Data Thief is a program which allows extraction of data points from a printed graph.

Itmay be down loaded from www.datathief.org. Checked November 2005.

http://www.datathief.org.


6.2. MEASURING PHASE NOISE AT 94GHZ

nated by the resistive losses in the cavity walls, and it has been demonstrated

that quasi-optical open cavities may achieve Q's which are orders of magni-

tudes greater than metallic cavities. The agreement between measured and

predicted oscillator phase noise demonstrated by figure 6.9 means that a

good indication of the phase noise which might be expected from a Gunn

oscillator using a quasi-optical cavity may be estimated using the Leeson

model. Using the same device parameters as above, and increasing the cav-

ity Q to 100,000 produces the phase noise spectrum shown in figure 6.10.

Comparison of this (predicted) phase noise distribution, with the predicted
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Figure 6.10: The predicted noise distribution of a Gunn oscillator at 94GHz

using a quasi-optical cavity. The parameters used in the Leeson

model were Q = 105, Ie = 4.8MHz and a device noise figure of

SdB.

phase noise of the DRO based 94GHz source in figure 7.2 shows that this high

Q oscillator has a phase noise which is at least an order of magnitude better
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6.3. A DOWN CONVERSION SOURCE

than the DRO based source down to frequency offsets of order 1kHz from

the carrier. Thus, the Gunn oscillator with a high Q cavity can be expected

to act as an adequate local oscillator for a down conversion measurement of

oscillator phase noise.

6.3 Realisation of a Down Conversion Source

The Q of the cavity employed in a simple Gunn oscillator, is dominated by

resistive losses in the cavity walls, and even gold plating will only result in

a loaded Q of order low thousands. However by coupling to an external

quasi-optical (QO) cavity Q's approaching 100,000 may be achieved.

Three types of external cavity may be recognised; the transmission, reflec-

tion and reaction cavities [168]. However, the reaction mode cavity may

be demonstrated [169] to result in a higher loaded Q than the other types

of cavity, and has a simpler construction than either the reflection or trans-

mission cavities. Despite its higher insertion loss, the high Q cavity was

implemented using a QO reaction mode cavity, using a half cube system

described by Harvey [170], the circuit ofwhich is shown in figure 6.11,and a

photograph ofwhich is shown in figure 6.12. The input, obtained from a 2 nd

harmonic Gunn oscillator with an 87GHz output, has its output waveguide

aperture aligned to give a vertically polarised output, and is coupled into the

cavity system using a standard corrugated horn. Any cross polar component

produced by the horn is eliminated by the polariser (horizontal wire grid)

PI, which establishes the input vertical polarisation.

The cavity proper consists of the plane mirror Mi, the plano-concave mirror

M2 and the beam splitter BS. The roof mirror RM allows the cavity to be
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From
Source Polarisation states:

Red Vertical
Pink Horizontal
Green +45
Blue -45

PI

LI
BS

MI M2

;: Cavity
Output

P2 1 r FR L

V
RM

Figure 6.11: Circuit of a quasi-optical reaction mode cavity

matched to the Gunn oscillator, and is inclined at 45°. The combination of

the Faraday rotator (FR) and the 45° polariser P3 forms an output isolator,

which couples through lens L2 into a second corrugated horn which provides

a waveguide output from the cavity. The waveguide output of the cavity is

inclined at 45° and therefore any subsequent apparatus must account for

this polarisation.

The interaction of this cavity with the Gunn diode non-linearity to produce

a highly stable source is described in [171].
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6.4. CAVITY Q MEASUREMENT

6.4 Measurement of the Cavity Q

The cavity Q was measured using an 87<}HzGunn source. The Gunn Oscil-

lator was coupled to the cavity using a standard corrugated horn. A single

isolator between the horn and oscillator provided insufficient isolation to

prevent the oscillator locking to the cavity. The directivity of a directional

coupler was used to give adequate isolation between the oscillator and cav-

ity, the dynamic range of the power meter used to measure the cavity output

power being sufficient to handle the additional iodb loss.

The Gunn oscillator was set to a nominal frequency of 87GHz and allowed

to thermalise for 1hour. Observing the cavity output power, the cavity was

brought to resonance, indicated by a reduction in cavity output power, by

adjusting the position of the plain mirror. The oscillator was phase locked

to an EIP counter. This allowed the oscillator to be stepped through the res-

onance and the cavity power output to be recorded as a function of oscillator

frequency under software control.

To aid the comparison of results and allow the calculation of the cavityQ, the

results were normalised by subtracting any base line offset from the data and

then dividing each point by the peak cavityoutput power to give a normalised

cavity frequency response in interval 0 to 1. Further, the results were shifted

to be symmetrical about zero frequency.

The performance of the cavity is crucially dependant upon the properties of

the beam splitter. Three beam splitters were investigated, a Mylar film of

thickness o.rmm and two beam splitters fabricated from food grade Poly-

thene of thickness o.ogmm, It is important to note that Polythene used came

from two different sources and are denoted by BSa and BSb.

The normalised results are shown in figure 6.13. Considering the full width

at half power and for the purposes of a quick Q estimation assuming the
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Figure 6.13: Normalised cavity frequency responses of a quasi-optical cavity

at approximately 88GHz using 3 different beam splitters. Both

Polythene beam splitters are o.ogmm thick.

cavity resonant frequencies to be 87GHz, approximate cavity Q values are

8700 for the o.imm Mylar beam splitter and 87,000 for both the Polythene

beam splitters. The importance of the beam splitter is now clear. The o.irnm

Mylar beam splitter couples too much power into the cavity (is too reflective)

whilst the Polythene beam splitters, being constructed of nominally identical

food grade Polyethene, show very similar performance.
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6.4. CAVITYQ MEASUREMENT

The data is fitted to the unity amplitude Lorentzian

where r is the full width at the half power point of the Lorentzian, and w is

the frequency offset from the zero resonance frequency. Using the non linear

fitting facility ofOrigin 6 it is found that for beam splitter BSa r=1.02454MHz

which at a resonant frequency of 86.9985GHz is a cavityQ of 84,900, whilst

for beam splitter BSbthe cavityhad a resonant frequency of 86.995GHz and

r=1.01288MHz, which is a cavityQ of 85,900.

The difference between the two Polythene beam splitters is attributed to

slight variations in the exact chemical composition of the Polythene (differ-

ent manufactures using different plastisers) and slightly different tensions

of the Polythene in the frame used to hold the Polythene.

6.4.0.1 Validity of The Q values

The above calculation relies on the 'goodness of fit' of the Lorentzian to the

data. Origin returns the reduced X2 value as a measure of the goodness of

fit, which is defined as
X22_

Xr _ -N---'--V-

where X2 is the 'usual' estimate, N is the number of points and V is the

number of variables. In all cases there is 1variable, the curve width r.

For the BSa data there are 801 data points, and Origin returns X~=0.0003,

which gives X2=0.24. From statistical tables for 95% confidence that a

Lorentzian with r=1.0245MHz represents the data, we require X2 <3.841,

and we therefore conclude that the Lorentzian is a good fit.

60rigin is a commercial graphing package
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Figure 6.14: The comparison of measured data and both Gaussian and

Lorentzian curves fitted to the measured data for the BSabeam

splitter

For beam splitter BSb, there are 783 points and Origin returns x~=0.001,

which gives X2=0.782, and we conclude that at the 95%level, the beam split-

ter is adequately represented by a Lorentzian with f=1.01288MHz.

Using Origin to fit the Gaussian

AU) = exp ( - ::2) (6·50)

to the data produces X~=0.0013 and X;=0.002 for BSaand BSb respectively,

and it would appear that a Gaussian would also be a good fit. A compar-

ison of the data and both a Lorentzian fit (using the above full width half

power obtained above) and a Gaussian using 0'=0-48666 returned by Origin
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6.5. A 94GHZ PHASE NOISE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

is shown in figure 6.14. 'The Lorentzian clearly follows the experimental data

more closely, especially in the tails. 'The smaller x~the better the selected

function fits the experimental data; thus the Lorentzian is the better fit, and

we may confident in the Q values calculated above.

6.5 A 94GHz Phase Noise Measurement System

A block diagram of the down conversion 94GHz phase noise measurement

system is shown in figure 6.15 It is important to note that the output of

Gunn Oscillator BMC10
Narda model Quinstar type
4914 QGW1ll215

Quasi-optical cavity

Attenuator j,lCX:x::::---'

Source Under Test Power Monitor

Figure 6.15= Realisation of a down conversion phase noise measurement

system.

the cavity is connected to the mixer RF port and the source under test is

connected to the mixer LO port. 'The 94GHz sources to be tested all produce

enough power to drive the LO port to +13dBm as specified for the BMCI0

mixer. 'The cavity output however is of order -iodlsm when correctly ad-

justed to resonance which, while insufficient to drive the mixer LO port does

not require any further processing for application to the mixer RF port. 'The
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6.5. A 94GHZ PHASE NOISE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

mixer IF output is insufficient to drive the delay line discriminator, and ad-

ditional amplification is provided to solve this problem.

The LO Gunn oscillator is isolated from the QO cavity and assuming mea-

surement of a 94GHz source with a 7GHz IF, set to a free running frequency

of 87GHz and allowed to thermalise for an hour. It has been found that

allowing the Gunn to reach thermal equilibrium and the stabilising effect of

the QO cavity produce an W source with sufficient long term stability for

the measurement of phase noise- a Gunn oscillator stabilised in this way has

been observed to remain locked to the cavity for hours.

The measurement system is set up by adjusting the attenuator in the LOarm

to deliver +13dBm to the mixer LO port, and the power at the 'PM' point

of the discriminator is adjusted to be +zdlsm using the discriminator input

attenuator, see section 6.1. The cavity may now be brought to resonance by

moving the plain mirror Mr and observing the power at 'PM'. As the cavity

is brought to resonance a sharp dip in power is observed, and careful adjust-

ment ofM; and the position of the Gunn in front of Pi results in a very stable

power reduction typically of more than ioda, To perform a measurement,

the power at 'PM' is brought back to +2dBm using the discriminator input

attenuator, and measurement proceeds in the normal way as described in

section 6.1.
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CHAPTER 7

The Design a 94GHz Source

In this chapter, the design of a 94GHz source which is suitable for both

pulsed and CWspectrometry, is discussed. The source consists of a low fre-

quency oscillator and multiplier. The low frequency oscillator may be either

a Dielectric Resonator Oscillator (DRO) for fixed frequency work, or a ITO

(Yttrium Iron Garnet Tuned Oscillator) for variable frequency applications,

whilst the multiplier employs either conventional or IMPAIT diodes.

For all sources, key parameters are power output and phase noise, and a

description of a down conversion measurement of phase noise at 94GHz will

be presented. For the ITO based source an additional parameter is tuning

range. The performance of a 94GHz Gunn source is presented for compari-

son.
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7.1 Design Considerations

Prior to the development of the source to be described, the source used on

the St Andrews ESR spectrometer was a Gunn oscillator locked to an EIP

counter. In the current St Andrews spectrometer, the field modulation fre-

quency is tkfIz and the phase noise of the oscillator at tkflz is of paramount

importance.

Extrapolating the measured Gunn oscillator phase noise of figure 6.9 from

10kHz to ikllz indicates that at tkl'lz a phase noise of order -25dBc/Hz might

be expected for a free running Gunn oscillator. Phase locking the Gunn oscil-

lator to an EIP counter in a 10kHzbandwidth introduces a 20dB suppression

of the phase noise at tklfz, giving a phase noise of -45dBc/Hz at a tkflz offset

from the carrier for an EIP locked Gunn oscillator.

Clearly any new source must provide an improvement in (i.e. a lower) the

tklfz phase noise performance and a lower phase noise in general is desir-

able. Other parameters which must be considered are power output and

electronic tuning range.

7.1.1 94GHzGunn Oscillator Performance

In order to establish a performance base line, typical performance figures

(tuning range, power output as a function of frequency and phase noise) of a

second harmonic Gunn oscillator operating close to 94GHz were obtained 1•

The phase noise curve is that given in [157]2. These parameters are shown

in figure 7.1, and establish the performance which must be bettered.

"The author is indebted to Dr. D. Robertson of the Photonics Innovation Centre, Uni-

versity of St Andrews School of Physics and Astronomy.
2The phase noise data was extracted from [157]using Data Thief.
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Figure 7.1: The key parameters which the new source design is required to

better. Note that the phase noise is for a free running Gunn

oscillator.
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Both fixed frequency and tunable sources are required. Ideally, the tunable

source would provide a higher power output over a wider tuning range with

a lower phase noise content over its tuning range than the Gunn oscillator.

The fixed frequency oscillator should provide greater power and lower phase

noise at the specified spot frequency, in this case 94GHz, than the Gunn

source.

7.2 Source Design

Having identified in chapter 5 that a viable method of producing a 94GHz

source is to multiply a low frequency oscillator, in this section suitable oscil-

lators are identified and types of multiplier are considered; the options for

both fixed frequency and variable frequency sources are evaluated.

7.2.1 Oscillators for use in mm-Wave Sources

Equation 5.2 indicates that CUm) falls as P as the frequency of oscillator

is reduced, whilst equation 5.27 indicates that when the low frequency os-

cillator is now multiplied by n to give the desired final frequency, the noise

is degraded by a factor of n2• Thus, keeping all else constant the act of re-

ducing the oscillator frequency by a suitable amount, and then employing

a frequency multiplication stage, would appear to be noise neutral. This

however is not the case.

As has been demonstrated, the interplay between Ib and Ie is crucial in

establishing the close to carrier noise performance, however as a guide, pro-

vided the increase in cavity Q obtained by reducing the oscillator frequency
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is greater than the multiplication factor required to recover the output fre-

quency, close to carrier noise will be improved for a multiplied source.

7.2.1.1 Fixed Frequency Sources

As the frequency of the oscillator is reduced, resonators have lower fractional

bandwidths and active devices tend to have lower 1/f noise corner frequen-

cies, all of which make it easier to construct a low noise oscillator.

Figure 7.2 shows the calculated phase noise contents of a Gunn oscillator

compared to various multiplied sources all producing 94GHz. In all cases

the oscillators were constructed from a hypothetical device having a noise

figure of 1SdB, a 1/f corner frequency of 3kHz and a SdB allowance was.

made for the noise added by the multiplication circuit. The properties of the

various resonators use in this simulation are shown in table 7.1.

Figure 7.2 shows clearly the increase in noise floor due to multiplication.

Considering the 'close in' noise i.e. the noise generated by each source in-

side the Gunn oscillator curve. The SAW oscillators show clearly that it

is not sufficient to merely reduce the multiplication factor employed; here

the lower multiplication factor required by the high frequency SAWdevice

(which represents state of the art performance for a SAWresonator [172])

is more than off set by the increased Q of the low frequency SAWresonator.

The crystal oscillator demonstrates that whilst a high Q low frequency oscil-

lator, even after multiplication, is able to produce very low noise very close

to carrier, the high multiplication factor gives rise to a very high noise floor

further away from the carrier. In addition, the output of the final multiplier

will consist of a comb of the desired 94GHz signal surrounded by a comb

of additional frequencies spaced at 94MHz. These comb frequencies poten-
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Figure 7.2: A comparison of the calculated phase noise to be expected from

various types of oscillator, all have been multiplied to 94GHz

with exception of the Gunn source.

Resonator Frequency Q Multiplication Factor

SAW 480MHz 1000 196
SAW 2.61GHz 280 36
Crystal 94MHz 50,000 1000
DRO 7·833GHz 4000 12

Table 7.1: The properties of various resonators used in the simulation ofthe

phase noise of multiplied sources.
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tially represent spurious outputs from the spectrometer, and are spaced only

smT (5 Gauss) from the desired spectrum. These unwanted comb frequen-

cies are very difficult to filter, requiring a filter with a Q in excess of 1000,

which will inevitably have a high insertion loss in the pass band.

The DROlooks promising. Here, a high dielectric constant (typically er rv 38)

low loss cylinder is used as the frequency determining element in the oscil-

lator, the design of such oscillators is described in [173] and [174]. The low

required multiplication factor ensures a low noise floor, whilst the high Q of

the resonator ensures a low close in phase noise performance. The multiplier

produces a comb of frequencies spaced at 7.83GHz. Assuming the source

output to be waveguide WR10 aperture, any comb products below 7SGHz

will be attenuated by the cut off waveguide, and in any case, the spurious

spectra are 270mT (2700 Gauss) from the desired spectrum, which is easily

resolved. Itwas for these reasons that a DRObased source was selected for

fixed frequency work.

7.2.1.2 Variable Frequency Sources

Because a polished YIG sphere has a large unloaded Q it is attractive as a

low noise tunable source. Using [130], if the unloaded Q of a YIG sphere

is 5000 at lOGHz, it is 5500 at 7GHz. The phase noise of an oscillator is

related to Q~ (equation 5.2), and therefore a YIGoscillator should not have a

phase noise more than 4.1dBworse that a DRO(assuming the YIGsphere to

be critically coupled) at the same frequency and employing the same active

device. Thus, a 7.83GHz ITO multiplied to 94GHz would be expected to out

perform a 94GHz Gunn oscillator.

The ITO ismagnetically tuned and in the same way and for the same reasons
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that the spectrometer magnetic field is swept and modulated using two coils,

the ITO has a main tuning coil and an FM coil. The main coil, having a large

inductance, is used to set the nominal centre frequency about which the

oscillator may be frequency modulated using the FM coil, which has small

inductance. Alternatively, having set the nominal frequency of the oscillator

it may be phase locked using the FM coil; phase locking the oscillator on the

main coil is not generally viable due to the bandwidth restriction the RLtime

constant of the main coil would impose.

The main coil typically produces a (slow) frequency variation of order lOO'S

of MHz/rnA, and is able to support currents in excess of lA, whilst the FM

coil may produce modulation rates (with a bandwidth of lO'S of kHz) of 300

to 400kHz/rnA with an upper current limit of order 200rnA imposed by the

diameter of the wire employed in the construction of the FM coil.

If only a small tuning range (of order ±70MHz) about some nominal centre

frequency is required, then the main (tuning) coil may be dispensed with,

and a permanent magnet may be employed to bias the YIGsphere to produce

the desired nominal centre frequency. In this case the oscillator is referred

to as a Permanent Magnet ITO or PMYTO.

The magnetic field required to tune the ITO produced by either coil is propor-

tional to the current flowing in the coil, and therefore because most control

signals are voltage sources, voltage to current convertors are required to

drive the coils.

An FM Coli Driver

The FM coil driver, being required to tune both above and below the nom-

inal centre frequency, must be able to both source and sink current. Such
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Connectors
SLI Pinl Control 9round (0U)
SLI Pin2 Control lnput (0U tol0U)
SL2 Pinl Supply -12U
SL2 Pin2 Supply ground (0U)
SL2 Pin3 Supply +12
SL3 Pin 1 FM coil (+)
SL3 Pin 2 FM coil (-)

SL3

0U

~C2U- Jr4 ~ 0U

Ik

Figure 7.3=An FM coil driver following the oscillator manufacturers recom-

mendations. All resistor values are in Ohms, all capacitor values

are in Farads.

a circuit is shown" in figure 7.3. The circuit is that of a class AB audio

amplifier, the output of which drives the sO sensing resistor formed by the

parallel combination of R8 and R9. The maximum voltage which needs to be

developed across these resistors is 1V.This is scaled by a factor of 0.1 by the

op-amp so that the required ±200mA through the coil is given by an input

voltage of ±lOV.

The output transistors are power devices, and should be mounted on a

heatsink, in a worst case scenario they might have to dissipate in excess of

2W. Similarly, the output resistors (R6, R7) may be called upon to dissipate

0.4Wand should be over rated accordingly (1W).

The driver must be a low noise circuit to prevent circuit noise modulating

3www.microlambdawireless.com gives this circuit in the form used for simulation pur-

poses. Checked June 2005
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the oscillator and degrading the oscillator phase noise spectrum. The oper-

ational amplifier was selected to be a low noise device. The total input noise

voltage is given by [17S]

in which
ERin is the noise voltage due to R1 CV/ yHz)
Ena is the operational amplifier input noise density CV/ yHz)
In is the operational amplifier input current noise density (A/ yHz)

and R, = RI +R+ where R+ is the input current bias compensation resistor

often included on the op-amp non inverting input. For the OP27 used as

shown in figure 7.3, the input noise is dominated by the the input noise volt-

age term (3nV/ y'Hz) and the input current term (calculated as ionV/ yHz).

The total output noise voltage Vno in the frequency interval Il to lu is given

by
fu

Vno=G J E;idf (7.2)
n

where G is the amplifier closed loop gain. Assuming ERin and Ena to be flat

in the interval iklfz to 100kHz, this gives an output noise voltage of 329nV

RM8, which across the SO sensing resistor is a current of approximately

6SnA.The 88B phase noise produced by this noise current is [176]

i: (I) = 20 log [_!_ Kv Vno] (7.3)J2 [m.

where kv is the tuning sensitivity, and 1m is the carrier offset frequency.

Then at tkflz, and assuming a tuning sensitivity of 400kHz/rnA the driver

will produce a noise floor of -9SdBc/Hz. This is insignificant, being 2SdB

lower than the YIGmanufacturers specified noise at tklfz.
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7.3 Phase Locked Sources

At offset frequencies such that fm > fb or fm > fe, which ever is the greater,

the oscillator noise is determined by the noise floor of the device used to

construct the oscillator, and this depends only upon the device and is not

affected by oscillator action. Thus the ultimate noise floor of the multiplied

oscillator will be degraded by a factor of n2
, and therefore, whilst a multi-

plied source may well have a better close to carrier noise, the noise floor of a

multiplied source will, as is demonstrated in figure 7.2, be degraded over a

direct generation approach.

Itwould therefore be useful if a method could be found which multiplied a

low noise low frequency oscillator to the desired output (source) frequency,

whilst giving the low phase noise close to carrier of a multiplied oscillator

with the noise floor of a directly generated source.

The phase locked loop (PLL) is a circuit configuration which achieves this

[177, 178] and is outlined in figure 7.4. The output of the 94GHz Gunn

Low Pass
Filter

7.833GHz
Reference
Oscillator
(ORO)

Comparator

Figure 7.4: The outline of a phase locked source. Here a 94GHz Gunn oscil-

lator has been phase locked to a 7.833GHz DRO.

oscillator is sampled and divided by a factor of 12to give an output from the

divider of 7.833GHz. The divider output is taken as one input of a phase
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comparator, the other input ofwhich is taken directly from a 7.833GHz DRO.

The phase comparator produces an output which is proportional to the phase

difference between the the divider output and the DRO.After filtering by the

low pass filter this becomes a DCsignal which may be used to hold the fre-

quency of the Gunn oscillator stable. In effect, the DROfrequency has been

multiplied to the Gunn frequency, hence the factor 1/12 indicated in figure

7·4·
The PLL is a feedback system, the closed loop bandwidth of which is deter-

mined by the low pass filter the Gunn oscillator tuning sensitivity and the

phase comparator phase gain. Inside the loop bandwidth the phase noise

of the 94GHz output is that of the multiplied reference (DRO). Outside the

loop bandwidth the phase noise of the source is that of the free running Gunn

oscillator.

Therefore by placing the closed loop bandwidth with care an optimum phase

noise distribution may be obtained. For the Gunn oscillator and DROshown

in figure 7.2, it would appear that a closed loop bandwidth of between 3MHz

and 4MHz would give an optimum phase noise distribution.

The PLL (usually) relies on frequency dividers (essentially very fast digital

counters) to reduce the Gunn oscillator frequency to a lower frequency at

which the phase locking is undertaken. Unfortunately, simple dividers are

not available at 94GHz, commercial units have an upper frequency limit of

order 40GHz 4 with 20GHz being rather more common. The problem may

be reduced by using a second harmonic Gunn oscillator and extracting the

47.SGHz fundamental, which may then be used in a mixing system [179],or

used in conjunction with a regenerative divider to provide a more manage-

able frequency.

+Centellax part number TD40MCA @ www.centellax.com -checked June 2005
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Despite the attraction of an optimal phase noise spectrum, the PLL is not,

suited to producing the fastest pulses and is not considered further.

7.4 Multipliers

In this section 3 multipliers, all based upon diodes, are described in de-

tail. Two of the diode multipliers use Schottky Barrier devices and in fact,

the second Schottky multiplier is a realisation of the first multiplier by the

manufacturer of the Schottky diode multipliers. The third multiplier, which

employs IMPATI diodes, is projected to give a lower phase noise noise than

the Schottky diode multiplier by virtue of its relative simplicity.

7.4.1 Multiplication using IMPATTDiodes

IMPATI diodes, when used as oscillators have a reputation for being able

to deliver high powers at mm-wave frequencies, but only with high FM and

AM noise content; in fact, both the phase noise and amplitude noise con-

tent of a well designed IMPATI oscillator have been demonstrated to be of

order 10dB worse than a similar Gunn oscillator [180]. The high noise of

the IMPATI oscillator is due to the wide frequency range over which they

generate negative resistance, and their subsequent sensitivity to the effects

of parasitic components generating spurious oscillations [181].

However, when used as frequency multipliers the IMPATI diode offers some

considerable advantages over other diode multipliers. The phase noise added

by the IMPATI is lower than might be expected from its oscillator perfor-

mance [182], and they are intrinsically high power devices. Thus,with
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Power supply:
+27V ---+
+12V ----.
oV
-12V

IMPA'IT diode
blockr--------

-*"
WBand
outputInput:

7.7OHz to 7.9GHz
+l3dBm (minimum)

(a) Block diagram of an IMPATI multiplier.

(b) Realisation of an IMPATI multiplier.

Figure 7.5: The ELVA IMPATI multiplier. This multiplier realises a X12

multiplication factor in a single stage.

sufficient drive (input power) high multiplication factors may be obtained in

a single stage [182]. Therefore, because the multiplier consists of a low noise

driver amplifier, and only a single multiplier stage, the phase noise added

by an IMPATI multiplier is expected to be closer to the 20log(n) minimum,

than it is for other diode multipliers.

A single stage X12 IMPATI multiplier type IAFM 10/94/12 was obtained

from ELVA-I. Details ofthe multiplier are shown in figure 7.5; a block dia-
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gram of the multiplier is given in figure 7.s(a), and the actual unit is shown

in figure 7.S(b).

7.4.2 Schottky Diode Multiplier -1

The multiplier described in this section employs two high efficiency multi-

plier stages based on Schottky barrier diodes to obtain multiplication by a

factor of 4, and an active X3stage to give the required multiplication factor

of iz.

It is able to accept input at two different frequencies. The first at 23.SGHz

is obtained from a DROwith a 23.SGHzoutput, which must be amplified to

provide sufficient drive for the subsequent multiplier stages.

The second input is obtained from a 7.833GHz oscillator (DRO or ITO).

These oscillators provide output to drive an active tripler stage the output of

which must once again be amplified to provide sufficient drive to the follow-

ing X4stages.

The block diagram of the multiplier is shown in figure 7.6, and the reali-

sation is shown in figure 7.7. The Schottky multipliers, M2 and M3, were

selected because, compared to other available devices, they produce a high

output power for a given drive level.

In this realisation of the X4multiplier, because the multipliers were pur-

chased as separate blocks, an isolator at 47GHz (12) was required between

the multiplier blocks.

Both M2 and M3 are self biased, using the signal from the previous stage

to develop the diode bias. The diode bias is developed across the resistors

RI and R2, which are specified by the manufacturer to be 1Mnand Skn

respectively. The maximum safe continuous bias levels are 30V for M2 and

18Vfor M3, with absolute maximum values of 3SVand 2SV; these voltages
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M2 12 M3

23.SGHz 94GHz
Input Output

Rl R2

23.SGHz
At

23·SGHz
Input Output

TP2

23GHZ~ 23.SGHz
DRO ~Output

7.8333G~H;;;:.Z_~~( JI----+~23.SGHz
Input _ _ Output

M1

23 GHz DRO : Ultra Stable Sources Inc type PW23.SGHz
Multiplier M1 : Spacek Labs active tripler type AK-3X
Multiplier M2 :Vrrginia Diodes Inc Doubler type PBD-so
Multiplier M3 : Vrrginia Diodes Inc Doubler type PBD-100
TP1 : Narda directional coupler mode14018-10
Amp1 : Quinatar amplifier type QPN-2333Pz

11 : Quinstar Isolator type QJI 24011k
12 :Quinstar Isolator type QJI 4702 1Q
13 : Hughes Isolator type 4SH116H-1000
At :Attenuator ('home made')
TP2 : Flann microwave type 2027-20

20dB cross guide coupler

Figure 7.6: Blockdiagram of a prototype Schottky Diode multiplier

are continuously monitored during operation.

The D46 multiplier block (M2) will achieve its maximum output power for

a typical drive level of lW, which will produce an output power of order

30omW, and which will provide sufficient drive to the second multiplier

(M3) which will provide the desired output. The drive for these multipliers

is delivered from an amplifier (Ampi) which is capable of delivering 2Wat

23.SGHz. The drive to the multipliers is controlled by attenuator Al which

is used to set the safe multiplier voltages. The attenuator is a simple device

which inserts a block of metal into the wave guide connecting the amplifier
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Figure 7.7: Realisation of the prototype Schottky Diode multiplier. It is

shown here configured for use with the 23.SGHz DRO.

and the multipliers. The 'unwanted' power is reflected back towards the am-

plifier output, and therefore isolator 11is required to protect the amplifier.

The multiplier may be driven from either a 23.SGHz DRO (which is actually

an 11.7SGHz DRO with an internal doubler) which is used for fixed 94GHz

spectrometry, or via an additional tripler (Mi) from a suitable 7.8333GHz

source for either fixed (using a DRO) or variable frequency work using a ITO
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orPMYfO.

7.4.3 Schottky Diode Multiplier -2

Having demonstrated that significant power could be generated using a

Schottky Diode based multiplier, a second unit was ordered from the man-

ufacturer of the Schottky Diode based multipliers, and was specified to be a

single unit to perform a X12multiplication from 7.8333GHz to 94GHz with

an output power in excess of 200mW (+23dBm).

The unit was supplied with fan assisted cooling system. Vibration from fans

is known to cause amplitude modulation of signals within the spectrome-

ter by changing the alignment of the spectrometer optics, and therefore the

multiplier chain was repackaged as shown in figure 7.8 The multiplier is

much simpler. The first multiplier (M1) is a X3stage, Spacek part number

A246-3XW-31, which with a drive level of +17dBm between 7.S8GHz and

8.o8GHz, delivers +30dBm to the following multiplier blocks, M1 and M2

which are VDI multipliers type Dso and D100 respectively.

There are two major differences between this multiplier chain and the chain

described in section 7.4.2. Firstly, with the manufacturer assembling the

multiplier, it was possible to ensure suitable matching between multiplica-

tion stages, and therefore the need for interstage isolators was eliminated.

Secondly, rather than the self bias used in the previous multiplier, the diode

blocks are biased by an external voltage (30V for Dso block and 18Vfor the

Dso block) and the drive applied to M1 is adjusted to maintain the current

in the diode blocks at safe levels, 18rnAfor the Dgo unit and ioma for the

D100 unit.
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Figure 7.8: The second Schottky Diode multiplier.
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CHAPTER 8

CW Source Performance

Previous chapters have described the design and construction of 94GHz CW

sources based on a number of different oscillators and multiplier configura-

tions. The design and construction of phase noise measurement apparatus

has also been discussed.

This chapter reports the performance of such sources based upon 7.8333GHz

ITO's and DRO's, and shows that phase noise of such sources can offer up

to 40dB lower phase noise than a Gunn oscillator at 94GHz.

It is demonstrated that in constructing a low noise mm-wave source, not

only must the oscillator performance be taken into consideration, the circuit

configuration of the multiplier chain must also be considered.

The improvement in the performance of a CW spectrometer which is ob-

tained when a DRO based source rather than a Gunn oscillator is used (in

conjunction with an InSb bolometric detector) is demonstrated.
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8.1 Measured oscillator Performance

The power output, phase noise spectrum and where applicable, the tuning

characteristics, of three oscillators in the 7GHz range were measured. They

were a DROhaving a nominal frequency of7.B33GHz, a permanent magnet

biased ITO (PMYfO) having a nominal frequency of7.192GHz and a ITO

capable of tuning 6.8GHz to 8.8GHz, set to a nominal centre frequency of

7·8333GHz.
The frequency of the PMYfO makes it unsuitable for use in the spectrometer

under consideration; it is included however as being representative of an

important oscillator option when moderate tuning range and a low phase

noise are required.

B.1.1 Measured DROPerformance

A DRO, with a nominal output frequency of 7.B33GHz,was obtained from

the same company as the 7.192GHzDROused in section 6.1.

The DROhas a mechanical frequency adjustment and this was adjusted such

that the DRO provided an output frequency of 7.B33GHz, at which point it

produced an output power of +13dBm. The result of a phase noise measure-

ment made on this 7.B33GHzDRO, is shown in figure B.l.

Note the discrete spectral line at approximately 70kHz offset. Such lines are

often seen at multiples of 15,625Hz, the television line timebase frequency in

the UK, 50Hz and its multiples (if a measurement can be made sufficiently

close to the carrier) and at frequencies related to other switching systems in

the laboratory. These are spurious responses, the amplitudes which should

be measured as strict powers and, whilst part of the oscillator spectral output
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Figure 8.1: 7.833GHz DRO phase noise

are not part of the phase noise spectrum.

8.1.2 Measured PMYTO Performance

The PMYfO has poor long term stability and was phase locked to an EIP

counter whilst performing the phase noise measurement. The locking band-

width was 500Hz, which minimised distortion of the phase noise spectrum at

a ikl'Iz offset due to the phase locking process. The PMYfO was connected to

the discriminator, and with the oscillator and heater supplies applied, locked

to 7.2GHz and allowed to thermalise for 1hour, prior to measurement.

The key parameters for the PMYfO are its tuning range and phase noise

spectrum. Using the FM driver described in section 7.2.1.2, the tuning char-

acteristic was measured by varying the input voltage in the range 0-10V. Note

that only the positive direction was measured, the negative direction being
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Figure 8.2: The tuning and phasenoise characteristics of a PMYfO with a

centre frequency of 7.23GHz.
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identical. The result is shown in figure 8.2(b). The phase noise was mea-

sured using the delay line discriminator, and the results of this measurement

are shown in figure 8.2(a).

8.1.3 Performance of a 6.8GHzto 8.8GHzYTO

To obtain maximum flexibility, a low noise ITO (Micro Lambda Wireless

Inc. part number MLSO-1612PA)was procured. This unit is supplied with

integral voltage regulator and main coil driver (a voltage to current con-

verter) circuits. The main coil driver is designed to ensure that an applied

voltage in the range oV to 10Vtunes the specified frequency range. An FM

coil driver was constructed using the circuit shown in figure 7.3.

The oscillator parameters where measured using the test set shown in fig-

ure 8.3, the lOdB attenuator was required to maintain the power applied

to the frequency counter within safe limits. With minor modifications, this

configuration was used to measure all the oscillators so far described. Prior

to measurement, the ITO was allowed to thermalise for 1hour. The tuning

characteristics (power variation and frequency) as a function of tuning volt-

age were measured, with the FM coil left open circuit. The phase noise spec-

trum was measured with the ITO set to a nominal frequency of 7.8333GHz

using the main coil, and locked to this frequency in a 500Hz bandwidth using

an EIP counter controling the FM coil.

The results of measurement are shown in figure 8.4. The frequency range

over which measurements were made was restricted to a range imposed by

subsequent multiplier stages. The power output has been corrected to allow

for the insertion losses of the isolator and directional coupler, O.4dB(maxi-

mum) and 1.odB (maximum) respectively.

The phase noise is poor, especially when it is considered that the theoretical
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PSU

P
'---+TO Frequency Counter

1+-------- From Frequency Counter
-....,__~___J Phase Lock Output

FMD: FMcoil driver
I : Narda isolator type 4914 (4-8GHz)
DC: Narda directional coupler type 4014C (4-8GHz)
P : lociB attenuator
our : OscIlator Under Test
PSU: Regulated power supplies

Figure 8.3=ITO test set. Simple modifications of the apparatus (power

supply outputs for example) were employed to test all oscillators.

degradation over the DROdue to the ITO having a lower Q is less than SdB,

and the manufacturer quotes a phase noise of -lOSdBc/Hz at 20kHz offset,

which the PMITO achieves. The reason for this discrepancy is the large

tuning sensitivity of the ITO (2ooMHz/V) which makes the oscillator very

sensitive to noise from the driver circuit, which is supported by the fact that

the manufacturer specifies the ITO without the driver circuit. The driver

noise may be band limited by the application of a large capacitor in parallel

with the main tuning coil. Figure 8.4 also shows the phase noise measured

with a 3soJ,tF capacitor in parallel with the main tuning coil.

8.1.4 Comparison of oscillator Performances

The key parameters are frequency and power output. It is only necessary

that the oscillator has the correct frequency for multiplication to the source

output frequency. With a multiplication factor of 12this results in a required
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Figure 8-4: The tuning and phasenoise characteristics of a ITO with po-

tential tuning range of 6 to 8GHz, about a centre frequency of

7.8333GHz.
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oscillator frequency of 7.8333GHz for a source frequency of 94GHz. The

PMYfO tested has a nominal frequency of 7.192GHz and cannot be set to

7.833GHz, different frequencies are available. The oscillator power output

is of little importance, provided it is sufficient to drive the first multiplier

stage to provide its full output power over its output bandwidth.

Only the PMYfO and ITO are tunable. The PMYfO, after multiplication

by a factor of 12would show a total tuning range of 1.68GHz (the frequency

change shown in figure 8.2(b) is only half the total tuning range), whilst the

ITO, even over the restricted tuning voltage shown in figure 8.4(b), post

multiplication would have a tuning range of 7.2GHz. Clearly both types of

ITO would lead to a source tuning range in excess of the Gunn Oscillator

(1.2GHz) shown in figure 7.1(b). The linearity of the tuning curves is also

interesting, the Gunn Oscillator shows a tuning sensitivity of 1.6GHzjVat the

low frequency end of its tuning curve and 600MHzjV at the high frequency

end of its tuning curve; a variation of 2.6:1. The PMYfO shows a constant

tuning sensitivity of 6.67MHzjV at 7GHz, which would be 80MHzjV post

multiplication, whilst the ITO would show a post multiplication sensitiv-

ity of 2.4GHzjV. Both the PMYfO and the ITO are linear to within 1MHz

( 0.02% over their entire tuning range, a fact which can be important when

considering the stability of a phase locked system.

Multiplication by a factor of 12degrades the oscillator phase noise by 21.S8dB

and as discussed in chapter 5 the multiplier must introduce additional noise

in its own right. A total degradation (multiplication and circuit factors) of

2SdB will be employed for the purposes of estimation. The results of this

allowance are shown in table 8.1. Thus, we would expect to find the PMYfO

and the DRO as clear favourites as oscillators used to produce mm-wave

sources. A source based on a multiplied ITO is expected to never offer worse
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Offset Frequency Gunn ITO PMYfO DRO

tklfz -25* -25 -45 -55
10kHz -55 -60 -70 -82

100kHz -85 -90* -90 -105
1MHz -115 -120* -120* -132*

Table 8.1: The phase noise of various oscillators. The Gunn diode has a

direct mm-wave output, all other sources have been degraded by

25dB to refer them to a mm-wave frequency. Quantities marked

'*' are extrapolated.

phase noise than the Gunn oscillator, and indeed may offer considerable

advantage when extreme tuning range is required.

8.2 Measured Source Performance

In this section, the performance of three multipliers, in conjunction with the

DRO and ITO are described. Two of thr multipliers use Schottky Barrier

devices, whilst the third uses IMPATTdiodes to perform the multiplication.

Only one phase noise measurement of the multiplied ITO is reported, the

generalised trends may be observed using the DRO.

The multiplier bandwidths are established using the ITO. For all sources,

the phase noise of the source is measured at 94GHz using the coaxial dis-

criminator and down conversion system of chapter 6.
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Power meter
and frequency counter

Multiplier

Figure 8.5: The multiplier test method.

8.2.1 IMPATT MULTIPLIERand YTO

In the interval z.7GHzto 7.9GHzthe ITO produces an output powerin excess

of +14.8dBm (figure 8.4(b)) which satisfies the minimum input power re-

quirements of the IMPATf multiplier, and the ITO was therefore connected

directly to the multiplier input; the remaining test equipment was connected

as shown in figure 8.2. The power output of the IMPATf multiplier as a

function of output frequency is shown in figure 8.6(a), in which correction

has been made for the 10dB coupling and insertion loss of the directional

coupler of the coupler.

Over a similar tuning range centred at 94GHz, as opposed to the nominal

87.4GHz of the Gunn oscillator, the IMPATf multiplier shows a power vari-

ation of IdB over a ±600MHz tuning range, with a peak power of 13.sdBm.

The IMPATf multiplier has a higher power variation and a lower output

power than the Gunn oscillator, although this power deficiency could be

remedied with the use of an output amplifier.

The phase noise performances of the multiplied ITO and for comparison the

phase noise ofthe free running Gunn oscillator, are shown in figure 8.6(b).

The phase noise performance of the Gunn oscillator was obtained by 'killing'

the external cavity; this may be achieved by placing an RF absorbing material
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Figure 8.6: The performance of an IMPATT multiplier driven by a ITO.
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in front of the concave mirror in the cavity. In this situation, if the phase

noise of the free running Gunn oscillator sufficiently exceeds the phase noise

of the multiplied source, the measured phase noise will be that of the Gunn

oscillator.

The phase noise of the Gunn oscillator measured here is some rodb worse

(higher) than that shown in figure 6.9 because two different Gunn oscillators

have been measured. The differences arise because different Gunn diodes

are employed and the cavities will have different load Q's. The ' oscillator of

figure 6.9 is considered to have better than average performance whilst that

of figure 8.6(b) is considered to be worse than average.

Figure 8.6(b) would appear to show that the multiplied ITO has a lower

phase noise than the free running Gunn oscillator, however care must be

taken in making this statement. In calculating the phase noise spectrum of

an oscillator from the measured phase spectral density (section 6.1.1.4) it

was assumed that the amplitude of only the first of the phase modulation

sidebands needed to be considered. Itwas further assumed that for this to

be a valid approximation that the amplitude of first modulation sideband

would have to be lOXthat of the next significant sideband. This approxima-

tion resulted in a line below which the the conversion from phase spectral

density to phase noise spectrum would be valid. This line is shown in figure

8.6(b) as line 'validti)', This would imply that, without further correction,

the phase noise of the Gunn oscillator is only accurately calculated for offset

frequencies above 40kHz, whilst for the multiplied ITO this frequency is

3kHz.

Now, the calculated phase noise of the ITO (unmultiplied) is certainly be-

low the 'valid(l)' line (c.f. figure 8.4) if the 350ILF capacitor is included. If

'Comments made by Dr. G.Smith during discussions.
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the approximations considered above are correct then adding 21.6dB to the

measured ITO phase noise will produce the effect of the ideal multiplier on

the oscillator. If the approximation is correct then the ideal multiplied and

the measured multiplied ITO phase noise curves will diverge below an offset

of 3kHz.

Figure 8.6(b) shows this not to be the case, and therefore it may be con-

cluded that the factor of 10 requirement was too server. There would appear

to be no appreciable divergence between the ITO curves at an offset of iklfz,

If it is assumed that the conversion is valid at tklfz, it is found that second

modulation sideband has an amplitude ofhalf the first modulation sideband.

Under this new approximation the measurement conversion would appear

to be valid below line 'validfz)'. Itmay now be concluded that the multiplied

ITO has a lower phase noise for offsets in excess of 2kHz.

8.2.2 IMPATTand ORO

With the mechanical adjustment of the DROset to provide a frequency of

7.833GHz, the output of the multiplier chain was indeed 94GHz, having a

power output Of+13.3dBmat 94GHz. The results of a phase noise measure-

ment made at the multiplier output is shown in figure 8.7.

8.2.3 Schottky Diode Multiplier -1

The performance of the in house constructed multiplier chain was measured

using the apparatus shown in figure 8.5. Variable frequency measurements

were made using the ITO, whilst phase noise was measured using only DRO

based oscillators.
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Figure B.7: Phase noise produced by a X12 multiplier cain, realised using

an IMPATI diode. The mulitplier was driven with a 7.B33GHZ

DRO, and this measurement is at 94GHz.

As noted, this multiplier chain allows each multiplier block to develop a

bias voltage across fixed resistors. The curves offigure B.B(a) were obtained

by allowing the diode bias voltages to vary as the input frequency was var-

ied. An initial sweep of the input frequency was made whilst monitoring the

voltages developed by the multiplier blocks, the input power was adjusted

so that the bias voltages developed never exceeded permitted values and the

curves of figure B.B(a) were then measured. Compared to the Gunn source,

this source gives a greater power over a wider tuning range, and allowing the

same power variation as the Gunn source approximately BdBmore power

over the same tuning range.

It is clear however that had the multiplier chain input power been set to max-

imise the output power at 94GHz (maximum bias voltage), the bias voltage
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Figure 8.8: The power output of the first Schottky diode multiplier under

conditions of fixed and variable bias on the D46 diode block.
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developed by the D46 module would have exceeded safe limits as the output

frequency was increased.

It is observed that multiplier M2 always reaches its maximum safe bias volt-

age before multiplier M3, indicating that M3 is never delivering its maximum

output power. The power output variation as the input frequency is changed

may be reduced by holding the bias of multiplier M2 at a fixed level, this

is demonstrated for a bias of 2SVon multiplier M2 in figure B.B(b). The

slight reduction in peak output power between figure B.B(a) and B.B(b) is

attributable to the slightly lower bias voltage which was developed during

the second measurement; this lower voltage was selected because it was eas-

ier to maintain this safe level manually. The power output now shows less

than 1dBvariation in the interval 94GHz to 96GHz, which is a considerable

improvement over the previous (SdB) variation shown in figure B.B, and

suggests that a feedback system designed to maintain a constant bias on the

D46 (M2) multiplier would deliver a substantially flat output power in the

range 92GHz to 96GHz from the DlOO(M3) multiplier.

This source has the option of being driven from either a 23.SGHz source

which is an 11.7SGHzDRO,phase locked to an internal crystal oscillator and

doubled or a 7.B33GHzoscillator which is tripled to 23.SGHz. The results of

phase noise measurement on this source are shown in figure 8.9.

The phase locked solution shows a lower noise content close to carrier than

the free running DROoption, bearing out the conclusion of section 7.3.

Figure 8.9 also shows the noise floor of the complete phase noise measure-

ment instrument. Comparison with the phase noise floor results for delay

line discriminator at 7GHzshow a consistent performance and is sufficiently

below the measured source phase noise to be considered negligible.

1B6
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Figure 8.9: Phase noise performance of a 94GHz Sources using Schottky

Diode Multiplier -1. Also shown is the noise floor of the 94GHz

phase noise measurement system.

8.2.4 Schottky Diode Multiplier -2

As previously described, this multiplier chain employs fixed bias voltages

applied from an external (supplied) voltage regulator system. With this

multiplier, the diode stages can only be controlled by adjusting the power

applied to the input of the Spacek X3 stage. The power applied to the multi-

plier chain was adjusted such that at no point in the input frequency range

7.S833GHz to 8.0833GHz did the current drawn by the diode multipliers

exceed a safe maximum value. As in the previous Schottky diode based

multiplier, it is the first diode block (the Dgo block) which reaches its safe

maximum condition first, the input power was adjusted to give 18mA max-

imum. The results of measurement are shown in figure 8.10. Whereas

with the previous Schottky diode multiplier chain, there was considerable
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Figure 8.10: The power output, first diode block bias voltage and phase noise

of the second Schottky diode multiplier system. Phase noise was

measured at 94GHz.
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advantage in terms of power output flatness to be obtained by holding diode

bias currents constant as input frequency varied, attempting to maintain

the diode currents at constant values with this multiplier chain, has no RF

performance benefit.

Itmay however be desirable to control the diode current, to keep the diode

currents within safe limits, in this case any feedback control should be im-

plemented for safety reasons rather than performance concerns.

The phase noise spectrum of this source is shown in figure 8.10(a), and is

not too dissimilar to the DRO-IMPAIT multiplier combination.

8.3 Comparison of Sources

The aim of these measurements is to identify an oscillator-multiplier com-

bination which results in a source with the best combination of phase noise,

power output and output tuning bandwidth. All the sources tested have a

phase noise superior to that of a free running Gunn oscillator, however it is

interesting to compare the sources in terms of the differences introduced by

the choice of oscillator independently of the multiplier and the differences

between sources introduced by the multiplier topology independent of the

source.

8.3.1 TheChoice of Oscillator

The comparison of sources in terms of the oscillator, only makes sense in

terms of a given multiplier. Figure 8.11shows the performance of the IM-

PAIT multiplier for all the oscillators considered. The PMYfO, as has been
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Figure 8.11: Source phase noise performance for the Elvamultiplier and var-

ious oscillator options. The PMYfO is not a measured 94GHz

result, see text.

noted, produces an output frequency which is not suitable for use with any

of the multipliers available. This result was estimated by adding 21.6dB to

the measured 7GHz data, which makes no allowance for noise added by the

multiplier components. However because this estimated curve and the ITO

measured phase noise curve converge at high offset frequencies it is probably

a reasonable estimate.

The phase noise curve shown for the Gunn oscillator is for the unit measured

in section 8.2.1 and is the result of measuring a free running oscillator.

There is now a clear trade-off between sources based on fixed frequency

oscillators and sources based upon variable frequency oscillators, with fixed

frequency (highest Q) oscillators producing the lowest phase noise sources.

If a tunable source is desirable the lowest possible tuning sensitivity, con-
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Figure 8.12: Source phase noise performance of three multipliers driven with

the same DRO.

sistent with obtaining the required tuning range, should be employed. In

this case even the worst performing oscillator (the ITO) shows a multiplied

phase noise which betters the free running Gunn oscillator.

These results of order SdBare better than was expected when the anticipated

phase noise performance was calculated for table 8.1. The implication is that

the phase noise introduced by the multiplier is very close to the theoretical

201og(n) for these multipliers, the multiplier components would appear to

make a minimal contribution to the source output phase noise spectrum.

Whilst this may be true for an IMPAIT multiplier, it may not be true for

other multiplier topologies.
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8.3.2 The Effect of Multiplier Topology

Figure 8.12 shows the phase noise measured at the output of the various

multipliers when driven with the same DRO and the effect of the various

multiplier topologies is now clearly observed. The IMPAIT multiplier and

the second Schottky diode multiplier might reasonably be expected to have

similar performance, they are both amplifiers and X12stages, the amplifier

delivering sufficient power to drive subsequent multipliers. The exact phase

noise content will depend upon the type of devices employed in the amplifier

and, in the case of the Schottky multiplier the order in which the ampli-

fier and tripler occur in the first multiplication stage. Without this detailed

knowledge it is impossible to say which source should be "quieter".

The first Schottky multiplier on the other hand has an amplifier at 23.SGHz

to provide sufficient power to drive the following X4stages and this is re-

sponsible for the increase in noise below approximately zkrlz. Thus it is

concluded that away from the 1/f corner frequency of the devices employed

in the multiplier chain, the phase noise of the amplifier is close to the theo-

reticaI20log(n) value. This is why the predicted phase noise of the PMYfO

and the ITO agree with each other in figure 8.11above approximately 30kHz

with only 21.6dB added to the measured PMYfO phase noise.

Whilst the increase in phase noise at low frequencies is a real effect, it is not

clear which multiplier has the lower phase noise at high offset frequencies,

due to the lack of information regarding the construction ofvarious modules

employed in the construction of the multiplier. Therefore it would appear

reasonable to take the discrepancy between the multipliers measured above

and use this as a first estimate of the uncertainty in the measurement. It is

concluded that the uncertainty in the measurement of the phase noise on a

94GHz source, using a cavity stabilised Gunn oscillator as a down conversion
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source and a 7GHz delay line discriminator is of order ±3dB.

8.4 Spectrometer Performance

The first multiplied source to become available was the 'home made' mul-

tiplier chain driven by the 23.SGHz DRO. This source was incorporated

into the St Andrews high field spectrometer and a direct comparison of the

spectrometer performance using either a phase locked Gunn source or the

multiplied source was made by measuring an ESR spectrum. In both cases

the detector was an InSb bolometer.

The results are of measurement on a Manganese based sample are shown

in figure 8.13. The spectra show an offset in magnetic field due entirely to

the difference in frequency between sources, the Gunn source was locked to

94GHz using an EIP counter, whilst the DRObased source was free running

at a frequency of rv93.4GHz.

The noise levels of the two measurements are considerably different. Itwas

noted in section 4.4 that the LO signal and the signal returned from the

sample, being derived from the same source, are phase coherent. However

the signal returning from the sample is delayed relative to the LOsignal due

to its longer path length. Thus, the spectrometer is a form of delay line dis-

criminator and the noise at the detector output may be minimised by correct

phasing of the LOand return signals. If the source has a low phase noise this

minimisation, which may be performed by translating the roofing mirror in

figure 4.11, is less sensitive to the mirror position and once obtained more

stable, than it is using the relatively noisy Gunn oscillator.

Having obtained a low instrument noise floor, the amplitude of the field
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modulation may be reduced and this is the reason for the reduction in the

amplitude of the spectral lines between figure 8.13(a) and figure 8.13(b).

This reduction in the field modulation amplitude can be a great advantage

in the case of an easily saturated sample.

B.5 Chapter Summary

The measurement of phase noise is always difficult. However, using simple

methods and readily available components a method measuring phase noise

at W-Band has been demonstrated. Whilst not providing the ultimate accu-

racy, it does allow comparisons between sources to be made.

The phase noise content of a number of 94GHz sources constructed using

various 7.833GHz oscillators and 3 different X12 multiplier configurations

has been investigated and compared to the phase noise content of a free

running 87GHz Gunn oscillator.

The comparison shows that the the multipliers investigated add minimal

noise over the 20 log( n) theoretical minimum. This indicates that the per-

formance trade off is between the ultimately low phase noise and the ability

to tune the source. For CW spectrometry, where minimum phase noise at

the field modulation frequency is required, it would appear that a DRO, or

better a phase locked DRO would be the source of choice. For Pulsed systems

in which both low phase noise and long term stability are required, a DRO

phase locked to a highly stable oscillator (typically a crystal oscillator) at a

lower frequency would be source of choice.

For variable frequency applications, a ITO would appear to be an attractive

solution. Amajor problem with the ITO is the phase noise, introduced due
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to their extreme tuning sensitivity, by the main coil driver circuit. This has

been clearly observed. A solution to this problem has been demonstrated

using a PMYfO. Post multiplication the PMYfO offers a slightly worse phase

noise than a DROwith a tuning range exceeding that of a Gunn oscillator.
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CHAPTER 9

HiPER -0 1kW 1ns pulsed ESR

Spectrometer

In chapter 2, the properties of an ESR spectrum were briefly considered in

terms of a CW spectrum and an outline of some of the main features of a CW

ESR spectrum was given.

It was pointed out that under certain circumstances, for example when a

sample becomes saturated, or where the spectral lines are too close together

to be separated, one broad line would be detected, and therefore only limited

spectral information would be obtained.

These problems have been ameliorated in the context of Nuclear Magnetic

Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, where excited states have relatively long

relaxation times, by the use of pulse measurements. Although pulse tech-

niques are becoming widely used in the ESR experiments, the short relax-

ation times mean that the full potential of pulsed ESR measurements has
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not been realised; the difficulty arising due to the high powers and short

duration required by the pulses.

HiPER is a large collaborative project between several establishments to

solve the problems of implementing very high power, very short pulses in

a W-Band (94GHz) ESR system. This chapter outlines the need for pulse

experiments, obtains the necessary pulse characteristics, describes some of

the problems encountered with such pulses and thus explains why the pulse

generating system of chapter 10 and the detector of chapter 11were con-

ceived.

9.1 A Comparison of Pulseand CW Techniques

ACWexperiment (NMRor ESR) is performed by bringing each spectral line

into resonance in turn. It was pointed out in section 2.4 that the ability of

an instrument to resolve two spectral lines increases with applied field, and

therefore frequency. However, it is not always possible to resolve individual

spectral lines even at high frequencies, and all that is recorded is a single

broad line. There are two generic types of line broadening, and detailed

discussions of these may be found in [34], [32] and [33]. They may be

summarised as follows:

Homogeneous broadening. In this case, the broadened line arrives as a

result of transitions between two ill defined (broad) excited states, and is a

manifestation of very short relaxation times. The line shape, being deter-

mined by relaxation times, is therefore usually Lorentzian.

Inhomogeneous Broadening. In this case the broad spectral line consists

of a large number of narrow, individually homogeneously broadened lines,
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each having a slightly different Larmor frequency. The line arises when the

net magnetisation at adjacent paramagnetic sites is slightly different. This

may be due to inhomogeneities in the applied B, field over the sample vol-

ume, which should be minimised by careful magnet design, but may also

arise due to unresolved fine and hyperfine structure due to interaction with

the nuclear dipole moment. Such lines are usually Gaussian.

With a suitably selected fixed external field (Bz), a sufficiently short RF pulse

may excite the whole ESR spectrum. By performing a Fourier analysis of

the relaxation signal, the ESR spectrum of the sample may be obtained and

is usually the CW spectrum. The spectrum has been obtained (in princi-

ple) as the result of a 'single shot' measurement without the need for time

consuming magnetic field sweeping. This is a free induction decay (FID)

measurement and is the simplest pulsed ESR experiment which can be per-

formed. It is the direct analog of the way in which NMR spectra are obtained

and is unable to resolve broadened lines.

The individual spectral lines of an inhomogeneously broadened line may be

resolved using a variety of techniques. Details of hyperfine structure may

be resolved in a double resonance technique known as ELectron-Nuclear-

DOuble-Resonance (ENDOR) which uses an NMR signal to modulate the

ESR signal via the hyperfine interaction [33]. Similar information may be

obtained from spin-echo measurements, in which a short pulse excites the

ESR spectrum and some time later a second (longer) pulse is used to pro-

duce the spin-echo in a process known as 'refocusing' [29]. Measuring the

spectrum of the echo for various time delays between the two pulses allows

the hyperfine spectrum to be resolved [33], [34].

The ability to obtain information from a pulse measurement therefore relies

on the ability to excite the entire broadened line, and measure the amplitude
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of the decaying relaxation signal whilst it is above the spectrometer noise

floor. In liquid state NMR measurements, where line widths are narrow

(a few Hz to kHz) and relaxation time constants are long (J..LS to seconds)

relatively long (J..Ls) pulses may be employed. However, in an ESR system,

the relaxation times are short (of order ns to J..Ls) and line widths are wide

(loa's of MHz to GHz) which requires the use of short pulses (ns) [183].

It is the generation of the required ns pulses and the effects the propagation

of these pulses has on a spectrometer system which represent the challenge

of HiPER project.

9.2 PulseRequirements

The pulse used to excite the spins contained within the broadened line, must

satisfy a number of conditions. A rectangular pulse envelope formed in the

time domain has a sine (= sin(x)/x) profile in the frequency domain, the

central lobe of which has a half power width which is inversely proportional

to the original pulse width as shown in figure 9.1. Thus, to excite the spins

in a line ofwidth 50MHz (±25MHz of the line centre) requires a pulse width

of tons. For a line centred at 1OGHz,this pulse will excite spins in the range

9.975GHz to 10.025GHz.

Having obtained the required pulse width, it is now necessary to determine

the required pulse amplitude. The probability of forcing a spin flip with an

oscillating field (Bx) perpendicular to the large main field (Bz) was shown to

be (see equation 2.38)

2 1Ib (t)1 ="2 [1 - coswxt]
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tp

(a) Rectangular pulse.

1.1 ...---..,...--,---,----r--""'-"--""'--.--,------,,..-,-.,----,--r--..,.---,..... ; ~ ;.... . : ~ ; ~ : .

x

(b) Fourier dual of a rectangular pulse.

Figure 9.1: A rectangular pulse envelope in the time domain produces a

sine envelope in the frequency domain. The pulse width tp is

directly relate to the bandwidth of the excitation produced in the

frequency domain as shown.

To obtain zero B, magnetisation (Le. a 50% population inversion) after a

pulse of duration tp requires
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which is known as a '7r/2 pulse'. Therefore, for a pulse of length Ions to

induce a spin flip requires Ix =2SMHz, which assuming a gyromagnetic

ratio of 28MHz/mT, corresponds to a field amplitude (Bx) of rvo.89xlO-3T

or8·9G.

9.3 Power Requirements

In chapter 4 it was shown that a cavity, or some other suitable resonant

circuit, may be employed to establish the necessary perpendicular fields.

By considering the signal to noise ratio of the spectrometer, a minimum

detectable number of spins (spectrometer sensitivity) was established for

a given power applied to the cavity. The field strength required to flip a

spin has been established in terms of the applied field in the above. It is

therefore desirable to estimate the field strength produced by a cavity for a

given applied power. A power Pav Watts applied to a cavity will give rise to

a maximum field B Tesla in the cavity given by [184]

B=

in which

Pav is the power applied to the cavity

B is the peak magnetic field within the cavity

Vc is the cavity volume

w is the frequency of the signal

/lo is the permeability of free space

QL is the cavity loaded Q

k is a factor depending upon the cavity shape.
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As an example, consider a 10mW excitation applied to the cavity of section

3.8. For a rectangular TE102 mode cavity k = 2 [184], the cavity has a

volume of 9x10-6m3, a Q of SOOOand is resonant at 10GHz.Therefore the

lOmW excitation produces a field of order 7.4SJ.LT.

Then, the same cavity used as the cavity in a 10GHz pulsed spectrometer

would require an applied peak power of rv3SWfor a ions 7r /2 pulse and

3S00W for a ms tt /2 pulse.

9.4 Cavity Requirements

The volume and Q of the cavity are now of vital importance. The power

required to obtain a given field depends not only on the power applied, but

according to equation 9.3

Reducing the cavityvolume is therefore advantageous. When equation 9.3 is

compared to the expressions obtained by Poole [32], the quantity k is found

to be the parameter D introduced into equation 3.68. Without changing the

resonant frequency, the best that can be done is to change from a rectangular

cavity to a cylindrical or spherical cavity.

Whilst the cylindrical cavity has a slightly increased volume compared to

the rectangular cavity, the parameter D (=k) increases more rapidly and

therefore a cylindrical cavity will give a better power to field conversion on

volume grounds. It will have a higher Q [98] and will therefore produce a

better power-magnetic field conversion than the rectangular cavity.

Note that the sphere which will result in a reduced cavity volume for a given

resonant frequency, is expected to have approximately the same value of
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D as the cylinder and which has a higher Q than either the rectangular or

cylindrical cavities [98] might be expected to produce the best power to

magnetic field conversion of any of the cavities considered.

However, there are two problems with a pulse system employing a high cavity

Q: excitation bandwidth and system dead time, both of which are discussed

below.

9.4.1 Excitation Bandwidth

If fo is the centre frequency of the cavity, and fl.f is the full width half power

(FWHP) bandwidth of the resonator, the Q of the resonator is defined to be

Q= _&_
fl.f

At 10GHz,a Qof sooo would givea FWHP bandwidth of 2MHz,which means

that the full excitation bandwidth of the Ins (sooMHz) and Ions (soMHz)

pulses discussed above could not be employed. To use the full excitation

bandwidths would require cavity Qs of 20 for the ms pulse and 200 for the

Ions pulse.

Ifthese revised Qs are employed, still using aTE 102 cavity, the powers needed

to excite the spins with a 7r/2 pulse at lOGHz are now 890Wand 890kW for

the ions and ms pulses respectively. This latter power will almost certainly

cause electrical breakdown in the waveguide, and whilst 10GHzsystems em-

ploying long (IOns) pulses are viable, IOGHzspectrometers employing very

short (ins) pulse IOGHzsystems do not appear to be viable.
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9.4.2 Cavity RingDown

It was shown in chapter 3 that provided 1/4Q2 « 1, the response of a

resonator to an impulse may be described (equation 3.11)by

(9.6)

Where i{t) is the current flowing in the cavity, and V is the amplitude ofthe

voltage excitation. Then power available from the cavity is

The envelope of this function i.e. the exponential term, determines the length

of time for which it is necessary to wait before a measurement can be made;

this phenomenon is often referred to as 'cavity ring down'.

The importance of this delay may be seen as follows. Consider a measure-

ment at lOGHz, where the sample is contained in a cavity with a Q of 200,

and in which the 7r/2pulse has an amplitude of 890W. Using equation 9.7,

immediately after the 7r/ 2 pulse is removed the cavity response envelope has

an amplitude of 22.5mW. This must decay to a level which will not obscure

the signal under investigation, and must therefore decay to a level close to

the noise floor of the detector. In section 3.8.3 it was shown that a noise floor

of 10-17WHz-1 could be expected'. In a bandwidth of 50MHz, the detector

noise floor will be of order 5xlO-7mW and therefore (using equation 9.7)

a 56ns delay will be required after the 7r/ 2 pulse to ensure that a reliable

spectrum can be measured.

The problem now encountered is that whilst the cavity response has been

"This assumed field modulation was being employed with a homodyne detector. In a

pulse experiment no field modulation is employed, however a heterodyne demodulator will

produce a similar noise floor. This is discussed in chapter 11
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decaying, so has the desired spectral information, and therefore many aver-

ages of repeated measurements may be required to obtain a useful spectrum.

9.5 A 94GHzPulseSpectrometer

The problems of producing a lOGHz based system are now clear. Any at-

tempt to produce a ms pulse requires multi kW power levels, which arises

due to the required cavity Q and cavity volume.

Increasing frequency certainly helps. A suitable rectangular cavity at 94GHz

has a volume of 5.06xlO-9m3, and the excitation bandwidth of a ms pulse

suggests that a cavity Q of 188 will be required for satisfactory excitation of

the spin system. Equation 9.2 gives an oscillating field amplitude of 8.93mT

to be required for a ms 7r/2 pulse, which using equation 9.3 is obtained for a

peak pulse power of 2kW. In a 500MHz bandwidth, the detector noise floor

is 5x10-1omWand the ring down time is approximately 4ns.

These figures represent a considerable improvement over the 10GHz fig-

ures, however considerable improvement is required to satisfy the goals of

the Hiper project which require a 1kW,ms 7r/2 pulse with a ring down time

of ms.

Assuming a peak pulse power of 1kW,a cavityQ of approximately 30 will be

required if a ring down time of ins is to be achieved. This in tum implies that

the cavity volume will have to be reduced by a factor of 6 to make allowance

for the Q reduction, if the required spin flip is to be produced.

The cavities so far considered have been rectangular metallic boxes. If a

cylindrical cavity is considered, (see table 4.1) the volume will increase by

a factor of approximately 5; the cylindrical cavity produces an improvement
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because the factor k (=D) increases by a factor of 10which leaves the power-

field conversion factor unchanged; any increase in this conversion factor is

due to the higher Q of the cylindrical cavity.

However, if the cavity is constructed from a high dielectric constant (cr)

material, the volume may be reduced by a factor of c~/2. Using Silicon (for

which cr=11.9), would reduce the cavity volume by a factor of 41. Such a

cavity would have a volume of 1.23XlO-10m3,which, using a Q of 30, would

result in a peak power requirement of 160Wfor a ms 7r/2 pulse at 94GHz.

Such cavities have been constructed using non-radiative dielectric resonators

(NRDRs) [101]. Here a dielectric cylinder is held between two conductive

plates which are cut-off at the cavity resonant frequency. The plates contain-

ing the dielectric cylinder are then placed at the end of a length ofwaveguide.

Practical results from these cavities at 190GHz [102] indicate that based on

Quartz (cr=S.6), cavity conversion factors (applied power to magnetic field)

of 49G/.;w (4.9mT/ JW) are attainable. The figures given in [102] allow a

check of the validity of the approximations made to obtain the power levels

required by a 94GHz system.

The starting point for the estimation is to estimate the volume of a rectan-

gular metallic box; for 190GHz this is of order 6xlO-10m3• Ametallic cavity

is estimated to have a Q of 700, which using equation 9.3 gives a conversion

factor of 1.2X105W/T2. This is now scaled down by c~/2(13.25), and up by

a factor of 4 to allow for the reduction in Q encountered in going from a

metallic to NRDR structure. This gives a conversion factor of 3.S3X104W/T2

or SSG/.;w, which is in remarkable agreement considering the approxima-

tions made for the cavity and Q; it indicates that the estimates made are of

the correct order of magnitude.
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9.6 Spectrometer Dead Time

Because the transients introduced by the excitation pulse must decay before

a measurement can be made, the instrument is said to be 'dead', and this

enforced delay after the end of the excitation pulse is known as the spec-

trometer dead time.

The major contributions to dead time are cavity ring down, standing waves

in the spectrometer and detector recovery from the excitation pulse.

Cavity ring down was discussed in section 9-4.2, and it has been shown that

this can only be controlled by manipulating the cavity Q. To obtain a ms ring

down a loaded cavity Q of 30 is required. This low cavity Q has consequences

for the rest of the spectrometer.

9.6.1 The Effect of Low Cavity Q

Whilst a low Q cavity could be constructed by using a lossy material for the

cavity, such a structure would be difficult to reproduce. Rather than try and

construct a low Q cavity, the loaded Q may be controlled using the coupling

coefficient between the cavity and its external circuit. Assuming a reflection

cavity, using equations 3.32 3.36 and 3.37 we have

The Q of 30 required is the loaded cavity Q, and a typical NRDR constructed

of Silicon might be expected to have an un-loaded Q of 4000, the exact value

depending upon the NRDR geometry and the conductivity of the supporting

plates, which suggests that we require a {3 of 65, i.e. the cavity must be over

coupled. Then equation 3.38, assuming resonance, gives S 11=0.97, and
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therefore when a IkW pulse is applied to the cavity, 940W will be reflected.

This reflected power will be divided between the detector input and the

source output. The circulator employed to couple power into the resonator

will offer some protection to the source; assuming 20dB isolation between

the circulator common port approximately 10Wwill arrive at the source out-

put, which may be controlled with an isolator on the source output. More

importantly approximately 930W will be delivered to the detector input,

which unless considerable care is taken will destroy the detector.

9.6.2 Receiver Requirements

An induction mode spectrometer, be it implemented using degenerate cavity

modes or polarisation coding, with careful adjustment is able to offer 30dB

to 60dB isolation and will thus reduce the power applied to the detector input

to safe levels. However, even with 60dB isolation this will result in rvodBm

being applied to the detector input which will cause the detector to ring in its

own right and it is likely that the detector will saturate. If the spectrometer

is to be usable within Ins of the end of the applied pulse, the detector must

recover from this input pulse inside Ins.

In discussing Bolometric and homodyne detectors in chapter 3, it was

pointed out that whilst InSb detectors are available which will respond to ns

pulses, they show a considerable reduction in sensitivity compared to those

employed in many homodyne systems CWspectrometers.

The wide bandwidth required to process the pulse information makes a Het-

erodyne detector very attractive, and such a detector is discussed in detail in

chapter 11.

The wide bandwidth nature of the pulse signals and the necessity of avoiding
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mixer 1/f noise, forces the use of a relatively high intermediate frequency

(IF). The necessary amplifiers with suitable bandwidths and noise figures

are available, however not only must the mixer recover from saturation, the

complete post mixer signal processing system must similarly recover.

9.6.3 Standing waves

Any impedance mismatch in the system will result in a reflection, and all ele-

ments in the system are potential sources ofmismatch. Once a reflection has

occurred, the reflected signal may its self be reflected by other spectrometer

components forming standing waves and this way the spectrometer optics

may ring in their own right.

As with all other transient responses, standing wave effects with the spec-

trometer decay in under ms, Controlling these standing waves is a major

challenge within the HiPER project, and will require high quality quasi op-

tical components.

9.7 Chapter Summary

This chapter has described parameters desirable for an ESR spectrometer

capable of recovering the information required to perform an FID spectral

measurement.

It has been shown that it is possible to design a 94GHz system, which when

driven with 1kWwill produce the required tr/2 pulse, and it has been sug-

gested that a heterodyne detector will be required to demodulate the spec-

trum. The remainder of this thesis describes the design, construction and
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testing of these key components.

In parallel with this work, colleagues have been investigating the problems of

protecting the detector, obtaining 1kWat 94GHz, and preventing the spec-

trometer ringing [185].
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CHAPTER 10

Pulsed Sources

The need for pulsed sources has been described in chapter 9. In this chapter,

a new pulse modulator is described which is able to generate HOpSGaussian

and ins 200mW (+23dBm) rectangular pulses suitable for amplification to

lkWas required by the HiPER project.

The method developed is capable of generating sub nanosecond pulses by

controlling the modulation port of a bi-phase modulator and using the non-

linearity of the multiplier chain. This technique is shown to produce pulses

with rise and fall times of order 76ps, thus producing 'nearly' rectangular

pulses of 250ps, and Gaussian pulses of l57Ps at the FWHP point, all having

full output power. Moreover, the extinction ratio of the new pulsed source

is infinite, and is able to produce pulses at repetition rates solely determined

by the pulse generator used to control the pulsed source.

In comparison, using the fastest available PIN switches as On-Off Keying

(OOK) modulators, by considering the switch rise time, it is expected that
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10.1. OOK MODULATION

full amplitude non rectangular pulses of order 2nS at the full width half

power (FWHP) point with an extinction of 60dB, should be viable.

IO, 1 Pulse Generation by On-Off Keying

OOKmay be regarded as a 100% amplitude modulation of a carrier. Per-

haps the most obvious approach to the problem is to directly generate (using

a Gunn or IMPATI oscillator) the required carrier frequency and simply

switch the diode power supply. Using an IMPATI diode, a loons pulse with

a SWoutput power has been obtained [186]. However, such oscillators are

undesirable due to their previously noted phase noise problems.

Alternatively, the carrier may be turned on and off (gated) by employing a

suitable switching element at the source output; this is the simplest method

of pulse generation, and is shown figure 10.1. For the purposes of discussion,

&-itI~Output
n_~

Source Control

Figure 10.1: OOKof a carrier using an output switch

a switch in the on state will be regarded as being transmissive (i.e. closed),

whilst a switch in the off state (i.e. open) will be regarded as being in an

attenuating state. Keyparameters are the time for transition between the on

and off states (rise and fall times), the ultimate attenuation (isolation) in the

off state, and the insertion loss of the switch.
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Mechanical solutions, whilst available, are slow; typical figures for aW-band

waveguide switch 1are switching times of order zoms, with isolations (on-off

power ratios) of 30dB.

Electronic switches based upon PIN diodes are well known. However, as

frequency increases, the power handling capability, bandwidth and isolation

of simple PIN switches decreases. In waveguide, one solution is to employ

multiple diodes [187]which in its logical conclusion results in a 'window' of

PIN diodes (reminiscent of a grid array multiplier) which restores the power

handling capability, and results in isolations of in excess of 20dB, insertion

losses of order 0.5dB and switching times of 60ns or less over a frequency

range of 26 to 40GHz (ka Band) [188].

Rather faster switches may be produced in waveguide in a finline [189] con-

struction. Byplacing the PIN diode(s) in the E-Field plane of the waveguide,

with multiple diodes extending in the direction of propagation, depending

upon the number and type of diodes employed, such constructions are able

to offer power handling of up to lOW with 75dBisolation and switching times

of order 35ns at ka Band, or switching times of 0.6ns and 20dB isolation over

a frquency range of 50 to 75GHz CV Band) [190].

10.1.1 OOK PulseProperties.

A commercially available fast PIN switch, type FPS-SPST-10/94/2/1, was

obtained from ELVA-l. This switch is advertised as having a maximum in-

sertion loss of <2dB, a rise time of <5nS and an isolation of 30dB at W

Band(75 to 1l0GHz); the actual switch obtained was selected by the manu-

lFlann Microwave W-Band waveguide switch part number 27334. Data available at

www.flann.com -checked 25 July 2005
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facturer to have a rise time ofms.
'The switch was tested using the previously described IMPATI multiplier,

with an input frequency of 7.8333GHz obtained from a ITO, to give the

required 94GHz drive. 'The94GHz source was connected as shown in figure

10.2. 'The required control pulses were obtained from an Agilent PARBERT

Control

Source

To
Oscilloscope

ov S1 PIN diode switch type FPS-SPST-10/94/2/1
A Flann Microwave attenuator type 27020
D Farran technologies Planar detector type WDPlO+5V

Figure 10.2: Method of PIN switch testing.

generator, which is capable of generating sub ns pulses, and the pulse en-

velope produced by the detector was measured using a Lecroy 'Wavemaster'

8620 6GHz oscilloscope. 'Theattenuator was adjusted to produce a known

safe power for the detector.

'The insertion loss and isolation of the switch were measured by setting

the control pulse to be permanently high (switch closed) or a permanently

low (switch open) state as required, and were found to be 2.1dBand 32.3dB

respectively. 'Theslightly higher than expected insertion loss may be due to

the waveguide extensions with which the switch was supplied.

Here we encounter the first disadvantage of PIN switches. To obtain a fi-

nal peak pulse power of 1kW (60dBm), the basic source is used to drive a

Klystron amplifier with a gain of 33dB. A single switch will therefore only

reduce the Klystron output power to 27dBm, and therefore at least two, and
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(a) PIN diode tons pulse.
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~! I"" o
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Time (DJ)

(b) PIN diode 3.9ns pulse

..u t.
\

Det_ I\-~
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 W 11 ~ q ~ ~

nme(m)

(c) PIN diode zns pulse

Figure 10.3: The pulse envelopes of a 94GHz carrier produced using a PIN

switch.
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probably three switches willbe required to givean adequate overall isolation.

With a 2dB insertion loss per switch, a source power of +33dBm (2W)will be

required to ensure the Klystron is driven to its full output power. Whilst such

a drive level is not difficult to produce, it is relatively expensive to generate;

it is not considered efficient to dissipate 1.SWof the power applied to the

switch as heat.

10.1.1.1 Measured OOK pulse properties

Figure 10.3 shows the types of pulses typically produced. The pulses are

denoted by the width of the control pulse. All the pulses show a propagation

delay of ions, which is a combination of cable and PIN driver propagation

times; in a pulsed ESR experiment this delay is not critical providing that it

remains constant. Figure 10.3(a) shows all the features of a typical pulse;

even for a long pulse such as this, the switch output is not rectangular.

Two distortions are evident. The pulse is stretched, off screen measurement

shows that the tons (measured at FWHP) control pulse produces a io.sns

pulse at 94GHz; this is due partly to a combination of the finite driver band-

width and the diode time constants. These effects also lead to the rounding

of the pulse envelope at the pulse corners. Finally, when switching off, the

pulse shows a slow, low level tail which is due to charge storage in the diodes.

Consideration of the envelope rise and fall times (measured between the 10%

and 90% of full amplitude points) gives rise and fall times of ins for both

the tons pulse and the 3.9ns pulses, which might suggest that zns full power

pulses should be attainable. The leading edge distortion prevents this.

Figure lO.3(a) shows that the pulse leading edge has two components. The

first is a fast transition from the off state to a point which is within 'JffiV of the
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final detector output level which is outside the 90% rise time measurement

point. Beyond this, pulse requires of order sns to achieve complete turn on,

and thus the shortest full amplitude pulse which ean be produced should be

of order sns. The pulse of figure 1O.3(b) was obtained after some experimen-

tation, and shows the shortest full amplitude pulse to have a 4-4ns envelope

width for a 3.9ns control pulse. The slight amplitude reduction here is due

entirely to frequency drift of the ITO during the measurement.

The effect of applying a zns control pulse to the system is shown in figure

1O.3(c); the output pulse envelope has a width of z.ms, and the reduction in

amplitude is self evident. Note that the ITO had been reset to 7.8333GHz

for this measurement, and in this ease the loss of peak power is due to the

leading edge distortion. The 'glitch' in the leading edge, shown clearly in

figure lO.3(c) and which may just be visible in figure 1O.3(b), is thought

to be due to the slightly different charge storage properties of the two PIN

diodes employed in the switch.

The PIN switch certainly generates usable pulses. However, the insertion

loss and finite isolation are potentially problematic, and it would appear not

to be possible to obtain sub ns pulses from them. An alternative method of

pulse generation was therefore sought.

10.2 Pulse Generation Using Diode Ring Mixers

The circuit diagram of a diode ring mixer (also known as a double balanced

mixer or DBM) is shown in figure 1O.4(a). Tr provides anti-phase signals

at the junctions of Dl-D4 and D2-D3 from the RF port, and similarly, T2

provides anti-phase signals to the junctions of Dl-D2 and D3-D4. IfT2 is
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01 T2RF?T1 ~LO

02 + IF

~

(a) Physical circuit of a DBM

Ri

R5

RF+

RF

R2

RF- LO-

(b) Simulation circuit of a DBM

Figure 10.4: Representations of a diode ring mixer.

perfectly balanced, there can be no LO frequency current flowing in the IF

port, the only current which flows in the IF port is the result of multiplying

the RF and LO currents in the diodes.

The multiplication action of the DBMmay be simulated by using the circuit

of figure 1O.4(b), and performing a non-linear simulation of this circuit. The

non-linear simulation was performed using a SPICE 2 derivative.

In SPICE, voltage sources provide anti-phase signals at their terminals,

which allows a simple emulation of transformer action, whilst R1 and R2

2The simulator employed was LTSPICE, which may be down loaded from

www.Linear.com -checked 28 July 2005
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provide the required loads for the RF source. The load required by the LO

source is provided by R3, R4 and Rs, in addition these resistors provide the

summing action required to obtain the IF voltages. Node labels have been

added to figure 1O.4(b), and for the purposes of demonstration all diodes

are 1N4148 types, all resistors are 1kO and the simulation is performed at

1MHz.

The IF waveform shown in figure 10.5 was obtained by applying a rising

O.I-t1-;H-tlHt-tttHt-tH+tt+H-tt-H-+I*-+f-f+-H-H-H
~
~
!l 0.0 +tt+H+HH+H++t+++t+H+HH+H++t+++t+H-I
~e:

-0.1 +it~H-HH+i+tHt+H-I+-IfH-I*I++H+4H+-l+-l

-0.2 -H"-tlt-iHtHf--IfHHft-tHlHI-f-II--f-fI--IHf--+-f1-ll--l

046 8 w ~ ~ ~ ~ w
Time ""')

Figure 10.5: IF (output) voltage of a DBMemployed as a biphase modulator.

edge between levels of -lV and +lV to the LO port of the simulation circuit

lOJ.lS into the simulation, with a sinewave of peak amplitude 1Vapplied to

the RF port. The 1800 phase change at lOJ.lS is clearly visible, which demon-

strates the multiplier action of the DBM,and its use as a biphase modulator.

Clearly therefore, applying a rising oV to +lV at the LO port should result

in a gated waveform at the LO port, and this is seen in figure 10.6. These

simulations demonstrate the multiplicative action of the DBMonly because

the circuit as simulated responds to DClevels. In reality the only DCcoupled
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0.2 +--t---i-+--t---i--l-AH--tl-t-ftl+-tHt-'i

0.1 +--+-----i-+--+-----i-++--1f+-++-Hl-H-HI-+MH-H,.-H
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Tim. u.s)

Figure 10.6: IF (output) voltage of a DBMemployed as a switch.

port is the IF port; if the simulation is performed with the switching wave-

form applied to the IF port, the output is then the difference between LO+

and LO-. Figure 1O.7(a)shows the modified simulation circuit, with figure

10.7(b) showing the simulated switching action ofthe DBM.

10.2.1 Selecting a DBM for Switch Applications.

The above simulations of the DBMbased switch indicate that a good switch-

ing action should be available. With the switch open (the control voltage is

'low'), there would appear to be perfect isolation. Indeed, because the diode

ring (for simulation purposes) consists of identical diodes and the transform-

ers have been simulated as perfectly centre tapped, there can be no output

in this condition because the DBMhas the form of a balanced ACbridge. In

reality, the diodes are not identical and the transformers are not perfectly

centre tapped and therefore there is a finite leakage between the LO and RF
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RF+ LO+

Ri

RF

R2

RF-

(a) Circuit of modified switch

O.4+--+--+--+-+-Ir-r-lr-r-lr-.--Ir-T-fr"""T"-1

-O.4+-+--+--+---4-j...L.JIj....L.lj....l....Jj..Ji....ll-L..Ji

o 2 4 6 8 w u ~ ~ 18 ~

Time",")

(b) Output of modified switch

Figure 10.7: The circuit diagram and simulated switch response of a DBM

based switch, modified to show the effect of applying the DC

switch control to the DBMLOport.

ports. When used as mixers, real DBMs show an LO-RF isolation in excess

of zodll, which reflects the isolation of the switch in the off condition, and

in selecting a DBMfor use as a switch this parameter should be maximised.

The insertion loss when the switch is closed (the control voltage is 'high')

reflects the losses associated with the transformer construction and diode

losses. When used as a mixer, the conversion loss of the DBM is specified

between the RF and IF ports. When used as a switch as described above,
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it is the loss between the RF and ill ports which is important, with two

diodes in a nominally perfect conducting condition; this is not specified for

a mixer. However, the conversion loss of the mixer reflects the losses of two

transformers and two diodes, which is the same condition as encountered in

the switch and therefore mixer conversion loss can be taken as a measure of

the switch insertion loss; this parameter should be minimised.

Diode ring mixers are available with RF-LOfrequency capabilities well into

the mm-wave region. However, the insertion loss, the relatively low power

handling capability and poor extinction ratio of these devices makes them

unattractive for direct switching of the source output frequency.

The mixer must not be driven sufficiently hard at the RF to cause damage.

For 'standard' DBMs, the damage level is usually of order +13dBm, which

suggests that +9dBm would be a safe working maximum. Whilst 'high level'

mixers are available, these employ multiple diodes in the ring and exhibit

rather high conversion losses.

Assuming a mixer which has been optimised for operation at the frequency

of interest, the rise time of the switch (the time taken for an open to closed

or closed to open transition) is determined by the bandwidth of the signal

ports. Mixers with large RF and LO bandwidths are readily available at

7GHz, and SGHz bandwidths on these ports are not hard to identify. The

IF bandwidth is a little more troublesome, although 4GHz bandwidths are

available. These bandwidths ensure that pulses of order scops (equivalent

to half the IF bandwidth) should be viable.
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10.3 Pulsesand Multipliers

Whilst the DBM switch is not attractive for direct switching of the source

output frequency, there remains the possibility of using a DBMbased switch

to gate the drive to a multiplier chain. It is now demonstrated that using

the DBMbased switch to drive a diode based multiplier results in very short

pulses with infinite extinction ratios.

Figure 10.8 shows a DBMbased switch inserted between a source and

Source
Output

Control

Figure 10.8: The use of a DBMbased switch in a multiplier chain.

a multiplier chain and the way in which the various ports of the DBM are

employed. If an amplifier is required to overcome the DBMloss, it is inserted

in the Warm of the multiplier.

The properties of both varistor and varactor diode frequency multipliers

were presented in section 5.4 in terms of their harmonic content and ef-

ficiency. In the following sections the effect such multipliers upon a pulse

modulated sinusoid is investigated.
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Figure 10.9: Diode current for various values of applied sinusoidal (voltage)

drive, the sinusoid is included for reference.

10.3.1 Varistor multipliers

For voltage V = f (t) applied to a diode, the current is of the form (chapter

5)

(10.1)

where r: = V/,VT, and all terms are defined in chapter 5. Figure 10.9 shows

the (normalised) diode current for various sinusoidal (f(t) = sin(wt)) drive

levels. As the drive level increases the distortion becomes greater i.e. the

current pulse narrows. It is this distortion which is responsible for harmonic

generation.

From the point ofviewofpulse generation it is the variation of the pulse shape

with /'i, which is important. With a sufficiently small applied voltage, /'i, = 0.1

for example, the output current is still sinusoidal and no multiplication

occurs. Thus, with themultiplier output tuned to the Nth harmonic there

is no output from the multiplier. It is apparent therefore that there is a
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Figure 10.10: Diode response to a Gaussian voltage pulse, showing the pulse

compression expected from a varistor multiplier

threshold below which there is no output from the multiplier, and it is

not necessary for the switch element to offer 100% isolation, the switch

need only take the input amplitude above and below the threshold at which

multiplication occurs. Thus a switching element with a finite isolation, when

used with a multiplier, is expected to produce an infinite extinction ratio at

the multiplier output.

Figure 10.10 shows the diode current for an applied voltage of the form

f(t) = exp [-2.7726t2] with K = 10,which shows clearly that the diode non

linearity is able to introduce considerable sharpening of the leading and

trailing edges on the diode current pulse.

Now consider the case in which the voltage applied to the multiplier diode is

a sinusoid modulated by a Gaussian; it is of the form

f(t) = e-lCt2 coswt (10.2)
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The spectrum of the diode current is therefore the spectrum of

An approximation to the spectrum may be obtained as follows. Using a

Taylor expansion, the Gaussian may be approximated as

which reduces equation 10.3 to

(10.5)

(10.6)

Using the 'slow envelope' approximation' we have

and equation 10.6 reduces to

(10.8)

Thus, the diode current spectrum is the convolution of the spectra of the

two exponential terms. The spectrum of the first exponential (exp [/'i, coswt])

is given by equation 5.9. The second term is a Gaussian, and its spectrum

is another (narrower) Gaussian. Therefore the spectrum of the multiplier

output, is a series of Gaussian envelopes centred on harmonics of the input

frequency, Le. there will be a gaussian envelope pulse containing each har-

monic waveform.

Whilst equation 10.4 is a gross approximation, the neglected higher order

terms only change the steepness of the transition, and the analysis confirms

that the multiplication of a pulse results in a narrower pulse at the desired

harmonic.
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10.3.2 Varactor multipliers

If a semiconductor junction is reverse biased by a voltage V, the charge

stored in the resulting depletion layer is given by equation 5.13 as

[ ]

1/2

Q(V) =a, 1-~

in which all terms have been previously defined in section 5-4.1.2. Then the

diode current due a varying reverse bias is

I (V) = !!:_Q(V) = dQ dV
dt dV dt (10.10)

If the applied reverse bias is a Gaussian modulated sinusoid of the form

V (t) = e-kt2 sinwt (io.n)

then the diode current is given by

[

2 ]-1/2e-kt sinwt
1= Cjo 1- Vb [wcoswt - 2ktsinwt] e-kt2 (10.12)

in which all quantities have been previously defined. Applying a Taylor

expansion to the first term of this, retaining only the first two terms of the

expansion and the use of standard trigonometric identities yields

1= Cjo (wcoswt - 2ktsinwt) e-kt2 + ~o (w sin 2wt - 2ktcos2wt) e-2kt2

(10.13)

The analysis of section 5.4.1.2 shows that when driven with a single tone,

the varactor multiplier produces only the driving frequency and the sec-

ond harmonic of the driving signal. This is demonstrated again in equation

10.13. However, in this case the fundamental component is modulated by

the original Gaussian envelope, whilst the second harmonic component of

the diode current is modulated by a Gaussian which is narrower than initial
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Figure 10.11: The response of a varactor diode to a Gaussian envelope voltage

pulse, showing the pulse compression expected from a varactor

multiplier.

modulating Gaussian.

Once again it should be noted that the truncation of the Taylor expansion

is an over simplification. The neglected terms introduce additional pulse

steepening.

A comparison between the applied Gaussian envelope and the Gaussian en-

velope modulating the second harmonic component of the diode current is

shown in figure 10.11. This shows clearly the pulse compression produced

by the varactor multiplier. Comparing figures 10.10 and 10.11 indicates

that the varistor multiplier might be expected to produce a higher level of

pulse compression than the varactor multiplier. This is not necessarily so.

The pulse compression shown for the varistor multiplier was obtained for a

relatively high drive level, and the level of compression obtained from the

varistor multiplier is highly dependant upon the peak power applied to the

multiplier. Whilst the simple model of the varactor diode used above does
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not predict that the degree of compression obtained from the varactor multi-

plier would be drive level dependent, a more detailed model [143] shows that

varactor multiplier performance is indeed drive level dependent. Therefore

compression is expected to be a function of drive level. However, the depen-

dency is not expected to be as strong for the varactor as it is for the varistor.

Finally it is noted here that measurement of the input -output power transfer

characteristic (section 10.4.1) shows there to be an input power threshold

below which no multiplication occurs, an effect not observable in the simple

model used here.

Section summary

The high insertion loss and poor isolation of the DBM switch are not now

important. If the RF input to the DBM is maintained at a safe level, any

loss may be overcome with a suitable amplifier at the LOport; it is only nec-

essary to ensure that the amplifier has sufficient bandwidth that the pulses

generated are not distorted. Further, provided the switch-amplifier combi-

nation is able to produce sufficient power variation at the multiplier input to

induce the required nonlinearity, significant pulse compression occurs and

it is possible to generate very narrow pulses with an infinite extinction ratio.

10.4 The Properties of Multiplied Pulses

The DBMselected was the Hittite HMC220SM8 which has RF and LOport

frequency ranges of S-12GHz, and an IF frequency range of DC to 4GHz.

This device is specified to have an LO-RF isolation of 2SdB at 7GHz, and a
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conversion loss of 8dB.

10.4.1 DBM Attenuation Characteristics.

The attenuation characteristics of the HMC220 were measured by applying

+6dBm to the RF port, a variable DClevel to the IF port and monitoring the

power delivered to the LO port as a function of IF port voltage. The results

are shown in figure 10.12.

The insertion loss, measured at 4.SdB, is considerably better than the
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Figure 10.12: The transfer characteristic of an HMC220 CRF-LO port) as a

function of IF port DClevel.

expected 8dB, whilst the isolation, measured at 16dB, is rather worse than

expected. An attempt to improve the isolation by driving the LO port through

a Son 3dB pad did not improve matters, and there is as yet no explanation

of this effect.

The question therefore is will this change in attenuation be sufficient to drive
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the subsequent diode multipliers between no output and full output?

The power change required to take the complete multiplier chain from zero

to full output was investigated by driving the multiplier of section 7.4.2 from

a 7.8333GHz source, and monitoring the 94GHz output power.

The results of this measurement are shown in figure 10.13. It is now clear
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Figure 10.13=The power transfer characteristic of a 7.833GHz to 94GHz

multiplier chain.

that the 16dBvariation in the power output from the switch is sufficient to

drive the multiplier chain from no output to full output.

10.4.2 PulseParameters.

Apulse system, based upon the multiplier of section 7-4.3, and using a DBM

as the switching element, was constructed and tested. The block diagram is

shown in figure 10.14.

The 7.8333GHz oscillator may be any of the previously discussed types. At-
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AMP CIAO Wireless model CAsl0-31
At Fixed attenuator
A2 ARRA attenuator type TS-6804-30
DBM Hittite type HMC 220

Control

Jl
To multiplier

To detector

Figure 10.14: Realisation of a DBMbased multiplier

tenuator A1is required to ensure the drive level applied to the DBMRF port

is within safe limits; using a ITO as the source of7.8333GHz, an attenuation

of 6dB ensures that the power applied to the RFport is of order 9dBm, which

is 6dB less than the maximum specified safe level.

Although some measured parameters are available, the power distribution

was calculated on a 'worst case' basis. The minimum LO-RF loss is 8dB,

which with the switch closed and based on 6dBm at the RF port gives

- 2dBm at the LO port. Therefore, because the first multiplier stage might

require +17dBm to give full output, AMP1requires a gain of 19dB.The am-

plifier specified is a custom derivative of a standard part, and offers 28dB

+1.2dB/-O.4SdB over the SGHz to 10GHz octave. In reality, the first mul-

tiplier requires considerably less than +17dBm to produce an output which
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will damage the following mixer stages, and therefore attenuator A2 is pro-

vided to allow the multiplier to be adjusted to a safe operating condition.

The system was set up by monitoring (using Mi amd M2) the current drawn

by the final diode multiplier blocks. With attenuator A2 set to maximum

attenuation, the switch was closed (a 3V signal applied to the IF port) and

the attenuator adjusted to give safe currents in both multipliers as previously

described.

The output of the source was measured using the Flann planar diode detector

type WPDIO. However, the pulses generated using the HMC220 proved to

be so fast that the Lecroy oscilloscope perviously employed was found to have

insufficient bandwidth to show the true pulse shape; an Agilent DSOS1204A

oscilloscope, which has a bandwidth of 12GHz was employed for these mea-

surements. Typical pulses are shown in figures io.ista) and io.istb). Both

these pulses are full power pulses; note the negative going pulse envelope is

obtained because the detector produces an increasingly negative voltage for

higher powers.

The rise times of the pulses are remarkably consistent at 70ps to Sops (which

is the rise time ofthe oscilloscope), therefore a ms pulse would show essen-

tially vertical edges and would appear as a rectangular pulse.

10.5 Chapter summary

It has been demonstrated that PIN diodes have considerable limitations

when used as OaK modulators at 94GHz. They are able to generate dis-

torted full power pulses of a few ns width, whilst shorter pulses may only

be generated at the expense of output power; i.e. the PIN switch never fully
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(a) DBM U5ps pulse envelope.

. ···t·.··I·,t, I ·t··...···'-. ~ T

(b) DBM 250PS pulse envelope.

Figure 10.15: The pulse envelopes of a 94GHz carrier produced using a DBM

based switch to gate the input to a multiplier chain 235
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closes. Whilst an extinction ratio of 30dB may be acceptable for low power

systems, for pulse powers of 1kW (+6odBm), the leakage power through the

open switch is 30dBm (lW), which is rather more power than is used by

many 94GHz spectrometers for CW (or pulse!) experiments.

By considering the action of a biphase modulator in conjunction with a diode

based multiplier chain, it has been possible to demonstrate that sub ns pulses

with full power output and infinite extinction ratios are possible.

Itis, of course, perfectly in order to use a PIN switch to gate the power applied

to a multiplier chain. This would increase the extinction ratio and sharpen

the edges of the pulse envelope. As a further benefit, provided the switch

modulated the multiplier input power across the multiplier threshold, there

would appear to be no reason that a PIN based switch would not be able to

generate sub ns second pulses.



CHAPTER 11

A 94GHz Heterodyne

Demodulator

Having excited the sample spin system by applying a series of mm-wave

pulses, it is now necessary to detect the signal radiated by the sample as

it relaxes. This chapter is concerned with the design and realisation of a

heterodyne demodulator suitable for use in both a 94GHz CWspectrometer,

and a 94GHz ms pulsed instrument.

Aword of caution is needed here. In the following sections the detector will

be described as responding to a ms pulse. This is not the ins pulse used

to excite the spin system, indeed considerable effort must be expended to

prevent such a response. Rather, because the relaxation of the excited spin

system can occur on a ns time scale the detector must have sufficient band-

width to respond to a ns timescale pulse.
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11.1. THE HETERODYNE DEMODULATOR

11.1 The Heterodyne Demodulator

Ithas been demonstrated in previous chapters that, for a CWspectrometer,

a simple homodyne detector can offer excellent performance and a sensitive

high frequency quasi-optical spectrometer has been discussed in chapter 3.

It should be noted that the homodyne detector has a high sensitivity because

the field modulation produces a signal at the mixer output removed from the

low frequency eLF) 1/f noise content of the InSb mixer.

The homodyne detector, requiring only one source, is a relatively simple sys-

tem to engineer. It has the additional property that the main spectrometer

signal and the signal used in the demodulation process are coherent and

therefore the effect of source phase noise may be minimised by ensuring that

both the main spectrometer and detector signals have the same path length.

For a 94GHz pulse spectrometer, typical InSb detector elements are too slow

to respond on the required ns timescales. A solution to this is the heterodyne

demodulator, the outline ofwhich is shown in figure 11.1.

Here, the source SI at frequency Ft provides the signal to excite the sample

spin system. The signal returning from the cavity at frequency Ft is now

mixed with a second frequency F2 provided by source S2; in the special case

in which Fl=F2, the detector is a Homodyne system. However if Fl#F2,

the mixer IF output is a signal with a carrier frequency of !FI-F2!, the sum

frequency being neglected.

It is now seen that the heterodyne scheme, requiring two sources, is rather

more complex than the homodyne scheme and that minimising the effects

of source phase noise are rather more complicated.
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Ft
I----____;;",;;,_---. To sample

Mixer
To Power
Measurement +-----4
System

Figure 11.1: The block diagram of a Heterodyne detector.

11.1.1 Choice of IFFrequency

In the case of the homodyne detector, which may be regarded as a heterodyne

detector with a very low, (essentially zero) IF frequency, for a CW system

the frequency of demodulation is the field modulation frequency and this

may be regarded as the 'true' homodyne IF frequency. In the case of the

heterodyne scheme, the IF frequency is independent of the field modula-

tion frequency, being determined entirely by the relative frequencies of the

sources. However, if the heterodyne demodulator is used in conjunction

with field modulation, the detection frequency is the IF frequency plus or

minus the field modulation frequency.

In a communications system the choice of IF frequency is determined pri-

marily by the requirements of adjacent channel and image rejection [191].

In a CWESR spectrometer, the requirements are set by the need to avoid LF

mixer noise, whilst in a pulsed spectrometer, the IF frequency is determined

by the need to avoid LF noise and the pulse width.
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The effect of LF noise on spectrometer sensitivity was considered in section

3.8. The LF noise generated by the mixer diodes is highly dependent upon

the materials used in and the construction of the diodes. For example InP

diodes for use in a 94GHz mixer show excess noise for IF frequencies ex-

tending to approximately 10MHz [192],whilst silicon diodes at 7SGHzshow

no excess noise at IF frequencies above approximately 200kHz [193]. Thus,

it would appear reasonable to require an IF frequency in excess of 10MHz

for a 94GHz CWspectrometer.
Figure 11.2shows the spectrum of the mixing process for a signal with an

extended RF bandwidth; the frequencies F1 and F2 are referred to in figure

11.1.The LO signal (F2) is mixed with the signal frequency (F1), and taking

-l/tp +l/tp -l/tp +l/tp

I--------.Frequency
oHz

Figure 11.2:The spectrum of the mixing process for a pulsed signal, having

a pulse width tp, showing the way in which various components

of the spectrum are converted to the IF frequency.

the difference frequency results in the IF frequency F if. Energy contained in

frequencies extending below the signal frequency mixes with the LO signal

and extends below the IF frequency (only the limit is shown in figure 11.2),
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and similarly energy contained in frequencies above the signal frequency

mixes with the LO signal and extends above the IF frequency. In this way,

the information is simply translated to the IF frequency by the mixer.

For a rectangular pulse of width tp, the first zero of the RF spectrum (and

therefore the IF spectrum) does not occur until a frequency of ±1/ tp centered

on the IF frequency. The low frequency component of the IF signal should

not extend into the mixer diode 1/f region, which for a ms pulse suggests a

minimum IF frequency of 1.lGHz.

Beyond these considerations, the choice of IF frequency is one of conve-

nience. The availability of filters amplifiers and other components for the

cellular telephone market make these frequencies very attractive for the IF

frequency. A convenient frequency is 1800MHz which is close to the cellular

GSM band (18oSMHz-188oMHz) base station frequencies.

11.2 Local Oscillator Generation

Having established the IF frequency at 18ooMHz, the local oscillator (LO)

frequency is now easily established. To prevent inversion of the spectrum

(Le. the portion of the spectrum in below the signal frequency appearing

on the high frequency side of the IF centre frequency and visa-versa) which

would occur if the LO signal were placed above the signal frequency (high side

injection), the LO is placed below the signal frequency (low side injection).

With an IF of 1800MHz this gives an LO frequency of 92.2GHz.

Methods of generating such frequencies have been discussed in the context

of generating the main spectrometer signal and a multiplier technique is

employed to generate the required LO frequency.
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Power Divider fs..__,::.::_ .. To Sample

Interpolation
Oscillator

Figure 11.3: Generation of the spectrometer LO signal using an interpola-

tion oscillator. Port allocation on the interpolation mixer is

discussed in the text.

Clearly, two independent oscillators, one for the signal and one for the LO

could be employed. However if either oscillator frequency changes relative

to the other, the IF frequency changes, and any IF signal processing would

have to account for this change. This may be avoided by using a master

oscillator to derive both the main spectrometer signal and the LOfrequency,

as shown in figure 11.3. The power from the master oscillator is divided

into two, not necessarily equal amplitude, components. One output of the

power divider is applied to a multiplier (multiplier 1) and generates the main

spectrometer signal as previously discussed. The second output is applied to

the RF port of a suitable mixer (the interpolation mixer) and is mixed with a

fixed, highly stable frequency, provided by the interpolation oscillator. The

output of the interpolation mixer is now multiplied using multiplier 2, to

obtain the required LOfrequency.

Let multiplier 1multiply by a factor n and multiplier 2 multiply by a factor
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m. Then

(u.i)

(n.z)

Now, the demodulator uses low side injection, and therefore Flo < Fs, and
thus Fimo = E; - Fu« giving

Then if m = n the IF frequency is independent of the master oscillator

frequency (Fm) and depends only upon the frequency of the interpolation

oscillator. It would appear logical to select m = n = 12 because this factor

was selected as the multiplication factor to produce the main spectrometer

signal. This then fixes the frequency plan for the spectrometer, and this is

shown in figure 11.4.

11.2.1 The Interpolation Mixer

As was noted previously when discussing pulse generation (section 10.2.1),

mixers with suitable frequency responses to beyond 7GHz for all ports are

not easy to identify. However, the symmetry of the diode ring mixer means

that the functions of the LO and IF ports may be exchanged and the Hittite

mixer type HMC220MS8 used for both the pulse generator and phase noise

measurement may be used as the interpolation mixer.

The mixer must however be driven with care. The maximum powers which

may be applied to the HMC220MS8 RF and IF ports is +13dBm. A 150MHz

drive level of +10dBm applied to the IF port keeps the IF port within safe

dissipation limits. When driven normally, the mixer ldB compression point
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Power Divider
r-}---------i~ X12 940Hz Sample

92.20Hz

150MHz
1800MHz

Interpolation
Oscillator

Figure 11-4:Frequency plan of a 94GHz spectrometer based on two X12mul-

tiplier chains and an 1800MHz IF frequency.

is at best +8dBm and at worst +4dBm with +13dBmoflocal oscillator drive.

With the mixer LOand IF ports exchanged, it is not clear how the mixer will

perform in terms of compression, conversion loss and output distortion.

The performance of the mixer has considerable bearing upon the design

of the interpolation oscillator in terms of the required power output. The

HMC220MS8 was therefore investigated to determine optimum drive levels.

A power division scheme, which delivers sufficient power to the main signal

multiplier and a low level signal to the interpolation mixer is shown in figure

11.5,which also shows typical measured powers at each point.

11.2.2 Mixer saturation

The mixer saturation performance was investigated by applying the -o.8dBm

7.833GHz signal from the power distribution system to the RF port of

the HMC220MS8 and a variable amplitude 150MHz signal to the IF port.
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-o.8dBm -o.8dBm

Output 2 OUtput 1

DC lOdB directional coupler Narda type 4014C
PD 3dB power divider Narda type 4314B-3

Figure 11.5: Power distribution for the interpolation chain.

The mixer performance was determined by measuring the amplitude of the

7.683GHz mixer product on the LO port as a function of the 150MHz power.

The result is shown in figure 11.6. With -o.8dBm applied to the RF port the

mixer is IdB compressed with +2dBm of 150MHz applied to the IF port. This

then indicates the region in which the mixer may be operated. Noting that

the conversion loss (RF to LO) is highly dependent upon the 150MHz drive

level, it is concluded that the highest possible 150MHz drive level should be

employed.

Itwould appear that with -o.8dBm at 7.833GHz applied to the RF port and

odBm at 150MHz applied to the IF port, the mixer is not significantly com-

pressed and the conversion gain (7.833GHz to 7.683GHz) is expected to be of

order -15dB. These were the drive levels selected for the interpolation mixer.
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Figure 11.6: The power handling of the HMSC220MS8 when driven with

odBm applied to the RF port, a variable 150MHz signal applied

to the IF port and power is extracted from the LO port.

11.2.3 The Interpolation Oscillator

The interpolation oscillator must be low noise and thermally stable. The

low noise requirement ensures that the LO noise is dominated by only one

source, the master oscillator, whilst the stability ensures that, because the

only source of drift is the interpolation oscillator, drift is minimised.

A crystal oscillator will achieve both these goals. Itmust produce a frequency

of 150MHz and provide two outputs each of +iodlsm. One of these drives
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the interpolation mixer whilst the other is used (after multiplication) in a

homodyne detector stage.
The high Q of the quartz crystal ensures the intrinsic noise of the oscillator

is low, however attention must be paid to the amplitude limiting mechanism

of the oscillator to obtain the ultimate performance [176]. The thermal

stability of a crystal oscillator depends upon the type (cut) of the crystal, and

upon the variation of the crystal load.

11.2.3.1 Choice of oscillator circuit

150MHz crystal oscillators, based on a 150MHz crystal are notoriously diffi-

cult to design, and make reliable. The difficulty arises with the actual crystal.

Crystals for use above approximately 30MHz are cut so that the crystal blank

vibrates in an overtone mode and 3rd overtone units are viable to approxi-

mately 140MHz. Beyond this, 5th and even higher overtones are required.

The problem with high overtone crystals is that they become more difficult

to excite, having a high equivalent series resistance and they show a re-

markable ability to oscillate preferentially at lower overtones and unwanted

crystal modes. Thus whilst simple circuits can be made to function, consid-

erable care must be taken to ensure that the oscillator loop gain is reduced

to prevent oscillation at unwanted crystal modes and overtones [194].

Using a third overtone crystal at 75MHzand doubling to the desired 150MHz

output is viable. However, the oscillator must generate a comb of frequencies

spaced at 75MHz and the filter required to ensure even moderate spectral

purity is difficult to design with reasonable insertion loss. To avoid some of

the problems of filtering a 150MHz oscillator was constructed using a two

transistor Butler configuration and a s"overtone 150MHz crystal.
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11.2.3.2 Realisation of the interpolation Oscillator

The circuit diagram of the complete oscillator is shown in figure 11.7. This

configuration is recommended for series resonant crystals, and is stated to

have 'good' frequency stability [19S]. Q1 and Q2 form the oscillator proper.

Q1 is a common base configuration, the input resistance of which is domi-

nated by re (= 1/gm) where gm is the device transconductance and is therefore

determined by the device collector current. Q2 forms an emitter follower

which provides a low source resistance to drive the crystal network. Power is

extracted from the oscillator via the directional coupler DC1, which couples

minimum energy out of the feedback loop and thus maintains the oscillator

Q.
The design follows the recommendations of [19S], although without exact

crystal and transistor parameters, the component values obtained must rep-

resent a 'best guess' and some experimentation must be expected.

A lsoMHz s" overtone crystal is expected to have an effective series resis-

tance of order 1000, which according to [19S] suggests an input resistance

of order 33.30 for Q1. The input resistance of the common base stage' is

26
re=-

IE
(l1.S)

where re is in Ohms and IE, the device emitter current, is in rnA; thus Q1

requires a collector current of order 1.3mA. Resistor values are now obtained

by assuming the bases of Q1 and Q2 to be at approximately 6V, half the

regulated supply voltage. Q1 is biased as described, whilst Q2 is biased to

approximately maximise the device current gain.

"The relationships used for transistor biasing and gain calculation are contained in [196].
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Assuming the crystal network sufficiently bypasses Rg, the stage gain of Q1

is given by

A _ RL
v- (11.6)

where RL is the collector load of Q1and this must be sufficient to overcome

the losses associated with the crystal network, the directional coupler and

the emitter follower. The directional coupler has a gain of o.B7X, the emitter

follower has a gain of order o.Bx and the crystal network has a gain of 0.25x,

a total loss of 0.174Xwhich gives a stage gain of 5.7Xfor Q1for a total loop

gain of unity. At start up the loop gain must exceed this value, and a gain of

20Xis selected, the collector load must therefore be of order 666 O.

The collector load of Q1is the parallel combination of the equivalent parallel

resistance of L1 and the input resistance of the emitter follower (500 by

virtue of R4 and Rg) transformed by the action of L1,C1and C2 which must

resonate at 150MHz.

An inductance of 7BnHis assumed, which is provided by a Coilcraft inductor

type 146-02joB which will be brought to resonance at 150MHz by a total

collector capacitance of order 14pF. Assuming circuit stray capacitances of

10pF, the total capacitance of Cl and C2 needs to be of order 4pF. The

selected inductor has a Q of 100 at 50MHz, and thus an effective parallel

resistance of BkO. Hence the collector network must transform the 500 load

to approximately 7000. At resonance, the impedance transformation ratio

of the collector network is

which gives initial component values shown in table 11.1.

The limiting action of the oscillator must now be considered. Without D1

and D2 the amplitude of the oscillations will increase until either Q1or Q2
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R3 3k9 R7 680n

Cl lspF C2 sp6

Ll 78nH

Table 11.1:Initial component values for the lsoMHz oscillator

saturates, which will result in a drive levelof several volts being applied to the

crystal network; this drive level is too high. According to [19S]a drive level

of 600mV (peak) is about optimum. Diodes Di and D2 clamp the output of

Qi to approximately this value without reducing the stage gain.

The remainder of the oscillator circuit is associated with raising the output

power to a suitable level and providing some harmonic filtering.

Although the reasons are not discussed here, it is sometimes desirable to

maintain a known phase relationship between the main spectrometer signal

and the local oscillator. In such cases it is desirable to provide for the voltage

control of the main and interpolation oscillator frequencies so that it may

be phase locked to a low frequency master oscillator. The output available

on connector SL2 is provided to drive the required phase locking circuitry.

Outputs Xi and X2 are provided as the oscillator outputs, and are used to

drive the interpolation mixer, and additional circuitry required for process-

ing of the 1800MHz IF signal of the spectrometer.

The LCnetwork between DC2and IC2 forms a lowpass filter. Initial compo-

nent values were obtained using an approach based on m-derived sections,

with m=0.6 and assuming Son load impedances for each section. The trans-

mission zero of the centre section was placed at 300MHz, and all sections

were designed to have a cut-off frequency of 240MHz. The filter component

values were then optimised to use standard capacitor values and realistic

2S1
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inductances. This filter is set up by observing the oscillator harmonic con-

tent and adjusting the inductors for lowest loss at 150MHz and maximum

harmonic rejection.

Crystal networks

As indicated in figure 11.7,the crystal is placed between the points XN1and

XN2. Three networks are required, one for fixed frequency operation with

fundamental mode crystals, one for fixed frequency operation with overtone

crystals and one for voltage controlled operation. These are shown in figure

n.8. The exact frequency of the oscillator is set by adjusting the crystal

loading. In the case of the oscillator employing fundamental mode crystals

(figure n.8(a)) the frequency is set by adjusting the total capacitive loading

using C4. In the case of overtone oscillators (figures n.8(b) and n.8(c)),

the loading is required to be inductive and the frequency is set using lA.

In both overtone oscillators, the inductor LX is included to remove the ef-

fect of the crystal static capacitance (Co), a parasitic capacitance introduced

by the metallisation of the crystal blank during manufacture. At low fre-

quencies, Co presents a relatively high impedance and it is not a problem.

However as frequency increases the impedance of Co may fall to a point at

which the crystal is effectivelybypassed, and the oscillator will not 'lock' to

the crystal frequency. LXis employed to resonate Coat the crystal frequency.

11.2.3.3 Crystal Oscillator Performance

In setting up the 150MHz oscillator, considerable experimentation was re-

quired to ensure reliable starting of the oscillator. Particular attention had
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C2 22p

XNl < Cl I~~DI Xl C3 IIl80P ) XN2

~

(a) Fixed frequency fundamental usage. Note that C2 may not be

required.

XN1 < II
C1 10p

LA

(b) Fixed frequency overtone usage.

/ 1011XN1~
C1

L-- __ G_ND__ -+-__ ~ Control

(c) Voltage controlled after [177].

Figure 11.8: Crystal networks employed with the Butler crystal oscillator.

to be paid to the value of R3, and reliable starting could not be guaranteed

until this value had been reduced to 390ft

The initial value of Li (a nominal 78nH) was satisfactory, but was always set
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R3 390D R7 680D

Cl lSpF C2 Sp6

Ll 90nH LA 108nH LX l6snH

Table 11.2: Final component values for the lsoMHz oscillator. Inductor

values are nominal, mid adjustment values.

to its maximum inductance. Achange to a nominal oonlf (Coilcraft inductor

type l46-03j08), indicating rather less than lOpF stray capacitance in the

collector circuit ofQi, provided a rather more satisfactory adjustment range.

The final component values are shown in table 11.2

The fixed frequency oscillator (XCO)

The fixed frequency lsoMHz oscillator is constructed using the crystal net-

work of figure 11.8Ch)and is set up as follows. The crystal and LA are

temporally replaced with a short and Li is adjusted to give a frequency of

oscillation of approximately lsoMHz. Removing the short across the crystal,

a Sp6 capacitor (this value is close to the typical value of Co) is used in place

of the crystal and LXis adjusted so that oscillation stops. The short across

LAis removed, the Sp6 is replaced with the crystal and LAis adjusted to give

the desired crystal locked frequency.

Figure l1.9(a) shows the spectrum of the oscillator at Xi (or X2). The

harmonic rejection is rather worse than might have been expected. The

spectrum at SL2 shows the 2nd harmonic to be less than lodB below the

fundamental, so the filter is improving matters. The reason for the poor

rejection is that there is sufficient drive from the amplifier IC2 to drive the

second stage of amplification into saturation.
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Figure 11.9: The harmonic and phase noise spectra of the fixed frequency

150MHz crystal oscillator.
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The 150MHz crystal oscillator was powered from an 18Vlead-acid battery

pack and the phase noise was measured using an Agilent VCOtest set equip-

ment type 4352B. Figure 11.9(b) shows the result of this measurement as

the 'measured' line. However, when compared to the phase noise spectrum

of the oscillator after multiplication by a factor of 12, it was observed that

the process ofmultiplication had degraded the XCOphase noise by less than

the minimum 21.6dB expected as a result of the multiplication. This was

attributed to the oscillator phase noise being of the same order as the mea-

suring instrument noise floor. Therefore a corrected phase noise spectrum

was constructed by subtracting 21.6dBfrom the multiplier output spectrum,

and this forms the 'corrected' line of figure 11.9(b). The validity of this

correction is demonstrated by the agreement between the 'humps' between

offset frequencies of 20kHz and 1MHz.

With the exception of the phase noise hump, which will be discussed shortly,

this oscillator has a phase noise which is 20dB better Gower, c.f. figure 8.1)

than the 7.833GHz DRO.1t is therefore expected that the phase noise contri-

bution of the 150MHz oscillator to the interpolation chain phase noise may

be neglected.

The Voltage controlled oscillator (VCXO)

Should it be necessary to ensure thatthe 7.833GHz oscillator and the 150MHz

oscillator maintain a fixed phase relationship, the DROmay be replaced with

a PMYfO, the 150MHz XCOwith a Voltage Controlled Crystal Oscillator

(VCXO)and both may then be phase locked to a common reference oscilla-

tor.
A150MHzVCXOmay be constructed using the oscillator circuit of figure 11.7
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by replacing the network of figure 11.8(b)with that of figure 11.8(c). It is

important to note that the oscillator will tune 'backwards' Le.high frequency

will correspond to oVapplied to the control line, and this must be considered

when phase locking the VCXo. The 6Vbias applied to the common cathode

of the varactor diodes means that in this case, because the diode must always

be reverse biased, the maximum control voltage must not exceed 6V.

This VCXOis rather difficult to align correctly because all the adjustments

interact. The oscillator is aligned by individually shorting the various sec-

tions of the crystal network, and removing the short circuits as the alignment

proceeds. With all shorts in place, once L1has been set to give a nominal

frequency of 150MHz, the short across the crystal is removed and with a

5p6 capacitor in place of the crystal, LXis adjusted as above. With a crystal

inserted, the shorts across LAand the diode network are now removed, the

control voltage is set to the mid point of the control range (3V for the net-

work as shown) and the frequency is set by adjusting LA. C4 sets the tuning

linearity of the VCXO,but in reality the combination of C4 and LAis set to

give satisfactory oscillation over the VCXOtuning range.

The VCXOwas constructed without the voltage regulator, but is otherwise

identical to the fixed frequency oscillator. The oscillator was tested using a

12Vlead-acid battery pack. The harmonic content of the VCXOis similar

to that of the fixed frequency oscillator, the VCXOtuning and phase noise

performances are shown in figure 11.10.The tuning curve for this VCXOis

shown in figure 11.1O(a).The object of producing a VCXOis to allow phase

locking such that the 7.833GHz and 7·683GHzsignal bear a fixed phase rela-

tionship to each other and one of the major contributions to a relative phase

change between the oscillators is thermal drift. The crystal has a thermal

stability of ±30ppm over the temperature range -20°C to 70°C which over
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(a) 150MHz VCXO tuning curve
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Figure 11.10: The tuning curve and phase noise spectrum of the 150MHz

voltage controlled crystal oscillator.
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the expected operating temperature range of 10 "C to 30°C amounts to less
than ±4Ppm and is easily compensated by this vexo.
Figure 1l.1O(b) shows the phase noise spectrum of the vexo which was

measured using the Agilent veo test set equipment type 4352B at 150MHz

i.e. not multiplied. There are two important differences between the spectra

of the vexo and the the xeD. The 'cluster' of spectral lines evident between
offsets of approximately zklfz and 3kHz are a parasitic oscillation which

was not evident when undertaking initial development using a conventional

spectrum analyser; further investigation of this problem is required. These

parasitic oscillations distort the phase noise spectrum as the offset frequency

falls to tkflz: a straight line extrapolation from 10kHz to tkflz indicates that

in the absence of these parasitic effects the vexo would have an 'uncor-

rected' iklfz phase noise of -nodlsc/Hz.

The phase noise 'hump' evident in figure 1l.9(b) is no longer visible. The

only difference between the two oscillators is the voltage regulator and this

therefore suggests that attention should be paid to this aspect of the oscil-

lator. A further indication that the voltage regulator may be generating a

phase noise problem is that the vexo phase noise below an offset of 10kHz

is consistently (ignoring the parasitic oscillation) 1dBto 2dB lower than the

xeo. Relative to the xeo, the varactor diodes of the VCXO give rise to a

higher crystal loading and hence lower crystal Qwhich implies that the xeo
should have a lower phase noise than the vexo. Itwould appear that supply

noise is phase modulating the xeo over a wide bandwidth.

11.2.4 Interpolation mixeroutput

The ideal balanced mixer would produce only a difference frequency (which,

in this case, is the required frequency) and a sum frequency, which is un-
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wanted. However, a real balanced mixer is not perfectly balanced and there

is always some leakage of the 7.833GHz signal onto the mixer output, this

too being an unwanted signal. These unwanted sum and leakage signals

must be removed by filtering.

Figure n.u shows typical spectra at the mixer output (LO port). The

RF frequency has been shifted to 7.SGHz for the purposes of demonstration,

there is no difference in the spectra obtained if the RF signal is at 7.8333GHz.

The lsoMHz was obtained from the interpolation oscillator described above,

with the output being reduced to odBm by use of a (commercially available)

lOdB attenuator.

The suppression ofthe 7.SGHz signal relative to the two (7.5 ±o.lS)GHz prod-

ucts at the mixer output is 19dB to 22dB, which satisfies the manufacturers

specification of >17dB when driven 'normally'.

The conversion loss for the high drive level (figure n.n(a)) is estimated as

iodls, which lies within the normally driven mixer specification. The conver-

sion loss for the low level drive (figure n.n(b)) is noted to be of order lSdB.

However the degree of compression in the high power case is indicated by

the approximately SdB drop in mixer output as the RF port drive is reduced

by 10dB; the conversion loss is higher in this mode than in normal usage.

The more important result however is the spurious content of the mixer

output. As noted, the perfect mixer would produce only the (7.S±0.lS)GHz

outputs, whilst the imperfect balance of the mixer would result in leakage of

the 7.SGHz signal.

The mixer output is given by

Fif = l±nFr! ± mFiol (n.8)

Fi! is the mixer output frequency -here the signal on the LO port

Fr! is the mixer RF frequency -here the signal on the RF port
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Figure 11.11: The output (LO port) spectra obtained from the interpolation

mixer. In both cases the RF port drive level was -o.8dBm, the

150MHz drive applied to the IF port were as indicated.
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Flo is the mixer LO frequency -here the signal on the IF port

n is an integer describing the nth harmonic of Fr!

m is an integer describing the mth harmonic of Fi!

The value of n may be restricted to n =1 because the RF port bandwidth is

only 12GHzand in any case down converting the 15.667GHz2nd harmonic of

the DRO to 7.833GHz would require at least the 52nd harmonic (Le. m=52)

of the interpolation oscillator to contain significant energy, which is does

not. Further, the 4GHz bandwidth ofthe mixer IF port will also restrict the

harmonic amplitude at such high values ofm. Further nmust be positive be-

cause even allowing n = -1 and requiring an output between DC and 12GHz

on the mixer LO port requires 52~m~132 which is clearly unreasonable.

Thus equation 11.8reduces to

(11.9)

in which the positive sign is up conversion and the minus sign is down con-

version. The mixer has a tendency to suppress odd order (Le. n +m odd)

products unless it is being badly over driven -this is clearly the case in figure

n.nta). This is confirmed by the fact that odd order products due to the 8 th

harmonic of the interpolation oscillator can be observed at the mixer output,

but this harmonic is not observed on the oscillator output.

If the 150MHz drive level is reduced to +idbm (still with -o.8dBm drive

from the DRO) then the high order odd products reduce (figure n.ntbj)
in amplitude by rather more than lOdB and the third order (n =1, m =2)

product shows a small improvement. The presence of unwanted even order

product also indicates an over driven mixer and the reduction in the 150MHz

drive level also helps reduce the level of the unwanted even order product.

Any attempt to reach the ideal mixer output will result in desired products
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with such low amplitudes that the degree of amplification required post

mixer to give a signal which will satisfactorily drive the following multiplier

stages is prohibitive, both in terms of cost and potential stability.

In any case, the presence of the unwanted sum and leakage signals on the

mixer LOport means that filtering of the mixer output will be required. The

drive levels applied to the mixer to obtain figure u.ntb) are safe and imply

a post mixer gain of order 25dB, which is readily attainable, will be required

to satisfactorily drive the subsequent multiplier stage. Therefore the drive

levels were fixed at -o.8dBm at 7.833Ghz and +ldBm at 150MHz, and a

suitable filter was sought.

11.2.5 Mixer output filter

If it is assumed that the mixer products at ±150MHz of the desired 7.683GHz

output were required to be at a level of -90dBc, the mixer output filter would

have to offer a rejection of 60dB at the ±150MHz points. Further more, the

filter must not rise back within at least 2GHz of the 7.683GHz desired mixer

output.

Such a fixed frequency filter may be constructed using shortened resonant

lines with capacitive loading to set the exact resonant frequency of each fil-

ter element [197]. To obtain the required stop band attenuation, this filter

must have a narrow pass band. Therefore if it is required to change (tune)

the mixer output frequency, these filters would prohibit all but the smallest

frequency changes if system performance is to be maintained.

By using varactor diodes to provide the capacitive loading these filters may

be made tunable [198]. However such filters show not only a variable centre

frequency, but bandwidth and insertion loss also vary with tuning. Further,
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as noted for veos, the tuning range is restricted by the capacitance ratio of

the varactor diodes. A YIG tuned filter (ITF) on the other hand is able to

offer the required rejection, is tunable over a considerable range and shows

a remarkably consistent bandwidth over its tuning range. The construction

of such a filter is outlined in [199].

If the 7.833GHz source for experiments requiring frequency variation is

chosen to be a ITO, both the ITO and YfF have extremely linear tuning

characteristics and therefore any offset between the YfF center frequency

and the ITO output frequency remain constant and may be electronically

compensated. Thus, it may be arranged that the centre frequencies of the

ITO and ITF track each other. A caveat here is that the ITO and YfF will

probably have quite different thermal coefficients and it is therefore nec-

essary to ensure that they are in good thermal contact and are allowed to

thermalise prior to calibration and use.

11.2.5.1 YTFperformance

A four section YfF type EYF-05-09- Dwas obtained from ELVA,which has an

integral driver for the tuning coil. The voltage range required to set the YfF

centre frequency to a given frequency was determined using the apparatus

shown in figure 11.12. The tuning curves were obtained by first setting the

ITO control voltage and noting the frequency produced by the ITO. TheYfF

control voltage was then adjusted to maximise the power output. It is noted

that indeed the ITO and YfF both show linear tuning performance and that

they show tuning sensitivities of 200MHz/V and 400MHz/V respectively.

Thus, scaling the ITO control voltage by a factor of 0.5 and then adding an

offset of 4Vwould produce a voltage suitable for the control of the YfF and
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ITO Control ITFControl

Fe

PM

ITO h 01 ITF 12

ITO Type MLSO-1612PA
ITF Type EYF-oS-09-0
h 12 Narda isolator 4-8GHz model 4914
01 lOdB 4-8GHz directional coupler Narda type 4014e-10
Fe To frequency counter
PM To power meter

(a) ITF test set.
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(b) Comparison of ITO and ITF tuning performance.

Figure 11.12: The test method and the results of measuring the control volt-

age required to set the YfF center frequency in the range.
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Figure 11.13: Frequency response of a ITF at its frequency extremes and at

7.683GHz, which is the particular frequency of interest.
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Centre Frequency(GHz) 5·3 7·683 8.7
Insertion loss (dB) 3·78 3·98 3·99
3dB Bandwidth (±MHz) 15·5 15·625 18

90dB Bandwidth (±MHz) 128 150 153

Table 11.3:Variation ofYfF parameters with centre frequency.

the ITF would track the ITO. Variation of the offset voltage allows the ITF

to track the ITO at any constant offset frequency; in this work a 150MHz

offset would be required.

The ITF frequency response was measured using an Anritsu Vector Net-

work Analyser type MS4624B, which was loaned for these measurements.

Although for the system under construction only a fixed frequency output

is required, the YfF was characterised at the extremes of its tuning range

(5.3GHz and 8.7GHz) and at 7.683GHz. The results of these measurement

are shown in figure 11.13.

Figure 11.13(a)shows the effect of tuning the YfF, the important parameters

are summarised in table 11.3. The YfF shows remarkably stable stopband

attenuation and insertion loss with tuning and it would appear that this unit

placed after the interpolation mixer would produce a 'clean' signal at the

-90dBc level suitable for multiplication by a factor of 12to give the required

LOsignal.

However, the interpolation mixer when driven with -0.8dBm at 7.833GHz

and odBm at 150MHz is expected to produce -14dBm, which suggests that

the interpolation chain power output post filter will be of of order -18dBm.
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(b) Interpolation chain spectrum at ITF output.

Figure 11.14:Realisation and spectral content of the interpolation chain

measured at the YfF output.

11.2.5.2 Interpolation chain low level output

The block diagram of the interpolation chain so far described is shown in

figure 11.14(a). Note the inclusion of an isolator between the mixer and
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the YI'F, which ensures a good match between the YI'F and the mixer and

minimises intermodulation products due to energy reflected by the YI'F.

The output spectrum of this chain is shown in figure 1l.14(b), and indicates

that the signal is 'clean' to a least -6SdBc.

11.2.6 Postfilter amplification

Typically, available X12multipliers which will take the interpolation chain

output at 7.683GHz and produce the desired 92.2GHz LOfrequency require

+todlsm, An amplifier will therefore be required after the filter.

This amplifier must have a gain in excess of 28dB with a saturated power

output of no less than +lOdBm and the lowest possible noise figure. The

bandwidth of this amplifier need only be adequate to allow for any required

tuning, it is not part of the pulse generation system.

There are a number of possible amplifiers which will satisfy these require-

ments in the market place. However the two available were the Quinstar

QPN-08o73030 and the Ciao Wireless CAslO-341; the pertinent perfor-

mance figures ofwhich are shown in table 11.4.The higher gain and satura-

tion power output (P1dB) combined with the marginally lower noise figure

make the QPN-08o73030 the amplifier of choice. Note that the lower band-

width of the chosen amplifier encompasses the tuning range of the PMYrO.

11.2.6.1 Interpolation chain performance.

The key parameters for the complete interpolation chain are power output

and spectral purity. Power output is measured to be +13dBm at 7.683GHz,

which is sufficient to drive any of the available multiplier chains, and in fact
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Figure 11.15: The output spectra of the interpolation chain at the amplifier

output. A straight line approximation to the 7.833GHz DRO

has been added for comparison.
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Amplifier QPN-08073030 CAs10-341

Bandwidth (GHz) 7.3 - 8.0 5.0 -10.0

Measurement frequency (GHz) 7·65 7·0
Gain (dB) 30·4 27·7
P1dB(dBm) +31.1 +25·9
Noise figure (dB) 2·79 3·09

Table 11.4: The parameters of amplifiers available for use as the post inter-

polation mixer gain stage.

an attenuation of 3dB may be required to prevent damage to the multiplier

chain.

The spectral purity of the interpolation chain is shown in figure 11.15. As

expected the spurious content at the interpolation chain (figure 11.15(a))out-

put is low, there being no evidence of the 7.833GHz or 7.533GHz (±150MHz

of the desired 7.683GHz) at the -70dBc level; thus as expected, the ITF

provides sufficient rejection of unwanted mixer products.

With the xeo powered from an 18Vbattery pack, the phase noise at the

output of the interpolation chain was measured at 7.683GHz using the delay

line discriminator and is shown in figure 11.15(b).The phase noise spectrum

is, within measurement limits, essentially that of the DRO and reflects the

fact that the xeo has a phase noise spectrum at least an order of magnitude

lower than that of the DRO.
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92.2GHzW

1800MHz
Output

Hom Mixer IFAl LPFl IFA2 LPF2

Figure 11.16:The 94GHz to 1800MHz down convertor block diagram

11.3 94GHz to 1.8GHz Down Conversion

The process of down conversion employs a mixer to take the 94GHz signal

from the sample, multiply it with the 92.2GHz LO signal and produce an IF

signal centred at 18ooMHz. The sum frequency being in excess of 180GHz

is outside the mixer IF pass band and is ignored.

The system must provide a noise performance which is comparable with

a Bolometer based Homodyne detector when used for CW work, and have

sufficient bandwidth to respond to ns pulses.

11.3.1 The down convertor circuit.

The down convertor consists of all the components which appear in the signal

path between the 94GHz input and the 1800MHz output which is applied to

the homodyne demodulator stage. A block diagram of the down convertor

is shown in figure 11.16. If the ith stage of a cascade has a noise factor of Pi

and a gain G, then the noise factor of an n-stage cascade is given by the Friss

equation [191]

(11.10)
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The input horn is a standard corrugated horn and has a loss (measured) of

o.idb: as with all passive components, the loss may be treated as the device

noise figure and thus the horn has a noise figure of o.idls.

The first IF amplifier (IFAl) now plays an important role in determining

the system noise temperature. Provided the gain of IFAl is large, equation

11.10shows that the noise contributions of the stages following the first IF

amplifier may be neglected to a good first approximation.

The amplifier must have a high gain and a low noise figure with frequency

response of at least 800M Hz to 2.8GHz. The selected amplifier is the Miteq

AFS4-001004-13-3-4 which has a frequency response of 100MHz to 4GHz,

a gain of 36dB and a noise figure (NF) of 1.3dB.

The mixer has been selected to be a Farran Technology BMClO. For an RF

input of 94GHz with an LO drive of +13dBm at 92.2GHz , this device has a

conversion loss of 7dB.

The mixer noise factor must, however, be calculated with care. In the absence

of input filtering, the mixer must respond to an image frequency 1.8GHz

below the 92.2GHz LO signal i.e. a frequency of 90.4GHz. Whilst this

frequency contains no useful spectral information, it contains noise which

will appear in the IF output of the mixer, and therefore a Double Sideband

(DSB)mixer noise figure must be employed [200].

The mixer DSBnoise figure is defined as

(11.11)

where

TD is the effective diode temperature

To is the reference temperature (290K)

L8 is the signal-IF path conversion loss
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Horn Mixer IF Amplifier

gain -0.1 -6·4 35 dB

0·9772 0.2291 3981
NF 0.1 1.3 dB

F 1.0233 2.8175 1.35

Table 11.S:Summary of down convertor parameters

L, is the image-IF path conversion loss

The effective diode temperature is included to account for intrinsic thermal

effects within the mixer diodes, it is usually taken to be 350K [200]. The

conversion losses (L8 and Li) are, in this case equal and are the mixer loss.

For a loss of 7dB this is a loss factor of 5.0119. Then using equation 11.11the

mixer noise factor is

F = 350 [5.0119 _ 1] 1 = 2 8 75
DSB 290 2 + . 1 (11.12)

The parameters of the various components are summarised in table 11.S

These figures may now be used in equation 11.10to estimate the noise factor

of the down convertor; the result is Fca8 =4.6733 or 6.7dB. This may be

converted to a noise temperature using

where To has been previously defined. The mixer is expected to have a noise

temperature of 106SK.
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11.3.1.1 Measured results

The cascade noise temperature of the first three stages of the down convertor

(horn, mixer and first IF amplifier) was measured using a hot/cold load

technique [200], in which the down convertor is employed as a radiometer.

The output of the IF amplifier was connected to a power meter via a 2-4GHz

lowpass filter; the maximum insertion loss of which is 1dBand adds 6mK to

the predicted system noise temperature. The input horn was allowed to look

at either a warm (TKRAMat 295K) load, or a cold (Eccosorb CV3immersed

in boiling liquid Nitrogen at 77K) load and the change in IF power output

was recorded.

The ratio of the hot and cold powers is known as the 'Y-factor' which is

defined to be [200]

Y = PHOT = THOT + Tsys
PCOLD TcoLD + Tsys

(11.13)

and therefore
T - THOT - YTcoLD
SYS - Y-1

where

THOT is the 'hot' laboratory temperature

TcoLD is the 'cold' liquid Nitrogen temperature (77K)

Tsrs is the system noise temperature

Tables converting between Y-factors and system noise temperature (based

on a warm temperature of 295K and a cold temperature of 77k) are readily

available [201].

Unfortunately, with the 92.2GHz LO signal derived from the interpolation

chain, the front end noise temperature could not be measured, there was no
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measurable power change at the down convertor output between the hot and

the cold loads indicating an excessivelyhigh system noise temperature.

The interpolation chain was removed and the LOsignal derived directly from

the 7.833GHz DRO, giving an LO frequency of 94GHz. Under these con-

ditions the measured power ratio at the down convertor output was o.6dB,

which gives a measured system noise temperature of 1394K, which is in

broad agreement with theory.

The system noise temperature is particularly sensitive to Horn insertion loss

and the mixer conversion loss and a calculation of the effects of uncertainty

in these values may be performed. Keeping all else constant, if the Horn

insertion loss is o.2dB rather than o.idls the system noise temperature rises

from lo6SK to lO96Kwhilst a mixer conversion loss of 7.SdBresults in a sys-

tem noise temperature of 1238K. Further, if the Y factor is held constant at

o.6dB and THOT is allowed to vary by ±IK the measured system temperature

will vary by ±6.7K. Ifall these factors are taken into consideration, the agree-

ment between the calculated and measured noise temperatures is considered

good and the detector noise temperature of the down convertor compares

favourably with the noise temperature of the Helium cooled Bolometer (of

order zoook) currently employed on the St Andrews spectrometer.

An additional factor to be considered is that the IF port on the BMCI0 mixer

is DC coupled, and therefore the IF passband extends from DC to 2-4GHz,

the upper limit being set by the lowpass filter. This measurement therefore

includes the region dominated by the rising mixer diode 1/f noise. Further,
the IF amplifier has a rising noise figure below 300MHz and may have in

excess of lOdBgain at lOMHz. There is therefore considerable room for low

frequency effects to significantly contribute to the system noise temperature.

The low frequency response of the down convertor was restricted by insert-
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ing a 250MHz high pass filter at the IF amplifier output. Repeating the

V-factor measurement using a DRO as the local oscillator source now gives

a power variation of 1.03dB, which corresponds to a noise temperature of

737K, which is a considerable improvement over the current Bolometer.

Ifthe same IF filtering regime is used with an LO derived from the interpola-

tion chain, a power change of o.idll is just measurable which corresponds to

a noise temperature of 9282K, confirming that the origin of the excess noise

is the interpolation network.

11.3.1.2 Reduction of the excess noise

The high noise floor encountered with the interpolation was unexpected.

Certainly, the close in phase noise of the interpolation chain is not the prob-

lem because both the DRO based and the interpolation chain have the same

close to carrier phase noise. Neither can it be due to the multiplier chain

since both the DRO and interpolation chain measurements were made with

the same multiplier chain. Suspicion must fall on the mixer, the post mixer

amplifier, or the YIG filter.

The HMC220MS8 mixer used as the mixer uses GaAs technology and there-

fore has the potential to have a considerable 1/f noise close to carrier,

although it will have a low ultimate noise floor. The potential contribution of

the interpolation mixer was investigated by changing the mixer. The inter-

polation chain mixer was changed to a Mini-Circuits mixer type ZMX-10G

which employs Silicon diodes. As with the HMC220MS8, the port band-

widths of the ZMX-10G require that the ports ofthe ZMX-lOG be driven in

exactly the same way as those of the HMC220MS8. With this substitution,

the noise temperature was once again measured as 9282K. The excess noise

is either so high that any effect due to the mixer is masked or there is no
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(b) Modified configuration.

Figure 11.17:Two possible configurations of the post interpolation mixer

components.

effect due to the mixer.

Suspicion must therefore fallon the post mixer amplifier-filter combina-

tion. Figure 11.17shows two possible combinations of these components.

Figure 11.17(a)shows the basic post filter components in the configuration

employed above, whilst figure 11.17(b)shows an alternative configuration in

which basically the order of the filter and amplifier has been reversed.

The noise temperature of of the interpolation chain shown in figure 11.17(b)

was measured using the Y factor approach; a power variation of 0.6dB be-

tween hot and cold loads was measured corresponding to a noise temperature

of 1394K
The noise figure of the cascades shown in figure 11.17may be calculated

using equation 11.10. It is found that for figure 11.17(a)the estimated cas-

cade noise figure is fcas=7.948 (rv9dB) whilst for figure 11.17(b)a value of
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fcas=1.998 (rv3dB)is estimated. The results are not unexpected, the amplifier

gain ensures that the contribution to the cascade noise figure of components

after the filter may be neglected.

The noise figures have a ratio of 4:1. If the excess down convertor noise is

due to to the post mixer components wewould expect a noise temperature of

(9282/4)K or 230oK. Because the measurement exceeds this improvement

it is concluded that the filter has either a 2dB higher insertion loss than ex-

pected or has a 3dB higher than expected noise figure.

11.4 An 1800MHz Demodulator

In the introduction to this chapter, it was indicated that having down con-

verted the 94GHz signal to 1.8GHz, a homodyne demodulator would be

employed to produce a baseband signal which would be suitable for further

processing to obtain the spectrum borne by the 1.8GHz IF signal.

11.4.1 The 1800MHz source

Homodyne demodulation requires that the signal to be demodulated being

carried by a signal, in this case at the IF frequency, be mixed with an unmod-

ulated signal at the IF frequency. Equation 11.4shows that the carrier (IF)

frequency at the output of the down convertor is simply 12xthe interpolation

oscillator frequency.

The circuit used to perform this multiplication is shown in figure 11.18.The

network involving le1 is a simple voltage regulator. Q1and Q2 are respec-

tively a doubling stage and a tripling stage, which take the 150MHz input to
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90oMHz. Doubling this to 1800MHz in a bipolar stage would be possible.

However this requires very careful layout and would have been an iterative

process. The approach taken was to employ a commercially available bal-

anced doubler, in this case the HMC187SM8 (IC2). Amplifier ICS takes the

900MHz available at the collector of Q2 and produces sufficient drive for

IC2. The output ofthis doubler is then filtered (using Helical filters FL1and

FL2) and further amplified to produce +iodbm, which is sufficient to drive

a diode ring mixer.

The output spectrum of the multiplied source when driven with the 1soMHz

crystal oscillator (XCO) is shown in figure 11.19. The harmonic purity of

the multiplied output with no spurii greater than -7odBc, reflects the use of

helical filters in the multiplier chain output.

The phase noise content of the multiplied XCO reflects the phase noise of

the driving XCOdegraded by 201og(n)dB.This phase noise result was used

to obtain the 'corrected' phase noise spectrum of the XCO shown in figure

11.9(b). The multiplier must degrade the phase noise spectrum of the XCO

by a minimum of 21.6dB; the fact that the phase noise agreement between

the corrected and measured phase noise curves in the 'hump' of figure 11.9

is so good indicates that there is minimal additional phase noise introduced

by the multiplier chain circuitry.

11.4.2 The homodyne stage

The IF signal is a frequency translated copy of the 94GHz signal returned

from the sample and therefore for a ms pulse the demodulator input should

ideally extend from 800MHz to 2.8GHz. This will also accommodate a CW

experiment with a 1kHzfield modulation for which the IF signal will consist
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Figure 11-19: The harmonic and phase noise spectra of the X12 (150MHz to

18ooMHz) multiplier when driven with the 150MHz XeD.The

actual power output is in excess of +rodlsm.
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3dB 90 0 power divider
-Quadrature Hybrid
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Figure 11.20: A two channel Homodyne demodulator.

of an 1800MHz carrier with iklfz modulation sidebands. In the Homodyne

demodulator the 1800MHz IF centre frequency is down converted to DC

using the oscillator/multiplier combination described above.

However, the IF signal contains components above and below the IF centre

frequency. The upper sideband, which extended from 1.8GHz to 2.8GHz,

when mixed with 1800MHz, extends from DC to 1GHz at the demodula-

tor output. The lower sideband which extends from 800MHz to 1800MHz,

which should be converted to anegative frequency when mixedwith 1800MHz,

folds back into the positive frequency domain and once again lies in a band-

width of DCto 1GHz. Thus the 2GHz wide signal at the demodulator input

has a 1GHzbandwidth at the demodulator output.

The sideband ambiguity is resolved using an I-Q demodulator. Consider

figure 11.20. The input signal, centered at 1800MHz is divided into two

equal amplitude signals which are applied to individual mixers. The input
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signal is assumed to be an amplitude modulated signal of the form

(11.15)

where

Ao is the unmodulated IF carrier amplitude

a(t) is the function amplitude modulating the carrier

We is the carrier frequency

let the carrier be sinusoidally amplitude modulated at a frequency Wm, such

that

a(t) = Amsinwmt

In which case the input signal has the form

V1F = AoAm sin We + ~o [cos (wc - Wm) t - cos (wc+Wm)]

(11.16)

The two LOsignals VL01 and VLOQ are in quadrature. They are derived from a

single LOsource (VLO) using a 3dBQuadrature Hybrid and may be expressed

as

(11.18)

(11.19)

In which case, assuming mixer products at twice the applied carrier fre-

quency are filtered out, the mixer output voltages are

(11.20)

(11.21)

Now clearly, either of the output signals could be simply power detected

using a diode detector for example. However combining these signals gives

. /V2 + \1,2 = AmAo (11.22)V I Q v8
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which is proportional to the amplitude of the signal returned from the cavity.

Now consider the case in which the input signal acquires a small phase shift.

Bywriting

and following an exactly analogous route to that outlined above, it is shown

that

VI = ~o sin(cp)

VQ = ~o cos(cp)

which may be combined to give

(11.25)

VI
ip = arctan V

Q
(11.26)

which may be used to correct for errors introduced by dispersive loading of

the cavity. It should be noted that the amplitude result of equation 11.22

is independent of phase and that the phase result of equation 11.26 is in-

dependent of amplitude. This method of demodulation is known as IQ

demodulation. The quadrature I and Q signals are now post processed to

obtain the required ESR spectrum.

11.4.2.1 Demodulator realisation

The circuit of the demodulator is shown in figure 11.21.

The above analysis was carried out with the quadrature signal at the fixed

LO frequency. Using microstrip techniques it is reasonably easy to obtain

accurate quadrature over a narrow bandwidth [202], it would be very diffi-

cult to obtain an exact quadrature over the full IF bandwidth from a single

component. On the other hand, an accurate zero degree power division may
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Figure 11.21:Circuit diagram of the IQ demodulator.

be obtained with relative ease over the full IF bandwidth using transformers.

The IQ demodulator was implemented using available components. The

bandwidths required by the mixer ports were established above. In an at-

tempt to keep the IF bandwidth aswide as possible it was necessary to employ

a mixer with a less than optimum RF bandwidth: the Hittite HMC213MS8

has an IF bandwidth of 1.5GHzwith an RFbandwidth of 1.5GHzto 4.5GHz.

The input power division is provided by transformer T1,which is more ap-

propriately considered as a transmission line system and has a bandwidth

of 4.5MHz to 3.3GHz. The required quadrature signals are provided by

the 'hybrid quad' PS1, which is a component intended for use in cellular

applications and which is centred at 1.8GHz.
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Figure 11.22: The phase balance of the initial IQ demodulator

Demodulator performance

The key parameters for successful operation of the IQ demodulator are the

phase difference between, and the amplitude balance of the I and Q outputs.

The deficiencies imposed on the demodulator as realised in figure 11.21may

be observed in the phase difference between the I and Q channels shown in

figure 11.22. This measurement was made with the IF outputs terminated

in 16soMHz lowpass filters to reduce the distortion on the measurements

introduced by the leakage of 1800MHz between the LO and IF ports of the

mixers.
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Ignoring the constant error of approximately 60 in the phase difference be-

tween the I and Q mixer outputs, the phase difference between the mixer

outputs should be flat for an input frequency range of 800MHz to 2.8GHz

and this is manifestly not the case.

The low frequency deviation from ideal arises as a result of the low frequency

limit (1.SGHz) of the mixer RF port. The high frequency deviation from flat

arises as combination of the 1GHz high frequency limit of, and the lowpass

filter on, the mixer IF port. Although the input transformer (T1 in figure

11.21) has a specified upper frequency limit of 3.3GHz, reactive loading of

the secondary will tend to reduce this and it is expected that some of the

high frequency deviation from the ideal flat response is due to this especially

above 3GHz. The high frequency limit of the mixer RF port (4.SGHz) is

not expected to introduce an appreciable phase error in the frequency range

shown in figure 11.22.

The permanent off set from 900
, probably arises due to a phase error in the

1800MHz quadrature hybrid, which in this case is compounded by unequal

trace lengths in the PCBlayout. This is not of its self a problem because it

may be compensated for in the post demodulator processing.

11.5 TheComplete Heterodyne Demodulator

The complete heterodyne spectrometer capable of generating and detecting

pulses on a ns pulse capability may now be constructed. The complete block

diagram of such an instrument is shown in figure 11.23 in which all the

previously described components may be identified.

Due to the high noise floor of the heterodyne detector when driven from
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Figure 11.24: The pulse response of the complete Heterodyne demodulator.

Pulse widths are defined at the pulse generator output.

the interpolation chain, the system is not able to produce an ESR spectrum,

however it is possible to demonstrate that the system will respond to pulses

on a ns timescale.

The pulse response of the system is demonstrated by coupling the transmit

chain (,to sample') output to the detector (,from sample') input by allowing

the apertures of the two horns shown in figure 11.23 to face each other. By

inserting an attenuator between the transmit chain multiplier output and

the transmit (to sample) horn, the power in the system could be adjusted

to prevent saturation of the demodulator. The required pulse output may

be observed on either the I or the Q output and is shown for various pulse

widths in figure 11.24. The pulse response was observed using only the 'Q'

channel. The large ripple observed on the pulse output is leakage of the
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1800MHz LOsignal in the homodyne stage, and is due to poor layout of the

demodulator section.

The lowpass filter in the IFsignal path restricts the IFbandwidth to 90oMHz,

which implies the detector should reproduce pulses of t.ms or longer. As

expected the response to an o.gns pulse is severely restricted. Whilst full

fidelity is not quite achieved for a ms pulse, a zns pulse is reproduced accu-

rately.

The rise and fall times of pulses with widths of zns and greater reflect the

pulse edge sharpening obtained during multiplication of the 70Hz pulse

generated in the transmit chain. However, the finite bandwidths of the vari-

ous mixers and filters introduced in the down conversion and demodulation

processes have increased the rise time from 76ps to approximately scops.

There are also distortions within the pulse. Both the rising and trailing edges

shows some overshoot and this is a consequence of the IF shaping filters hav-

ing a Butterworth response, in practice these filters need to be Gaussian to

prevent such overshoot.
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CHAPTER 12

Conclusions and Further Work

This thesis has described the design and construction of components for a

new state of the art high field ESR spectrometer operating at 94GHz which

is capable of both CWand pulse operation.

The challenges ofmeasuring the phase noise spectrum of oscillators at 7GHz

and sources at 94GHz have been addressed and a low phase noise source,

which provides both the main spectrometer and demodulator local oscillator

signals, has been described. The oscillator configuration allows fast (sub ns)

phase coherent pulses to be produced at 94GHz.

Aheterodyne detector consisting of a 94GHz to 1.8GHzdown convertor fol-

lowed by a 1.8GHz IQ demodulator has been constructed. This detector has

an IF bandwidth of 2GHz and a bandwidth of lGHz at the IQ demodulator

output which allows the detector to respond to pulses on a ns time scale. The

detector also demonstrates a noise temperature of 740K which compares

favourably with the 2000K noise temperature of the Helium cooled bolome-
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ter currently used at 94GHz.

Whilst it has been shown that the basic components designed have the re-

quired performance for use in a CWspectrometer it is necessary to integrate

the complete system into a spectrometer. This will be completed in the next

few months.
There are several areas in which further work is required to optimise the

performance of these circuits. Perhaps most importantly, the noise temper-

ature of the interpolation chain based down convertor must be reduced from

the current 1400K towards the 740K obtained when driven from the DRO.

This will optimise the sensitivity of the spectrometer.

The use of a multiplier chain to obtain the 1800MHz signal required in the

homodyne demodulator requires investigation. Multiplication produces a

low phase noise close to carrier and is suitable for CWwork. However, the

multiplier raises the far-out noise floor at the output of the multiplier which

potentially reduces the sensitivity of the spectrometer in pulsed mode. This

is expected to be solved by using an 1800MHz oscillator phase locked to the

150MHz interpolation oscillator. This will not change the CW sensitivity,

but will reduce the influence of the 1800MHz noise floor on the pulse spec-

trometer sensitivity.

The long term stability of the master oscillator must be sufficient to ensure

that the source frequency does not change significantly during a measure-

ment. This may be ensured by placing the DRO in a thermally stable envi-

ronment. If some degree of tunability is required, the DROmay be replaced

by a PMYfO. The long term stability of the PMYfO has not been investi-

gated since it was assumed that it could be phase locked to an available EIP

counter. However, the EIP counter produces close to carrier discrete spurii

which detract from the desired spectral purity of the source. It may well
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be necessary to ensure the long term stability and tunability of the PMYfO

by phase locking to a DDS signal derived from the 150MHz interpolation

oscillator.

Finally, simple modifications allow the techniques described in this thesis

to be employed at higher frequencies. Essentially, only the multiplication

factors employed to obtain the final main spectrometer and LO signals and

the frequency of the interpolation oscillator need to be changed.

Assuming a starting frequency of 7.833GHz for a 188GHz instrument, the

required multiplication factor for both signals is 24. High efficiencydoublers

for the main spectrometer signal are available which are able to deliver in

excess of 50mW (+17dBm) at 188GHz. The down conversion mixer could be

changed to a suitable sub-harmonic mixer. Then, assuming an 1800MHz IF

frequency, the interpolation oscillator frequency changes to 75MHz and the

1800MHz generation scheme changes accordingly. This series of changes

would produce a state of the art CWand a pulsed spectrometer at 188GHz.

For higher frequencies, a higher IF frequency should be considered thus

allowing a reasonable rejection of the unwanted interpolation mixer outputs

by the ITF.
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APPENDIX A

Evaluation of Modified Bessel

Functions

McLachlan [152] gives the integral form of the generating function of modi-

fied Bessel functions of order p and argument x as

(A.l)

This equation is not (easily) hand integrable, it is evaluated numerically. It

will be evaluated for 0 ~ p ~ 5 and x = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5,1,3,5,10. These values

are then used directly in equation ( 5.9) to calculate the normalized ampli-

tude of the pth harmonic of an exponential sine function.

There are various ways in which this integration may be performed numeri-

cally. Gaussian Quadrature is the method of choice because it has computa-

tional simplicity and a high degree polynomial fit with few calculations. The

disadvantage of this scheme is that some mathematical effort is required to

place the integrand in a form suitable for this type of quadrature.
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The process of performing the quadrature is to transform the integral ac-

cording to

lb 1+1
a f(O)dO = -1 g(</»d</> (A2)

using the linear transformation

0= m</> + c

and forcing </> = 1at 0 = band </> = -1 at 0 = a. Under this transformation

the integral may be stated as

where </>i are the points at which the quadrature is performed(the abscissas),

and Wi are weighting functions. We are now able to transform, and thus

solve (A.i),

f(O) = eXC08(O) cos (pO) dO (AS)

Then using (A3) and forcing limits we obtain c = ~and m = ~.Then (A.l)

becomes

(A6)

Note the change in multiplicative constant, which reflects the change in limits

of integration. This slightly simplifies to

We may now write

(AB)

For an nth Quadrature scheme, the abscissas are the zeros of a Legrande

polynomial of order n. The weighting factors are related to the abscissas



and derivatives of Legendre polynomials. The abscissas and weights for a

selection of Quadrature orders are tabulated in [89]. Should tables not

contain the required coefficients it will be necessary to calculate them.

The zeros of a high order Legendre polynomial are somewhat difficult to

calculate by hand. Evaluation of the required derivatives is a source of

additional work and error. Itwould appear that Gaussian Quadrature is not

an attractive proposition, despite it's polynomial fitting advantage over other

methods.

However, the evaluation of polynomials, and their zeros is trivial in algebraic

manipulation packages. Thus the abscissas require little effort. This still

leaves the weights. Hildebrand [203] gives the weights as

Wi = (n + 1)2[Pn+l(4)i)]2

Which requires the evaluation of the (n+1)th degree Legendre polynomial at

2(1 - 4>~)

the ith abscissa, a task which is trivial in an algebraic manipulation package.

The package of choice is Maple. The following Maple work sheet calculates

the abscissas and weighting functions. The abscissas are evaluated using the

RootsOfO statement, whilst the weights are evaluated using the evalf(P(m,x))

where P inside the "orthopoly" package is the Legendre polynomial.
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> restart;
> Digits:=15:
> with (orthopoly):
> n:=8:
> m:=n+1:
> t:=[evalf(allvalues(RootOf(P(n,x))))]:
> for i from 1 to n do
> t [i] :=Re (t [i] )
> end do:
> for i from 1 to n do
> w[i] :=2*(1-t[i]A2)/(m*eval(P(m,x),x=t[i]))A2;
> end do:
> printf("Abscissa Weight\n") :for i from 1 to n do
> printf("%18.15f %18.15f\n",t[i],w[i])
> end do;

Abscissa
.960289856497533

-.960289856497533
.796666477413627

-.796666477413627
.525532409916331

-.525532409916331
.183434642495645

-.183434642495645

Weight
.101228536290644
.101228536290644
.222381034453368
.222381034453368
.313706645877898
.313706645877898
.362683783378358
.362683783378358

This worksheet produces the parameters required for a 8 point Quadrature;

to obtain the parameters for other orders it is necessary to change the "n:=8:"

statement.



The values of abscissas and weights obtained from this worksheet have been

used in a FORTRAN program to calculate modified Bessel functions using

both 8 and 16 point quadrature. The values are shown at the end of this

appendix.

As with any numerical scheme, errors are important. In the case of the Maple

routine, the errors are outside our control. By specifying "Digitst=tg" the

worksheet is calculating in a double precision mode. The real problem arises

in the worksheet with the definition of zero. The roots of P(n,x) are real;

however, occasionally Maple returns a complex number. The complex part

is invariably small, of order 10-10 (or smaller) which is small in comparison

to the real part. Thus to all intents and purposes the real part and mag-

nitude are the same. However, unless steps are taken, the worksheet will

fail because the evaluation of the weighting factors requires a real number.

The statement "t[i]=Re(t[iD" solves this problem. The question of zero in

computational algebra schemes is discussed in Heck [204], which also gives

additional references.

In an iterative scheme the usual technique for establishing error is to continue

iteration until some required arbitrary accuracy has been arrived at. This

scheme is closed, and agreeing an accuracy requires repeated determination

of abscissas and weights and comparison of tabular results. In evaluating

the integral there are a number of potential sources of error. These may be

broadly characterized as truncation and numerical errors. Truncation errors

arise because the polynomial fit is only approximate; in effect we truncate

an infinite expansion of the function. The truncation error for a 16 point

Quadrature is small, being of order 10-34• Clearly however, we have a bigger

problem than this. In this case the error arises because of the speed with

which Ip(x) varies at high values of x. In this case it would appear likely that
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as the order of Quadrature is increased the values of the modified Bessels

function will oscillate about the true value showing a slow convergence to

the true value.

The acceptable accuracy of a numerical solution depends upon application.

Here, the error between 10 and 16point Quadrature is less than 15%which

is sufficient for the intended application.

Modified Bessel Functions Using 8 Point Quadrature

x n=o n=l n=2 n=3 n=4 n=5

0.10 1.0025 0.0501 0.0013 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001

0·30 1.0226 0.1517 0.0113 0.0006 0.0000 0.0002

0·50 1.0635 0.2579 0.0319 0.0026 0.0002 0.0002

1.00 1.2661 0·5652 0.1357 0.0222 0.0028 0.0001

3·00 4.8808 3·9533 2.2450 0.9585 0.3215 0.0831

5·00 27.2383 24·3330 17·5001 10·3252 5.1273 2.2925

10.00 2.8173e3 2.6736e3 2.2875e3 1·7707e3 1.246ge3 801.743

Modified Bessel Functions Using 16Point Quadrature

x n=O n=l n=2 n=3 n=4 n=5
0.10 1.0025 0.0501 0.0013 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

0·30 1.0226 0.1517 0.0113 0.0006 0.0000 0.0000

0·50 1.0635 0.2579 0.0319 0.0026 0.0002 0.0000

1.00 1.2661 0·5652 0.1357 0.0222 0.0027 0.0003

3·00 4.8808 3·9534 2.2452 0·9598 0·3257 0.0912

5.00 27.2399 24·3356 17·5056 10·3311 5·1082 2.1580

10.00 2.8157e3 2.670ge3 2.2815e3 1.7584e3 1.2265e3 777·189
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